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WHAT’S THE BUZZ?
Derk was extremely knowledgeable and
thorough about all aspects of our work
together. He handled everything expertly,
professionally and in a friendly manner. He
always responded quickly to any questions
or concerns I had. I recommend Derk highly
to anyone who is in the market to buy or sell
a home.
-Elisabeth S.
Derk went beyond the call of duty, hand
holding my elderly parents throughout
the process. He treated us like family, was
available at all times, answered a million
questions and got the property sold for top
dollar. You will not be able to ﬁnd a better
agent, with more experience, and more
knowledge!
-Celia M.
Very experienced and truly great with
negotiation - Derk has an uncanny sense of
knowing when to ask a buyer for more, and
when not to. He was able to talk me through
the complexity of multiple offers in a way
that got top dollar for my home. I couldn't
be happier with the process, and the sales
price.
-Patricia B.
His market knowledge is solid and when
he lists one of my projects I know we are
going to get top dollar. I’ve never felt that
Derk views me as a commission but rather
as a client and a friend whose interests he
protects and looks out for. I would, without
reservation, recommend Derk’s services to
anyone looking to buy or sell a home.
-Lance T.

DERK BRILL

Wall Street Journal “Top Residential Realtors” in America

M: 650.814.0478
dbrill@apr.com
www.DerkBrill.com
LICENSE # 01256035

We were very impressed with Derk and
would highly recommend him. He was
exactly right in his assessment and how
we should proceed in order to get the best
result possible. We are very happy that
we chose Derk for his excellent work and
highly recommend him.
- Jim & Merlene
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When it matters most,
patients turn to
Stanford Health Care
“At Stanford, the whole team
was great at making sure the
right things happened for me
to have the amazingly good
recovery I’ve had so far.”
–Brett
U.S. News & World Report,
again, recognizes Stanford
Health Care in the top 10
best hospitals in the nation.

Brett’s cross-country bicycling trip ended 1,000 miles short of his goal. While
crossing through Oklahoma, he crashed, landing on his head. He spent nine
days in a coma. Part of his skull was removed to create space for his swelling
brain. When he was stable enough to be moved, his family chose Stanford.
There, a team of traumatic brain injury specialists stabilized his inter-cranial
pressure, rebuilt his skull and supported him through his neurologic
therapy. Facing multiple years to fully recover, Brett pushed himself
physically and mentally. He relearned how to talk, walk and use his left side.
Six years later, Brett walks 40 to 70 miles a week and has completed 600
rides on a stationary bicycle. “I really feel like I’ve pulled through it the
best I possibly could,” he said. “At Stanford, the whole team was great
at making sure the right things happened for me to have the amazingly
good recovery I’ve had so far.”
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Upfront

Local news, information and analysis

Residents sound off on frustrations with traffic
Calls made for more data, less city growth and
new solutions at special town hall meeting
by Gennady Sheyner
or Palo Alto residents exasperated by worsening traffic
congestion, the city offered
some hopeful news on Monday
night: Help is on the way. Also,
some words of caution: Expect
delays.
In a special town hall meeting

F

dedicated to traffic, the City Council heard from dozens of residents
who either vented their frustrations
about deteriorating traffic conditions or offered suggestions for
easing congestion. Many argued
that it’s time to put a moratorium
on commercial development to

limit commuter traffic; many others called for the city to hold more
meetings with residents before they
significantly redesign roadways,
like Ross Road or the CharlestonArastradero corridor.
And while city staff assured residents that the Palo Alto (like the
region as a whole) is moving ahead
with a slew of projects to relieve
congestion, one resident after another argued that the city isn’t doing enough. They came armed with

surveys, data sets and anecdotes.
Mark Nadim, a resident of Palo
Alto Hills, said the congestion on
Page Mill Road keeps him from
leaving his house until after 1010:30 a.m. And when he leaves, he
knows he has to return by 2-2:30
p.m., otherwise traffic will be
horrible.
“Most of this traffic is for Stanford Research Park and most of it
is single-occupancy vehicles,” said
Nadim, one of about 30 speakers to

address the council Monday night.
“We need to have some shuttles,
buses ... to reduce the number of
cars turning from (Interstate) 280
to Page Mill Road.”
Allen Akin, who lives in Professorville, said he has installed a
camera at his house to help him
count cars. He saw traffic at Lincoln Avenue and Waverley Street
increase from 4,200 cars per day in
(continued on page 14)

RECREATION

Rinconada
Masters may
be forced
from pool
Operator opts not to sign
new agreement with Palo
Alto’s adult swim club

controlled trial conducted in
Canada found that women who
completed the program were 46
percent less likely to be raped and
63 percent less likely to experience an attempted sexual assault.
Heartened by these results,
Stanford School of Medicine researchers are piloting Flip the
Script with small groups of undergraduate women, with the goal of
eventually providing the training
to all female students.
Flip the Script was developed
by Charlene Senn, a psychology professor at the University
of Windsor in Canada, in 2005.
At the time, effective prevention

by Gennady Sheyner
dith Gelles has been swimming with the Rinconada
Masters for 35 years and,
as a history professor at Stanford
University, she is particularly sensitive about the club’s legacy in
the region.
The adult swimming program,
which has been using the cityowned Rinconada Pool in Palo
Alto since 1973, was the first and
only masters swimming program
in the Bay Area for decades,
Gelles said. These days, it’s more
than a swimming group; it’s a
family.
“When someone has a birthday,
we celebrate. When someone has
a baby, we celebrate. When someone passes, we grieve,” Gelles,
82, told the city’s Parks and Recreation Commission on Tuesday
night.
Now, the family is struggling
to keep its home. Last week,
the swim club was informed by
Rinconada’s new operator, Team
Sheeper, that its contract will not
be renewed in January. The announcement came as Menlo Parkbased Team Sheeper is negotiating a new five-year deal with the
city to manage the popular pool,
which it has overseen since August 2017.
Tim Sheeper, founder and president of Team Sheeper, did not respond to the Weekly’s inquiries
Tuesday about his decision not to

(continued on page 13)

(continued on page 12)
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Veronica Weber

Getting into the spirit

Gunn High School Senior Class President Michael Panitchpakdi, back left, emcees the student-body costume contest on Wednesday
as, from left, freshman Emma Grant-Bier (dressed as Groot from “Guardians of the Galaxy”), sophomore Olivia Palmer (dressed as a
vampire), junior Katarina Hamady (dressed as Khloe Kardashian) and senior Bob Hahn (dressed as a Red Cross nurse) stand before
their peers as the vote is tallied during Spirit Week. Every day, students dressed for different themes; Wednesday’s themes included
superheroes, vampires, the Kardashians and the Army.

EDUCATION

To prevent sexual assaults, Stanford
pilots empowerment program
Flip the Script gives women tools for identifying danger, acting quickly
by Elena Kadvany
n a room at Stanford University this summer, a group of undergraduate women watched
a video of a man and a woman
at a party. As the two move into
a bedroom and things escalate
sexually, the students were asked
to call out warning signs as the
situation became increasingly

I

dangerous for the young woman.
The undergrads were participating in Flip the Script, a 12hour interactive training that specifically teaches women how to
respond to and prevent sexual assault, which is most often perpetrated by men they already know.
According to the U.S. Department

of Justice, one in four undergraduate women will experience sexual
assault by the time they finish
college.
In a field with little definitive
evidence for what actually works
to reduce sexual assault, Flip the
Script has shown unusually encouraging results. A randomized
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Around Town

STORYTIME ... The word
“dispenser” is typically associated
in the popular imagination with
paper towels, hand soap or
Pez candy. But if you’ve visited
Palo Alto City Hall lately, you
may have seen an unusual new
device in the main lobby, next to
the Revenue Collections area: a
short-story dispenser. The slim
kiosk allows visitors to print out,
for free, a short story that they
can then take with them or read
as they wait to pay their parking
ticket. With a push of one of three
buttons, a visitor can choose
between a five-, three- or oneminute story, which seconds
later emerges from a slot much
like a gas-station receipt. The
offerings include poetry and
prose, contemporary and
classical, heavy and light. On a
recent visit to a council meeting,
this reporter was treated to the
poem “To Althea, from Prison”
by Richard Lovelace (1618-1657)
and a short story called “Hey
Dad” by Jeremy Riou, which lays
out a conversation about love
between a child and a father.
According to the city, the shortstory dispenser — an offering
from City of Palo Alto Library —
will be traveling next year to other
locations where people gather
or wait for services. “The hope
is this new literacy tool will help
strengthen community, promote
reading and provide avantgarde entertainment,” the city’s
announcement states.
NEVER MISSING A BEAT ...
Every patrol car in the Palo Alto
Police Department will soon be
equipped with a new life-saving
tool: a defibrillator that restores
regular heart rhythm to victims of
sudden cardiac arrest. The City
Council is scheduled to approve
on Monday a proposal from the
department to spend $60,000 in
state- and county-granted funds
to purchase automated external
defibrillators (AEDs) for each
vehicle. The purchases will be
facilitated by the nonprofit Racing
Hearts, which has been at the
forefront of raising awareness
about AEDs and encouraging
municipalities throughout Santa
Clara County to invest in the
devices. The effort to make these
devices more common received
a boost in 2015 and 2016, when
county officials partnered with
Racing Hearts to allocate about

$1 million for installing more
than 660 AEDs in 553 high-risk
locations throughout the county.
Now, Palo Alto is preparing to
do same, with help from the
county. To foot the $60,000
bill for the new AEDs, the city
is using $30,000 from county
funds and another $30,000
from the Citizens Options for
Public Safety program, which
distributes state funds to publicsafety agencies. For the city, the
expense is the latest milestone
in an effort that began in 2013,
when the council first approved
the installation of AEDs at local
parks, community centers,
several police cars and various
public facilities.
LEAVING A LEGACY ... The
Vista Center for the Blind &
Visually Impaired will soon find
itself at a point of transition with
Executive Director Pam Brandin’s
retirement on Dec. 31 after 24
years. Under her leadership, the
center has grown to serve more
than 3,000 families in San Mateo,
Santa Clara, San Benito and
Santa Cruz counties. She also
saw the organization through a
merger with the Doran Center in
Santa Cruz and acquisition of the
Santa Clara Valley Blind Center,
which will be finalized this month.
“It has been my great pleasure to
work side by side all these years
with a highly skilled and deeply
caring team of staff and board
members whose commitment
to Vista Center, its mission
and its clients is remarkable
and inspiring,” Brandin said in
a press release on Tuesday.
“I have also had the privilege
of getting to know so many —
clients, volunteers, donors, other
professionals and community
partners.” Before taking the helm
at the organization, Brandin
was a part of the organizing
committee for Vintage Affaire,
the annual wine and gourmet
food auction benefiting the Palo
Alto-based center. The center is
close to wrapping up its process
of bringing a new executive
director on board. “I look forward
with excitement to watching Vista
Center continue growing and
thriving under a new leader who
will bring a different perspective
and life experience to the job
while keeping our unique mission
and values close to his or her
heart,” Brandin said. Q

Upfront
ELECTION 2018

CityView

Four council candidates raise
more than $50,000 each

A round-up

Cory Wolbach and Alison Cormack lead the Palo Alto field,
but Tom DuBois and Eric Filseth narrow the gap
our out of five candidates
for seats on the Palo Alto
City Council have now
each raised more than $50,000
for their respective campaigns,
underscoring the growing role
of money in local politics.
Councilman Cory Wolbach,
who is seeking a second term,
and Alison Cormack continue to
lead the field, with total reported contributions of $73,824 and
$67,078, respectively. But their
edge over Councilmen Tom DuBois and Eric Filseth has shrunk,
with both members of the council’s wing that favors slower
city growth bringing in significant contributions over the past
month, according to the latest
campaign-finance disclosures.
DuBois received $22,209 in
contributions between Sept. 23
and Oct. 20, according to the
legally required documents,
more than any other candidate,
bringing his total to $59,634.
Filseth saw $14,358 in contributions during the same period and
now has $51,731 in his campaign
chest.
Pat Boone, the fifth council
candidate, received contributions totaling $919, according to
the documents.
The new numbers reflect the
changing nature of campaigning
in Palo Alto. In 2014, when Filseth, DuBois and Wolbach were
first elected to the council, each
raised less than $30,000 for his

F

by Gennady Sheyner
respective campaign: Filseth received $26,127, Wolbach brought
in $25,586 and DuBois raised
$23,859.
The topic came up in recent
debates, where all candidates
disparaged the growing role of
money in council campaigns and
voiced general support for campaign-finance reform measures
that would limit contributions.
In the meantime, however, the
fundraising season remains in full
swing, with all four candidates receiving big checks in the weeks
leading up to the election. Wolbach, who continues to lead the
pack, has seen his re-election campaign bolstered in the past month
by contributions from various labor groups, both local and regional. Palo Alto Professional Firefighters has contributed $1,000 to
Wolbach, as has the political action committee of Laborers Local
Union 270, and the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local Union 332. Sprinkler
Fitters and Apprentices Local 483
contributed $500, while Service
Employees International Union
Local 521, which represents about
half of Palo Alto’s city employees,
gave $250.
Wolbach also received $250
from the California Real Estate Political Action Committee — California Association of
Realtors.
Most of Wolbach’s other contributions in the latest reporting

The $6 Million Blunder

PALO ALTO WEEKLY, SEPTEMBER 1, 2017

City Council (Oct. 22)

Traffic: The council held a Town Hall meeting to hear residents’ concerns about
traffic. Action: None

period come from local residents, including economist Stephen Levy, co-founder of the citizens group Palo Alto Forward
($250), planning commissioner
Michael Alcheck ($250) former council member Gail Price
($75), and former Architectural
Review Board member Lee Lippert ($100).
Unlike Wolbach, Cormack received all of her contributions
in the latest reporting period
from individuals, most of them
from Palo Alto. Engineer Shilpa
Singhal contributed $1,000 to
her campaign; every other donation was for a smaller amount.
Susan Thom, who worked with
Cormack on the 2008 campaign
to pass a library bond, contributed $250; Grace Mah, a board
member at Santa Clara County
Office of Education, contributed $99. Josh Becker, a Menlo
Park resident and chairman of
Lex Machina, gave $125, while
Owen Byrd, general counsel at
Lex Machina, gave another $100.
Cormack also received contributions from retired attorney
Hal Mickelson ($100), housing
advocate John Kelley ($100) and
Stanford University career and
leadership coach Cindy Greig
($100).
DuBois and Filseth received
the biggest lift in the past month,
with many local donors making
equal contributions to each of
them. Palo Alto residents Kat

Student remains at Palo Alto High after sexual assaults
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS, MAY 12, 2017

Under fire from critics, school board reduces public comment time
PALO ALTO DAILY POST, SEPTEMBER 14, 2017

of Palo Alto government action this week

Board of Education (Oct. 23)

Voting Rights Act: The board heard an update on threatened legal action
related to the California Voting Rights Act. Action: None
Setting direction: The board discussed the superintendent’s ideas for setting
direction and goals. Action: None
Stanford GUP: The board discussed its response to Stanford University’s
proposed general use permit (GUP). Action: None
Legal expenses: The board directed staff to provide a report comparing last
year’s legal budget and actual spending. Yes: Unanimous

Council Policy and Services Committee
(Oct. 23)

Audits: The committee accepted the status update on various audits, including
ones relating to citywide cash handling and travel expense; and cable franchise
and public, education and government (PEG) fees. Yes: Fine, Holman, Wolbach
Absent: DuBois
ERP: The committee discussed two audits relating to the city’s Enterprise
Resource Planning system, accepted the audits and requested that staff
schedule a broader discussion of the topic by the full council. Yes: Fine,
Holman, Wolbach Absent: DuBois

Parks and Recreation Commission (Oct. 23)
Rinconada: The commission heard an update about the city’s negotiations for
a long-term operator at Rinconada Pool, including plans by the sole bidder,
Team Sheeper, to not renew the contract of the Rinconada Masters swim club.
Action: None
Master Plan: The commission discussed the city’s progress on establishing
near- and long-term objectives to meet the goals of the new Parks, Trails,
Natural Open Space and Recreation Master Plan. Action: None

Gibbs, Judy Koch, Roger McCarthy, Robert McIntyre and
William Quackenbush each donated $1,000 to each of the two
candidates.
The top contributor to any
campaign in the past month was
Jeff Hoel, a longtime advocate
for expanding Palo Alto’s fiber-optic ring, who contributed
$5,000 to DuBois. This was the
only contribution of more than
$1,000 reported in the latest period, in contrast to the prior period (which stretched from July

1 to July 22), in which several
local families made $5,000 contributions to both DuBois and
Filseth.
Palo Alto residents Paula
Rantz and Michael Rantz, who
gave thousands of dollars to
council candidates in 2016, this
year contributed $950 and $850,
respectively, to both the DuBois
and the Filseth campaigns.
In addition to the influx of cash,
both DuBois and Filseth have
(continued on page 11)

Palo Alto schools have another self-inflicted budget problem
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS, SEPTEMBER 8, 2017

Embattled Palo Alto schools superintendent to resign Friday
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS, SEPTEMBER 26, 2017

Paid for by Kathy Jordan for School Board 2018 FPPC# 1406198
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Upfront
HEALTH

Fighting back with knowledge
Palo Alto teacher and cervical cancer survivor Ana Reyes
has a message for parents and young people
by Sue Dremann

A

eyes didn’t know she had
HPV. The diagnosis had
remained in her medical record for years, but no health care
provider had ever mentioned it.
Although she had abnormal Pap
smears for nine years, she was always told it was just something to
watch.
When she began experiencing
abnormal bleeding, she thought it
was from her intra-uterine device,
or IUD, she said. A gynecologist
other than the doctor she normally
saw noted the HPV diagnosis and
decided to sample tissue from
higher up in her cervix than is normal for Pap-smear tests. Most Pap
smears catch a cancer early if a
woman has the test regularly.
If the doctor hadn’t tested higher
in her cervix, it is likely the cancer
would have grown and possibly
metastasized, Reyes said. She was
diagnosed in December 2015 with
stage 2 adenocarcinoma, a rarer
form of the disease, she said.
“When I found out, it was unbelievable to me. I had no idea what

R

the statistics were for prognosis or
what was the treatment,” she said.
Reyes, a Palo Alto High School
graduate, coaches and mentors
teachers who are in their first or
second year of education and who
strive to receive tenure. Before that,
she taught special education for 17
years, including 10 years in the
Palo Alto Unified School District.
When she was diagnosed, her
children were 6 and 8 years old.
A single mother, she said that her
determination to be there for their
futures helped her through the
darkest hours of her treatments —
a surreal world of mind-bending
pain and multiple surgeries.
“It was totally crazy,” she said.
Once a week for six weeks,
Reyes arrived at Kaiser Permanente Hospital in Santa Clara for the
six- to seven-hour chemotherapy
treatment. Like ghostly specters,
nurses arrived in masks and caps,
booties and gowns, their hands protected by nitrile gloves pushing the
chemicals into a line that fed into
her veins.
Next came 28 rounds of external
radiation administered five days a
week. On her body, three permanent tattoos mark the spots where
doctors targeted the tumor. But if
those treatments were trying, Reyes
could not have been prepared for
the three rounds of internal radiation, or brachytherapy, a procedure
in which doctors put a ring around
her cervix.
Although she was sedated, “it
was insanely painful,” Reyes said,
and lasted two hours each time.
When the treatments ended, the
oncologist and radiologist directed
her to return in nine months for
a positron emission tomography
(PET) scan, she recalled.
But Reyes started to experience
additional symptoms shortly thereafter. Doctors initially thought they
were caused by radiation damage,
but one month later, she was not
better. Doctors told her to wait
three months and see if the symptoms resolved, then six months.
“I just knew” the cancer was not
gone, Reyes said. But she could not
undergo a diagnosing PET scan because the radiation she’d had could
create a false-positive reading.
Through a Medicine Grand
Rounds review of her case at Duke
University School of Medicine, a
gynecological-cancers specialist
determined that Reyes probably
still had cancer, she said. Reyes underwent a radical hysterectomy in
October 2016, which removed her
cervix, uterus and ovaries. Doctors
found a small bit of residual cancer.
“I was so grateful” the cancer
again was caught early before it
could spread, Reyes said.
But nothing could have prepared
her for the emotional toll of having
had the radical surgery. Losing her
reproductive organs plunged her
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into instant menopause, without
the gradual hormonal transitions
experienced by most women. The
jarring impact wreaked havoc on
her emotions, she said.
But her ordeal was not done yet.
Reyes started to experience severe
back pain, and an ultrasound found
that both of the tubes that transport
fluids from the kidney to the bladder, called ureters, had been so
damaged by radiation treatments
that they were closing down. Doctors inserted stents — small tubes
— into the ureters to open the
obstructions.
But the stents caused her excruciating pain that sent her to the emergency room multiple times; doctors
could do reconstructive surgery,
but she was told she’d have to wait
three months, she said.
Each day Reyes took Percocet, a
narcotic to help blunt the pain. Given her inability to work, she moved
in with her parents and eventually
had the successful reconstructive
surgery.
HPV still wasn’t done with
Reyes, however. A concerning Pap
smear in October 2017 found that
she had precancerous HPV lesions
on her vaginal wall. Doctors applied topical chemotherapy treatments to try to put the lesions into
remission, and by January 2018, the
lesions had disappeared.
nowing she has one of three
aggressive strains of HPV
known to cause cancer is
still sobering to Reyes.
“I will likely continue to fight
this,” she said.
Reyes gets checked now every
three to six months to make sure
the lesions and cancer haven’t returned. Having HPV puts her at
higher risk for other types of cancer as well.
The toll of cancer has not been
merely bodily, however.
“When you are going though
chemotherapy and radiation you
are so sick and so tired. You have
this tunnel vision to get to the end.
I wasn’t very emotional at that time.
But when the treatment ends, you
are used to seeing multiple doctors every day. Fear comes with
not being monitored every day.
That’s where the anxiety, grief and
sadness hit me — when I was finished,” she said.
“I had PTSD and anxiety; I
couldn’t go to doctors’ appointments alone; I had panic attacks.
People talk about how you’re so
strong and so brave. What other
choice do you have? I know the rug
can be ripped out from under me at
any point, and that’s a really scary
place to be,” she said.
There are also the continuing
physical challenges. Reyes must
wear an estrogen patch to make
up for the plunge into menopause;
she takes medication for painful
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Ana Reyes, a cervical cancer survivor, shows the scar from the
hysterectomy she underwent as part of treatment for her stage 2
cervical cancer. Reyes is an ambassador for Cervivor, a nonprofit
that educates the public about cervical cancer.
bladder spasms and has an inflammation of the intestines; there
are sexual side effects. She sees a
pelvic physical therapist to try to
break up the scar tissue caused by
surgeries and radiation. And there
are the daily physical reminders:
the three tattoos where the radiation was targeted and a long scar
permanently etched south of her
navel.
But now she has a new focus:
spreading the word about HPV
and the importance for everyone
— male and female — to receive
the life-saving vaccine. Reyes is
spreading the word through Cervivor, a cervical cancer awareness
group.
Each year, 13,000 women in the
U.S. will get cervical cancer. More
than 4,000 will die, according to
the organization. Worldwide, that
number balloons to 528,000 diagnoses annually and 266,000 deaths
among women.
The number of people vaccinated against HPV remains low.
Only 53 percent of girls and 44
percent of boys have received the
recommended doses, according to
the CDC.
A Sept. 7 editorial in the online
clinicians’ resource Medscape
states: “No vaccine has suffered
more from misinformation and illfounded concerns than the human
papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine.
Antivaccine activists have claimed
that HPV vaccine causes chronic
pain syndromes, chronic fatigue,
sudden death, and a variety of autoimmune disorders. In addition, activists have gone so far as to claim
that the HPV vaccine increases
risky sexual behavior.”
But Reyes said those fears are
unfounded.
“I don’t think you have to talk to
kids about sex. All you have to say
is that you get the vaccine to protect

you from getting a life-threatening
disease,” she said.
Medical professionals say it’s
important to be screened regularly
and to receive the vaccine against
HPV early on. The recommended
ages are between 11 and 26 years
of age. But anyone can receive the
vaccine.
Reyes’ daughter, now 11, received the vaccine this year. Her
son also will be vaccinated at that
age, she said. It wasn’t difficult to
convince her daughter of the importance of getting the shot.
“She was 8 when I developed
cancer. She remembers how sick I
was, of my missing birthday parties and Christmas. I told her, ‘This
shot is so you will never get this
cancer that I had.’”
Reyes never thought she would
be talking in public about her private ordeal, she said, but the stigma
and embarrassment around cervical cancer must be eliminated,
much in the way people now talk
about breast cancer.
“I know right now there has to
be a bigger purpose, and that’s to
make sure that no one has to go
through this,” she said. “Knowledge is power.” Q
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be emailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

Cervical cancer and
HPV information
Cervivor, information on
cervical cancer: cervivor.org
American Cancer Society:
cancer.org/cancer/cervicalcancer.html
HPV vaccine safety: CDC:
https://bit.ly/2D5M0km; WHO:
https://bit.ly/2D5M0km; NCBI:
https://bit.ly/2PrqsVe

Veronica Weber

na Reyes was just 37 years
old when she was diagnosed with stage 2 cervical
cancer, setting her on a three-year
journey of surgeries, chemotherapy and painful radiation that has
left her body permanently damaged and scarred.
It didn’t have to happen, the Palo
Alto teachers’ mentor and mother
of two says: A vaccine can prevent the virus that is at the root
of most cervical cancers. As hard
as Reyes fought her cancer, she is
now fighting to get people to understand this fact.
Some forms of the human papillomavirus, or HPV, cause cancer,
according to the American Cancer
Society. And the number of people who are infected with HPV is
staggering. About 9 in 10 will get
an HPV infection at some point
in their lives, according to the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control.
Some strains of HPV cause genital
warts, which don’t cause cervical
cancer, but an estimated 15 strains
can lead to cervical, oral and anal
cancers. according the National
Institutes of Health.
Although known as a sexually
transmitted disease, sex doesn’t
have to occur for the infection to
spread, according to the American
Cancer Society. Intimate skinto-skin contact with an area of
the body infected with HPV can
spread the disease.
In many cases, HPV infection
can clear a person’s body on its
own within a relatively short period of time: 90 percent can disappear within two years. But the
virus also can remain dormant
for years before a person develops
symptoms, making it hard to know
that one is infected.

OPEN SUNDAY, October 28
2:00 - 4:00pm
3 Fredrick Court, Menlo Park

OPEN SUNDAY, October 28
2:00 - 4:00pm
1044 Sonoma Avenue, Menlo Park

Remodeled California Mission Home

Stunning Custom-Built Home in Coveted Flood Park

• Approx. 0.83 acres in
Menlo Oaks

• 4 bedrooms, 3.5 baths,
including separate
1-bedroom, 1-bath guest
quarters with kitchen

• Extensively remodeled
and expanded

• Modern Zen-like design with
large open spaces

• Exquisitely landscaped yard
with built-in seating

• 4 bedrooms and 3 baths

• Excellent Menlo Park schools

Offered at $4,885,000 | 3Fredrick.com

Offered at $3,495,000 | 1044Sonoma.com

812 Lincoln Avenue, Palo Alto

108 Queens Court, San Carlos

Coveted Community Center Location

Exceptional View Home in Hyde Park Estates

• Newly built in 2014 with
signiﬁcant upgrades

• Beautifully landscaped
private rear yard

• 6 bedrooms and 6.5
baths

• Excellent Palo Alto
schools

Offered at $6,888,000 | 812Lincoln.com

A FRESH APPROACH

• Exceptional San Francisco
Bay views and surrounded by
protected open spaces

• 5 bedrooms and 4.5 baths
• Gorgeous rear grounds with
inﬁnity edge pool, spa, and
vast terrace

Offered at $6,198,000 | 108Queens.com

JUDY CITRON • 650.543.1206
Judy@JudyCitron.com • JudyCitron.com
License # 01825569

#20 Agent in the United States (per The Wall Street Journal, 2018)

Square footage, acreage, and other information herein,
has been received from one or more of a variety of
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Upfront
EDUCATION

ELECTION 2018

Superintendent directs staff to set,
achieve near-term goals

Voters’ guide: Complete coverage
of Palo Alto races, measures
Go to PaloAltoOnline.com for a guide to the
November ballot

New method aims to tackle Palo Alto school district’s broad and long-lingering
issues in smaller bites
by Elena Kadvany

P

put together
a program to
work with these
students after
school before
full-day kindergarten rolled
out with all kindergartners this
month. All of
the participat- Don Austin
ing students improved in reading
and most reached the grade-level
benchmarks, Goddard said.
While the goal was small in
scale, Board President Ken Dauber lauded the work as “focused
and practical,” particularly as
compared to the more abstract,
daunting goal of closing the district’s achievement gap among
minority and other students.
“Helping 10 kids meet grade
level is a much smaller goal that
you can actually imagine yourself
(doing) and actually accomplish,”
he said. “To do that over and
over again is a way we can make
progress.”
In a separate agenda item on

Veronica Weber

alo Alto school board
members were encouraged
Tuesday night by Superintendent Don Austin’s approach to
changing the way the district sets
goals, hoping it will help move
the needle on long-lingering issues, from the achievement gap to
student homework loads.
Austin is asking district staff
to work across departments and
schools on short-term goals, also
called “sprint” goals, that can be
accomplished in as little as two
months. The idea, he said, is to
move from “talking about issues
to action” in a low-stakes way.
Staff have set more than 100
sprint goals, which Austin sees as
tangible evidence that the organization can become more agile,
collaborative and effective.
Staff presented examples of
those goals on Tuesday. At Barron
Park Elementary School, Principal Eric Goddard said a team of
kindergarten teachers, a reading
specialist and an aide identified
kindergarten students who were
not reading at grade level and

standardized test results for lowincome Hispanic students, board
member Todd Collins suggested a
similar approach to raising their
achievement: focusing first on the
two elementary schools that enroll
almost half of all low-income elementary students.
“Trying to come up with the
perfect overall program might be
impossible for us to do,” board
member Melissa Baten Caswell
said in agreement. “Let’s do some
sprints and see if we can get some
results.”
In another example, the district’s registration-services supervisor, Barbara Best, worked with
special-education director Alma
Ellis on school placement for special-education students. Best said
she came to a much “deeper understanding” of the special-education department’s responsibilities
and challenges and added that any
changes they make to the registration process for special-education
students will have “instantaneous
buy-in” because the two offices
developed them together.

by Palo Alto Weekly staff
n Nov. 6, Palo Alto voters
will decide on new members of the City Council
and Board of Education in addition to four local measures that
seeks to raise the hotel tax, cap
health care costs, limit the terms
of school board members and
fund school-district construction
projects.
Over the past several months,
the Palo Alto Weekly has been
reporting on each candidate,
hosted two debates, weighed the
pros and cons of each local issue
on the ballot, and issued its endorsements in various races.
With Election Day around
the corner, we’ve compiled in
a single place all of our articles
and endorsements as well as
links to our video and podcast
interviews that will hopefully
answer the questions that voters

O

The sprint goals are meant to
be coupled with long-term plans
for more involved efforts, such as
adopting new curriculum or rolling out the state’s Next Generation

are asking. To access the 2018
Voters’ Guide, go to tinyurl.
com/2018PAvoterguide.
In addition to the Palo Alto ballot, the guide includes information on East Palo Alto issues and
the Midpeninsula Regional Open
Space District race; links to videos of League of Women Voters
educational events; and Registrar
of Voters links for both San Mateo and Santa Clara counties.
On election night, check in on
PaloAltoOnline.com, where upto-date results will be posted as
ballots are counted, or follow our
live election coverage on Twitter.
com/paloaltoweekly. Q

THERE’S MORE ONLINE
PaloAltoOnline.com
For complete election information,
go to tinyurl.com/2018PAvoterguide.

Science Standards, Austin said.
While enthusiastic, board members urged Austin to head off the
(continued on page 11)

It’s unanimous! Re-elect Eric Filseth and Tom DuBois
Our local papers agree.

‘

Solutions for a better Palo Alto
Q 0MQMXSJ½GIKVS[XLTVSZMHIJSV
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www.ericﬁlseth.com
for more information

re-elect

Eric

F a more productive
For
d ti Council,
C
il we
recommend the election of Eric Filseth,
Tom DuBois, and Alison Cormack
— Palo Alto Weekly, October 12, 2018

‘

’

’

Cormack, Filseth, DuBois
best choices for City Council.

‘

— Daily Post, October 5, 2018

[Filseth and DuBois] have served the community well, and brought
healthy, intelligent, and substantive debate to council meetings.
— Palo Alto Weekly, 10-21-2016

FILSETH

Palo Alto
City Council
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voteDuBois.com
for more information

Tom DuBois
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Experience, Maturity, Judgment

Re-elect

Palo Alto City Council

Upfront

Goals

Candidates

(continued from page 10)

(continued from page 7)

obstacles that have long plagued
the district, including an unwillingness to evaluate efforts honestly and change course if needed
and a difficulty in spreading successful programs to other schools.
Noting that the district office
has become “lean” in recent
years, board member Terry Godfrey suggested that the district
use technology to spread successes across the district.
She also cautioned against
importing too much of a Silicon Valley “move fast and break
things” mindset: Let’s “not pretend like we can fail fast because
each kid only goes through here
once,” she said.
In other business Tuesday, the
board decided to hold a special
study session next month on
Stanford University’s proposed
general use permit to clarify and
agree on a unified strategy as
Santa Clara County begins negotiating a development agreement
with the university.
The decision was prompted
in part by a request from the
Palo Alto PTA Council for the
board to take an official position
on the university’s long-term
growth plan. The parent group
also hopes that a study session
would help clear up confusion
and misinformation in the community about how exactly the
general use permit will impact
the school district’s enrollment
and finances. Collins has been
leading a community effort to
demand that Stanford contribute
its “fair share” to the district as
it builds more housing, resulting
in more students for the school
district.
In a recent letter, Austin chided Stanford for refusing to meet
with district staff to discuss
potential up-front payments for
possible school construction and
to develop an algorithm to attach
ongoing funding to students living in Stanford housing.
Godfrey, who in an Oct. 12 letter with Baten Caswell asked the
county Board of Supervisors to
ensure a funding stream to support new students generated by
new Stanford housing, said Tuesday that it’s “time for us to put a
stake in the ground.”
“When push comes to shove
and there’s a school available to
these kids ... Stanford will thank
us. It will no longer be the thing
we negotiated; it will be the thing
they’re grateful for,” Godfrey
said. Q
Staff Writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.

received support from the political action committee Palo Altans
for Sensible Zoning, which has
been running ads in support of
both candidates. The group, which
was created in the aftermath of
the 2013 citizen referendum on
a proposed housing development
on Maybell Avenue, advocates for
slow city growth policies and has
endorsed both candidates.
According to the latest campaign finance documents, the
group spent $1,485 on ads in the
Weekly to support of DuBois
and another $1,485 to support
Filseth. Further underscoring
the alliance between the two
competing candidates is the
$500 contribution that Filseth
made to DuBois’ campaign.
DuBois’ strong fundraising
month was also bolstered by
$500 contributions from local
residents Doria Summa, Sally
Rudd, Thomas Rindfleisch,

FOLLOW US ON

Janet Dafoe, Neilson Buchanan
and Malcolm Beasley.
Filseth raised $14,358 in the
latest reporting period, with
almost all of his contributions
coming from Palo Alto residents.
Gale Johnson, Megan Barton
Rindfleisch, Rudd each contributed $500 to Filseth, while Allen
Akin, Jennifer Fryhling, Sheryl
Klein and Lisa Berkowitz Landers each gave $250.
Boone, meanwhile, has consistently said he is proud of the
fact that he is not raising as much
cash as the others, highlighting
it as one of the main differences
between himself and the other
candidates. The two contributions he received in the latest filing period both came from Palo
Alto residents, Cindy Goral ($99)
and Suzanne Keehn ($150).
The five candidates are vying
for three spots on the City Council, which is set to see its number
of seats reduced from nine to
seven next year. Council members Karen Holman and Greg
Scharff are both terming out and

are now vying for an open seat
on the Midpeninsula Regional
Open Space District board. Q
See the candidates’ campaign-disclosure forms linked in
the online version of this article
on PaloAltoOnline.com.
Staff Writer Gennady
Sheyner can be emailed at
gsheyner@paweekly.com.

READ MORE ONLINE

PaloAltoOnline.com

Profiles of the five candidates
for Palo Alto City Council, a grid
showing their stances on key city
issues, plus videos of the Weekly’s
endorsement and biographical
interviews and the Oct. 3 candidates’
debate, are posted at tinyurl.com/
2018PAvoterguide.

Public Agenda
A preview of Palo Alto government meetings next week
CITY COUNCIL ... The council plans to meet in a closed session
to discuss five potential cases. The council also plans to consider
amending budget assumptions for pension benefits and discuss the
Finance Committee’s direction to identify $4 million in General Fund
savings; and adopting procedures and protocols to conform to a sevenmember council. The closed session will begin at 5 p.m. on Oct. 29, in
the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave. Regular meeting
will follow at 7 p.m. or as soon as possible after the closed session.
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD ... The board plans to consider
3128 El Camino Real, a proposal to remodel McDonalds; and consider
proposed revisions to the designs of the two Marriott Hotels at 744-748
San Antonio Road. The meeting will begin at 8:30 a.m. on Thursday,
Nov. 1, in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.

We Need Your Votes!
IT’S NOT ABOUT WHAT CANDIDATES SAY, IT’S HOW THEY VOTE!!
&RXQFLO0HPEHUVYRWHRQFULWLFDOLVVXHVWKDWGHðQH
the future quality of life in Palo Alto.
You should know how the incumbents for City Council
— running for re-election — have voted on several key issues.
These are the three incumbent City Council Members
running for re-election:

DuBois

Filseth

Wolbach

Voted to keep the Downtown Non-Residential Development
Cap — limiting office growth development in the downtown area

Yes

Yes

No

Voted to reduce the Affordable Housing Fees charged for
Office/R&D development — losing millions of potential dollars
that the City could have collected for affordable housing

No

No

Yes

Voted for City’s new Tobacco Permit Ordinance (5418) — adding a stricter ban
on tobacco sales, including those within 1,000 feet of a school

Yes

Yes

No

Voted to restore language in the City’s Comprehensive Plan that
stated the goal of “preserving neighborhood character”

Yes

Yes

No

Voted to remove “all programs for the Land Use Element” of the City’s
Comprehensive Plan (later reversed by Council, due to public outcry)

No

No

Yes

Voted to allow developers to rollover unused office square footage
for up to one year

No

No

Yes

Voted to keep the current competitive process as part of the office
growth limit ordinance

Yes

Yes

No

Vote for the two Council Candidates,
TOM DUBOIS and ERIC FILSETH, who put Residents First!
@PALOALTOONLINE

Paid Political Advertisement. Paid for by Palo Altans for Sensible Zoning (FPPC #1359196).
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Upfront

Rinconada
(continued from page 5)

Carol Macpherson, coach of the Rinconada Masters Swim Club in
Palo Alto, coaches masters swimmers during their morning workout
on Wednesday. Macpherson founded the club 45 years ago. It’s one
of the oldest Masters clubs on the Peninsula.
“It’s a serious enough concern
for us that we felt like this was
justified for Team Sheeper to
move forward with overseeing
the masters program (itself),”
LeBlanc said.
The pending departure of the
Rinconada Masters club is part

of a broader wave of changes at
Rinconada, which has grown
much busier since Team Sheeper took over last year as part of
the city’s push to privatize pool
operations. At that time, the city
was struggling with staffing
shortages and surging demand

Steady Leadership
and Sound Judgement.
Experience and Maturity
You Can Count On.
Weary of ever growing
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Veronica Weber

renew the contract with Rinconada Masters. But both city staff
and members of Rinconada
Masters said that Sheeper attributed the decision largely to
safety concerns.
Earlier this year, the city commissioned a complete safety review by an independent aquatics professional to ensure that
it employs best practices, said
Jazmin LeBlanc, senior manager for strategy and operations of
the city’s Community Services
Department. The consultant
identified the need to have two
lifeguards around the pool, with
at least one on deck.
The city, she said, includes
this requirement in its contracts
with the various groups using
the pool. Rinconada Masters
hasn’t always followed that requirement, she said, which influenced Team Sheeper’s decision not to renew the group’s
contract.

for aquatics programs.
In many respects, the switch
to Team Sheeper has been a success, according to city staff.
Participation in the swimlesson program has doubled
to nearly 900 community
members, LeBlanc said. Team
Sheeper has also opened a new
summer camp program, which
was attended by 315 children.
It transformed the seasonal
recreational-swim program into
a year-round one and it has significantly expanded lap swim
hours. Feedback from customers, she noted, has been very
positive in general.
But for Rinconada Masters,
the switch from a public operation to a private one could
mean the difference between
existence and extinction. Under
Team Sheeper’s agreement with
the city, the pool must maintain
a masters program and a youth
program, though it’s up to Team
Sheeper to decide whether to
run these programs in-house
or to hire subcontractors like
Rinconada Masters. Earlier this
year, Team Sheeper informed
Palo Alto Stanford Aquatics
(the other major swim club that
uses the pool) that it plans to
renew its contract. Rinconada
Masters, meanwhile, was told
that it wouldn’t get a new deal.
More than 40 adult swimmers
came to the Tuesday meeting to
push back against Team Sheeper’s determination. David Levinson, who has been swimming
with Rinconada Masters for 40
years and credits the program
with turning him into an eighttime masters champion, called on
the commission to “not abandon
us swimmers.”
“The Parks and Recreation
Commission needs to decide
whether to hire Team Sheeper to
serve the swimmers of Palo Alto’s
programs or whether the members of the commission believe
that we swimmers exist to serve
Team Sheeper,” said Levinson,
one of more than a dozen swimmers who asked the commission
for support.
Several members of the group
also took their pleas to the City
Council Monday night — among
them Carol Macpherson, coach
of Rinconada Masters. The team,
she told the council, welcomes
both competitive swimmers and
those who just want to swim to
stay fit, to improve their strokes
or to learn how to swim.
On Tuesday, Macpherson
said she hopes the group can
still work out a deal with Team
Sheeper. The problems Team
Sheeper had identified are solvable, she said. Though she did
not dispute staff’s finding that
the group didn’t always have two
lifeguards on duty, Macpherson
maintained that there was always
at least one lifeguard. The lap
swimming program, she added,
also often uses just one lifeguard,
she said.
“To say we never had any lifeguards on the deck is very incorrect,” Macpherson said.
The commission agreed that
the lifeguard problem has a

fairly simple solution: the hiring of more lifeguards. But now,
there seems to be a bigger issue between Team Sheeper and
Rinconada Masters: growing
mistrust. LeBlanc said that Team
Sheeper has indicated that it
doesn’t have the confidence that
the team will have as many lifeguards as it needs.
She said Team Sheeper also
complained that the environment at
Rinconada is “not always respectful” between the different groups,
another reason for its determination not to renew the contract.
LeBlanc also noted that while
oversight of the masters program is set to change under the
proposed terms, the masters program itself is not going away. In
fact, under the proposed Sheeper agreement, just about every
Rinconada program will remain
in place, with very few changes.
“Everyone who is in master
swimming is absolutely welcome
to continue being a master swimmer,” she said. “I know it doesn’t
necessarily feel the same to every participant (to have a different management), but there is the
same masters programming at the
same time and almost the same
exact pricing.”
The commission largely sympathized with the speakers, with
Commissioner David Moss calling the swim club “a city treasure”
with a “national reputation.” His
biggest concern, he said, was over
transparency. Though the city has
been going through the bid process
for a long-term pool operator since
July, the Rinconada Masters didn’t
learn about the decision not to renew their contract until Oct. 16.
“It’s the blind-siding that I find
disturbing,” Moss said.
He and his colleagues also took
issue with the bidding process,
which resulted in only one bid
— from Team Sheeper. LeBlanc
said other operators were turned
off by a provision that allows the
city to approve or reject changes
to the pool schedule. If the city
were to reject Team Sheeper’s
bid, it might have to stop or suspend all aquatics programming
because of insufficient pool oversight, she said.
“It’s not ideal to walk away
from this,” LeBlanc said. “We
would certainly do this if it
looked like it would cause a
problem.”
While no one on the commission supported dropping Team
Sheeper’s bid, Commission
Chairman Don McDougall said
the outpouring of concern from
the Rinconada Masters should
change how the city negotiates
with Team Sheeper as it finalizes
its agreement. The biggest issue,
he said, is broken trust. Solving
it will require collaboration from
the city, the pool operator and the
various users of Rinconada Pool,
which he called a “scarce and
valuable resource.”
“We have to find a way together. ... This message of trust needs
to be passed on to our contractor,”
McDougall said. Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.
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Prevention
(continued from page 5)

about intimacy, among other prevention programs.
Stanford is now offering Flip
the Script, which is included in
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention’s 2016 sexualviolence prevention toolkit, as a
one-unit course to encourage more
participation. The researchers plan
to follow participants through the
end of their time at Stanford to
evaluate the long-term impact.
So far, 15 students have taken the
training.
A small but growing number
of colleges and universities have
implemented Flip the Script, Senn
said, including Florida Atlantic
University and University of Iowa,
at least five colleges in Canada and
and others in Africa, New Zealand
and Australia.
Sarnquist attributed the small
number of participating schools in
the United States to cost, institutional support and awareness.
This summer, Edem said she
left the weekend program wanting
other women on campus to sign up.
“They made it point to give
you things that were practical,

Veronica Weber

efforts were few and far between
and sexual violence rates committed by men against young
women had remained “virtually
unchanged,” since the 1990s, she
told the Weekly.
She created what was then
called the Enhanced Assess, Acknowledge, Act program, based
on research on rape and prevention
education that indicated a practical
training focused on college-aged
women, who are among the most
at-risk populations for sexual assault, could be more effective than
traditional university prevention
programs.
“Most sexual assaults are perpetrated by someone you know and ...
they occur in social situations that
most people don’t consider dangerous,” Senn said. “The shock and
disbelief and the questioning of our
own perceptions in those situations
is really common. Those completely normal reactions to those unexpected situations can interfere and
delay our acknowledgment of the
danger and therefore our action.”
Senn studied the impact of the
program on first-year women at
three different Canadian universities, comparing their rates of rape
and attempted sexual assault to
those of a control group of female
students who were instead shown
brochures on sexual assault. Senn
found that only 22 women would
need to take the program in order to prevent one additional rape
from occurring within one year of
participation.
When Senn’s study was published in The New England Journal
of Medicine three years ago, Stanford researchers Clea Sarnquist
and Mike Baiocchi took notice.
The two had been studying sexualassault prevention among young
girls in Kenya and saw remarkable
similarities between their work and
Senn’s, including the nearly 50-percent reduction rate.
Seeing a “huge potential opportunity,” they reached out to Carley
Flanery, director of Stanford’s Office of Sexual Assault & Relationship Abuse Education & Response,
known as the SARA office, to
discuss bringing the program to
campus, Sarnquist said. They successfully introduced it this spring
and have been steadily recruiting
female students, including transgender women, to participate in
their own study of the program.
Over the course of two days,
trained facilitators, who are Stanford graduate students, lead women
through the program’s four units:
assess, acknowledge, act, and sexuality and relationships. The first
two units focus on problem-solving
strategies that will help women assess the risk of sexual assault by
an acquaintance and learn how
to “more quickly acknowledge
the danger in situations that have
turned coercive,” Senn’s study
states.
Junior Blessing Edem, who
participated in Flip the Script this
summer, found this portion the
most impactful — the “everyday
things that you should notice or

little things you can do to avoid
putting yourself in dangerous situations,” she said, like a guy who
isolates you at a party or insists
on hanging out in a room with the
door closed.
“Those things were the things
that really stuck because it’s easy
to overlook them,” Edem said.
In the second day, the students
move to action — including three
hours of self-defense instruction
— and a deeper understanding of
personal and sexual boundaries.
The self-defense is not martial
arts. The techniques, both verbal and physical, are designed to
empower women, teaching that
“feeling able to say ‘no’ and to say
‘stop ... I don’t want that,’” is its
own defense mechanism, Flanery
said. Students walk through different scenarios — being pinned
up against a wall or walking alone
at night — to learn how to get out
of an uncomfortable or dangerous
situation safely.
The final unit is meant to get
everyone on the same page about
basic sexuality. To help students
think about their own boundaries
and desires, they fill out a grid that
lists people across the top (friend,
significant other, stranger) and different intimate acts, from holding
hands to sex.
Flip the Script’s ultimate goal, as
the name implies, is to help women
challenge the gender-based stereotypes that are entangled in sexual
violence, Senn said. Stanford’s advertising flyer for the program lists
some of the stereotypes women are
subject to: “Don’t be bossy,” “Smile
and look pretty,” “Be a good girl,”
“Don’t make a scene.”
The program repeatedly emphasizes that sexual assault is never the
victim’s fault and facilitators are
trained to confront that belief if it
arises. Both Senn and the Stanford
researchers emphasize that Flip
the Script as one piece of a larger
puzzle to prevent sexual violence,
not a silver bullet.
Flip the Script’s approach is necessary in today’s climate, the Stanford researchers argued, when there
is still no solid research on how to
stop men from perpetrating sexual
violence or on the efficacy of bystander training, a focus of many
universities’ prevention efforts.
Baiocchi compares sexual-assault prevention to an infectious
disease program and likens Flip the
Script to a vaccine women have to
take.
Vaccines “do inflict a little bit of
a burden on the person who’s going
to take the vaccine but usually the
pay-off is large,” he said. “That’s
kind of where we’re at in the state
of science for sexual-assault prevention. It looks like this is a pretty
good vaccine, and it seems to be
having a big effect.”
The SARA office is developing a
similar training for men and maleidentifying students, said sophomore Hannah Kukurugya, who
works in the SARA office and took
the training this summer. Stanford
also requires incoming students
to complete an online training on
consent, bystander prevention and
healthy relationships; and offers
Beyond Sex Ed, during which upperclassmen share their own stories

Stanford University staff is piloting a sexual-assault prevention
program known as “Flip the Script” with undergraduate women
including from left, Jonathan Altamirano, a senior data analyst
for the Stanford School of Medicine; Carley Flanery, director
of the Office of Sexual Assault & Relationship Abuse Education
& Response (SARA); Nadia Kalley, an education and outreach
specialist at SARA; and Clea Sarnquist, a senior research scholar at
the Stanford School of Medicine.
so it didn’t seem like you had to
do something completely out of
character to defend yourself,” she
said. “Hopefully it’s not something
you’ll have to use but, just in case,

MY VALUES

I think it’s a good thing to have in
your tool belt.” Q
Staff Writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.
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Traffic

Snapshot: Daily Palo Alto traffic volume

(continued from page 5)
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released earlier this year, showed
only 42 percent of local responders giving the city “good” or
“excellent” ratings when asked
about “ease of travel by car” —
down from 65 percent a decade
ago.
The problem is not just one
of perception. Traffic studies
conducted by the city continue
to show the number of cars
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2013 to 5,600 cars per day in 2018,
a 33 percent hike.
“There’s not an hour in the day
or the night without traffic,” Akin
said.
The Monday meeting was triggered by an offhand comment
made by Mayor Liz Kniss on July
30, when she said that the community’s concerns about traffic are
“exaggerated” and recommended
that residents try “alternate routes.”
Those who do so, she posited,
would “find that traffic is not as
overwhelming as you might think.”
Two weeks, hundreds of emails,
and several “Marie Antoinette”
references later, Kniss apologized,
retracted her comments and invited
residents to City Hall for a special
town hall meeting on traffic. Close
to 100 residents took her up on that
offer Monday.
By most accounts, traffic is getting worse. The most recent National Citizens Survey, which was

Source:
City of
Palo
Alto and
State of
California
Caltrans

North-South

climbing on major arteries from
one year to another and sucking
up an increasing amount of commuter time. Data from the Caltrans Performance Measurement
System and Joint Venture Silicon
Valley show that Bay Area drivers experienced about 200,000
hours of delays because of traffic congestion in 2016 — up from
about 100,000 hours in 2012.

The same pattern seems to
hold true for Palo Alto, which
has Santa Clara County’s highest ratio of jobs to housing. Eastwest travel through local streets
has only gone up by a relatively
modest 7 percent between 1967
and 2016, going from 208,000
vehicles to 222,500. Northsouth travel, on the other hand,
has seen a 59 percent increase,
with the number of vehicles going from 225,400 to 358,300 over
this period.
A recent survey conducted by
residents of the Crescent Park
neighborhood, where traffic
problems are particularly severe, indicates that most in the
neighborhood see traffic as a
particularly wretched problem
on weekday afternoons and evenings: That’s when the highest
percentage of residents — 65
percent and 74 percent, respectively — report experiencing
traffic problems.
Of the 189 respondents, 91 percent said they were particularly
concerned about the time it takes
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them to reach freeways; 85 percent said they were also primarily
worried about the time required
for short-distance trips.
“It just solidifies our belief that
commuter traffic is the source of
our problem,” said Crescent Park
resident John Guislin, who led the
survey effort. “Getting our residents not to drive is admirable but
it’s not going to address the big
problem that we all face.”
The one claim that almost everyone who took the Crescent
Park survey (94 percent, to be
exact) agreed on is that the city
isn’t doing enough to address the
problems, which a large majority
of respondents (88 percent) said is
negatively impacting their quality
of life. Staff from the city’s newly
created Office of Transportation
tried to push back against this perception by both detailing the local
projects currently in the works and
by underscoring the fact that traffic
is a regional problem, well beyond
Palo Alto’s power to solve alone.
The city’s newly hired consultant, Wayne Tanda, noted that
Palo Alto added about 5,000 jobs
between 2012 and 2017. While significant, it’s far short of the roughly
100,000 jobs that were generated in
other cities in northern Santa Clara
County, including Mountain View,
Sunnyvale and Santa Clara.
“Ninety-five percent of job creation was beyond Palo Alto’s control,” Tanda said. “When you add
San Mateo and San Francisco, you
can see that regardless of what Palo
Alto does, there will be more travel
and it will be in the north-south direction,” said Tanda, a consultant
with the firm Municipal Resource
Group.
But Greg Welch, who lives in
Crescent Park, pushed back against
this assertion and made the case for
halting local commercial development until the city solves its traffic problems. Palo Alto, he said,
is transitioning from a town into a
corporate-office park, with the volume of jobs growing by 11 percent
between 2011 and 2017 and the
population growing by 4 percent,
according to U.S. Census data.
“We can say it’s a regional problem but it’s not,” Welch said. “It’s a
direct result of development policy
in Palo Alto.”
While some proposed solutions,
including new restrictions on office development, others praised
the city’s efforts to promote biking and reduce driving. But even
these efforts drew criticism. The
Ross Road bike project, which
the city implemented earlier this
year, proved a tough sell for many
residents, hundreds of whom have
criticized the large new roundabouts that are included as part of
the effort.
A few residents offered similar
concerns about the city’s ongoing
traffic-calming effort along the
Charleston-Arastradero corridor.
Joe Hirsch, who lives on Georgia
Avenue in the Barron Park neighborhood, said the city’s efforts to
reduce the number of car lanes and
add roundabouts are making the
problem worse. While staff listed
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Crescent Park residents conduct
own traffic survey

Crescent Park residents
weigh in on traffic
About 190 residents in neighborhood
took recent survey

Residents: Report offers potential solutions, data on scope of problems

Top five problems in Crescent Park

by Sue Dremann

(continued from previous page)

“reducing bottlenecks” as one of
its primary actions to address traffic, Hirsch argued that project near
his home suggests that the opposite
is true.
“It seems to us and many in the
area that the city is, in fact, creating (the) bottleneck,” Hirsch said.
“Arastradero-Charleston is an excellent example.”
Some lauded the council’s effort
to encourage alternatives to solo
driving. Justine Burt, a sustainability consultant who assists the Palo
Alto Transportation Management
Association with outreach, said that
while some downtown employees
have good reasons to drive, others
indicated that they would be happy
to switch to other modes of transportation but didn’t know about the
many options available to them.
“There’s so much more we can
do in terms of behavior change,”
Burt said.
Elizabeth Greenfield, who
grew up in Palo Alto, asked the
council to use both carrots and
sticks in its attempts to get people
out of cars. Building a car-oriented infrastructure, including garages, will only bring more cars
to local roads and undermine the
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Councilman Greg Scharff supported such an idea, which could
involve nearby jurisdictions in
Santa Clara County and cities in
San Mateo County, including East
Palo Alto and Menlo Park.
Wolbach also suggested that city
should invest more in the transportation division, whether by hiring
more employees or bringing on
more consultants.
Other council members generally agreed and offered a range of
views on the best way to come up
with the money. Councilwoman
Karen Holman said it’s time to institute a per-employee tax on local
companies to fund transportation
improvements. Vice Mayor Eric
Filseth said the city should consider further raising the employee
parking-permit rates for downtown
garages, a suggestion that Scharff
supported. In San Francisco, Filseth said, such permits sometimes
go for thousands of dollars per year.
“There’s probably room to generate more revenue from commercial
parking downtown,” Filseth said.
Councilman Adrian Fine suggested that the city is blundering
by building new garages and by
allowing visitors to park for free
at city lots and garages. The city’s
transportation woes should be

90%

85%

city’s sustainability goals.
“I support addressing traffic by
making driving harder and more
expensive and other modes easy,
cheap and safe,” said Greenfield
said, who works in the city of
Sunnyvale’s Sustainability Office
and said she hopes never to own
a car.
After hearing from the public,
the council offered its own suggestions, including better communication with residents, improving
data collection and providing its
transportation division with more
resources. Council members
agreed that commuter traffic is
the primary reason for Palo Alto’s
worsening congestion and, as
such, should be the primary focus
of the city’s efforts.
Councilman Cory Wolbach was
among those who concurred that
the city should do more to promote the Palo Alto Transportation
Management Association (TMA),
the downtown nonprofit charged
with reducing the rate of commuters who drive solo. He suggested
that the city work with other cities to create a subregional TMA.
Such an organization, he suggested, can use its purchasing power
to buy transit passes in bulk at a
more affordable rate. Kniss and

100%

Time required for short
distance trips

cameras on traffic signals; adding
public transit and shuttles; stopping
cut-through traffic; having more
police on hand; fixing the timing of
traffic lights; and installing trafficcalming measures.
“All responsible governmental bodies and city governments
should work together to address
this issue. We need to seriously
look at new public transportation
options and, possibly, incentivize the private sector to come
up with solutions. Growth can’t,
and shouldn’t, be stopped in a
healthy economy, so changing
the way people commute is the
only healthy option,” one resident
wrote.
Others suggested creating remote parking lots serviced by
shuttles for large commercial businesses. Another suggestion was
to have employees vary their start
and end times to alleviate clogged
traffic.
Guislin acknowledges the survey’s limitations; it did not query
a randomized sample of residents,
for example. But it provides a picture from which a greater conversation can take place with city leaders, he said.
“It wasn’t perfect; it’s our first
time. We’ll do it again, and we’ll
make it better,” he said. Q
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be emailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

91%

S

is bad multiple times of the day,
with 74 percent concurring that
weekday evenings are generally
bad. But weekday afternoons and
mornings are also an issue: 65
percent of respondents experience
heavy traffic on their street during
the afternoon and 48 percent in the
morning.
Crescent Park routinely sees
heavy traffic backups and unsafe
driving from cut-through commuter traffic on residential streets.
Residents say they cannot access
their homes and fume over idling
vehicles polluting the air in the
neighborhood.
When asked what they consider
the primary cause of traffic congestion, a majority listed backup
commuter traffic from U.S. Highway 101, not-synchronized traffic
signals that contribute to backups
on University Avenue, cut-through
traffic into neighborhoods, excessive office development in downtown and commuters from large
companies such as Facebook and
Google.
“There are too many people trying to get out of town at the same
time,” one resident wrote.
The survey asked residents for
two or three actions they would like
the city to take. The most common
recommendation was to freeze
commercial development. Other
top recommendations included enforcing existing traffic laws; adding

Time required to reach
freeways

andwiched between Palo
Alto’s downtown and the
commuter thoroughfares of
University Avenue and U.S. Highway 101, residents of the north Palo
Alto neighborhood of Crescent
Park say they feel beseiged by traffic on a daily basis.
Now, seeking to persuade the
City Council to take action, they
have conducted a survey to provide
data about the problems and to offer some potential solutions.
The report was compiled by
resident John Guislin, who with a
group of Crescent Park residents
asked nine questions through the
online-survey tool Survey Monkey
between Sept. 29 and Oct. 10. The
survey link reached approximately
850 residents who belong to the
Crescent Park Neighborhood Association. The results? About 22 percent (or 189 residents) responded,
with more than 60 percent of them
identifying one or more traffic
problems as a “major” or “moderate” concern.
And 94 percent think the city
isn’t doing enough to address traffic problems.
“The goal of the survey is to help
clarify the issue and the parameters
so you understand it a little deeper,” Guislin said. “Our community
should be engaging and building
solutions.”
In the Crescent Park survey,
respondents indicated that traffic

Those identified as “major” or “moderate” concerns

Top ways city should address traffic problems
- Freeze development in city
- Enforce existing traffic laws
- Put cameras on traffic signals
- Add public transit and shuttles
- Stop cut-through traffic
- More police presence and ticketing
- Fix timing of traffic lights
- Install traffic-calming measures

Source: Crescent Park Traffic Survey Report 2018. The poll was
sent to about 850 members of the Crescent Park Neighborhood
Association; 189 responded between Sept. 29 and Oct. 10, 2018.
The neighborhood lies along University Avenue between downtown
Palo Alto and U.S. Higway 101. The full report is posted at tinyurl.
com/y7fakgvo.
looked at as a “mobility” problem,
rather than purely as an issue of
traffic congestion. As such, council
members’ opposition to programs
like Santa Clara County VTA’s Bus
Rapid Transit on El Camino Real
isn’t always consistent with its goal
of making it easier for people to get
around.
Staff and council members all
acknowledged that it would be
tough to truly solve transportation
problems with the current staffing
levels. The Transportation Office
— which is charged with implementing the myriad bike projects,
making traffic-signal improvements and planning for the redesign of the rail corridor, among
other tasks — has 10.5 full-timeequivalent positions, said Deputy
City Manager Rob de Geus. It also
has a vacancy at the top, with the
recent resignation of Chief Transportation Official Joshuah Mello.
As a result, some of its more
promising transportation programs
have failed to materialize. The
council has been talking about expanding the Palo Alto Shuttle system for years, and despite stacks
of reports on the subject, the program has yet to launch. Similarly,
the bike-share program that the
council approved earlier this year

(which allows the city to accept
applications from various private
bike- and scooter-share vendors)
has also been slow to take off.
Deputy City Manager Rob De
Geus said that the city has so far
received two applications for the
bike-share program, one of which
was deemed incomplete. The other
one, he said, is mostly complete,
aside from the outreach component
and could be launched in the next
few months. At the same time, he
said, staff is mindful of the blowback that other cities had experienced with too many bikes and
scooters on the streets. As such,
the city is trying to make sure they
don’t cause unwelcome disruptions.
Kniss noted early in the meeting
that overcoming the staffing challenge in the critical transportation
department — much like solving
the traffic problems — won’t be
easy, particularly given the correlation between the two problems.
“It’s a challenge to find someone
in that particular area and, as you
know, it’s hard to hire people in the
Bay Area for very obvious reasons
— some of them involving traffic,”
Kniss said. Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.
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Douglas Herbert Barton
March 29, 1943 - October 9, 2018

Douglas Barton, a resident of Palo
Alto since 1971, died on October 9, 2018,
surrounded by his wife, sister, and children,
at Mission Hospice House in San Mateo,
CA. His death, from respiratory failure,
came after a long course of
hospitalization following spine
surgery and a difficult array of
subsequent complications.
Doug was a child of the
Midwest, born in Chicago to
Doris and Herbert Barton.
He grew up largely in Denver,
where the family moved
in 1952. Doug coped with
serious
health
problems
throughout his life, principally
autoimmune diseases which
began to show symptoms at age 6. Despite
these challenges, and the loss of his father
at age 13, he excelled in his education,
graduating magna cum laude in 1965 from
Princeton, where he developed a passion for
history that informed his understanding of
law and was a source of inspiration for his
entire life. Tired of cold winters, he relocated
to California to pursue a law degree at
Stanford University, earning an LL.B.
in 1968.
Doug chose labor law as a specialty and
started out at the National Labor Relations
Board, Region 21, in San Francisco as a field
attorney. One of his complex matters at the
NLRB was serving as the hearing officer for
the representation case at Stanford University.
After that case concluded, Stanford recruited
him as its first in-house labor counsel in
1971. During his tenure there, he did vital
work for the University and its medical
center in negotiating the initial contracts for
several newly established bargaining units
and managing all employment-related legal
matters. In 1977, he transitioned to private
practice, joining Corbett, Kane & Berk, a
management-side employment law practice
in San Francisco. Doug and three of his
attorney colleagues moved in 1984 to start
the labor section at the firm now known as
Hanson Bridgett, where he would continue
to practice until his retirement in 2013. As
section leader and then managing partner,
Doug exemplified a strong commitment to
fairness, ethics, diversity, and justice. He
took great satisfaction in mentoring younger
attorneys and in achieving strategic and
practical solutions for his clients, which
included the University of California,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,
and San Mateo County Transit District. He
chaired the San Francisco Bar Association
Labor and Employment Law Section
from 1992-1994 and was on its executive
committee from 1986-1996. As a firm
believer that exposure to practical realities
of lawyering would greatly benefit students,
Doug developed and taught a course in labor
arbitration at Stanford Law School with his
dear friend and colleague John Kagel, from
1981 to 1985. In all of these endeavors, his
many friends, clients, colleagues, students

and opposing counsel enjoyed Doug’s dry
sense of humor and insightful understanding
of human nature, as well as his penchant for
quoting the classics, or dialogue from OneEyed Jacks and Cool Hand Luke, to make
his points.
Although
Doug
was
committed to his law firm and
clients, he also found time to
give back through community
service, including his many
years as a board member
of AchieveKids, a school
for children with complex
developmental,
emotional
and behavioral challenges.
He served as president of the
board for several years.
But, as Doug himself was known to remark,
his greatest achievements were as a husband
and parent. Having lost his own father at a
tender age, Doug was deeply devoted to his
four children and spent almost all of his
non-work time helping with schoolwork,
attending sports and musical events,
leading family trips throughout the US and
Europe, and assisting them with their many
personal accomplishments as they grew
up. His first marriage, to Brigid Shanahan
Barton, produced wonderful sons Greg and
Tom. From his second marriage, to Sue
Barton, in 1983, came daughters Jamie and
Laura. Between them, Tom and Greg have
five daughters, in whom Doug delighted.
Despite his ongoing health issues, Doug
quickly developed a reputation as one of the
most playful, hands-on grandparents in the
entire extended family. His children and
grandchildren are his strongest legacy and
what he valued most in life. He was intensely
proud of all of them.
In their 35 years of marriage, Sue and
Doug were fortunate to enjoy world travel,
often with children, their family getaway
in the San Juan Islands, annual trips to the
Oregon Shakespeare Festival, and countless
performances of opera and symphony. The
great love they shared was the joy of Doug’s
life and the wellspring of his success in all
other realms. Predeceased by his brother
Robert, Doug is survived by Sue, children
Greg (Julie), Tom (Whitney), Jamie (Chris
Mitchell) and Laura (and fiancé Joe Varga);
beloved granddaughters Rachel, Mele, Lucy,
Koa and Nanea; sister Betty Barton (Jim
Souby); nephews Andrew and Nick Souby;
former spouse Brigid Barton Robinson; and
too many dogs and cats to name. He also
leaves behind many dear friends, clients,
and colleagues, who enriched his life
immeasurably.
A private family memorial will be held in
Roche Harbor, Washington, with a larger
celebration of Doug’s life planned for a
later date.
In remembrance of Doug, the family
requests donations be made to AchieveKids
(3860 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto, CA 9430),
Mission Hospice (1670 Amphlett Blvd., Suite
300, San Mateo, CA 94402), or to a charity of
your choice.
PAID
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News Digest
City gets new ‘fintech’ headquarters

JPMorgan Chase & Co. is expanding its financial operations into
Palo Alto, where the New York banking giant plans to break ground
on a new headquarters focused on technology at Stanford Research
Park by early next year.
The 10.17-acre campus, which will be dedicated to the development of financial technology — also known as fintech — is located
on a site formerly occupied by Lockheed Martin Corporation at 3223
Hanover St. and is scheduled to open in 2020. It will house more than
1,000 employees, the company announced Oct. 19.
Bill Wallace, head of digital, consumer and community banking,
said the new campus will feature an innovation hub and make it easier for employees across multiple lines of business to collaborate and
create new products and services. The company also plans to move
275 employees from Redwood City-based online payment provider
WePay, which it acquired in late 2017, to the new headquarters and
consolidate some of its office space in San Francisco.
The project, which replaces existing buildings, will bring an additional 66,517 net square feet of office and research-and-development
space to the site and will be completed in two phases, according to
city records. Last week, the city approved a building permit for Phase
1 of the project, which includes the construction of a 115,000-squarefoot, two-story building and a below-grade parking garage with 358
parking spaces. Q
—Palo Alto Weekly Staff

More priests named in abuse

A Minnesota-based law firm on Tuesday morning released the
names of 33 men connected with the Diocese of San Jose who have
been accused of sexual abuse, building on a list of 15 names the
diocese released last week.
Jeff Anderson & Associates, which filed a lawsuit in early October
against 10 of California’s 11 Roman Catholic dioceses alleging a
sexual abuse cover-up, published the list in a large report that includes
212 names across three dioceses including San Jose, San Francisco
and Oakland.
The report includes all of the names that the Diocese of San Jose
released in its list on Oct. 18, but 18 new men are accused of sexually
abusing children over the course of several years, including Milton
Eggerling, who served at Our Lady of Rosary in Palo Alto from
1985 to 1987 and died on Feb. 29, 2008. A majority of those accused
have either died or have their whereabouts listed in the report as
“unknown.”
Their names join priests who are alive and believed to be in the
Bay Area, including Rev. Don Flickinger, Robert Gray, Alexander
Larkin, Hernan Toro and Phil Sunseri.
Some of the accused, such as Edward F. Beutner, who worked only
in campus ministry at Santa Clara University from 1989 to 1991, did
not serve in the diocese in an official capacity as a priest.
“The data reveals the scandalous scale of hundreds of priests assaulting thousands of minors from early history to the present in
these Dioceses,” the report says. “The data collected suggests the
patterns and practices of Church officials, including the orchestration
of an institutional cover-up of an enormous magnitude.”
The Diocese of San Jose said its list only includes the names of the
“credibly accused” and the group may grow. Q
—Bay City News Service

District lawyer found no racially polarized voting

The Palo Alto school board appears unlikely to agree to switch to
trustee-area elections in response to a threatened California Voting
Rights Act lawsuit, with a district attorney stating that there is no
compelling evidence for violations.
In response to a demographic report prepared for the law firm that
is alleging the board’s at-large election system violates the Voting
Rights Act, attorney William Tunick of Dannis Woliver Kelley wrote
that the district is “unwilling to alter its election process based on,
what appear to be, unsubstantiated claims.”
Attorney Alexander Tomescu of Laguna Niguel law firm Wewer &
Lacy has alleged that there is “ample evidence” that Palo Alto school
board elections are “racially polarized,” making it more difficult for
Latino and Asian voters to elect candidates or to influence elections.
Similar legal threats have gone out to school districts and cities
across the state, with many moving to trustee-area or district-based
elections in response to threatened or actual lawsuits. At-large elections
give every voter the chance to vote for every candidate across the city,
whereas trustee-area or district elections split the city into smaller districts and voters choose a candidate only from within their own district.
Moving to trustee-area elections would prompt an extensive public process, including hiring a specialized demographer, drawing
trustee-area maps and adopting new boundaries. Q
—Elena Kadvany

Transitions
Births, marriages and deaths

Elizabeth Holloway
Schar

Elizabeth Holloway Schar of
Palo Alto, died Sept. 7. She was 65.
She was born in Racine, Wisconsin to Floyd and Jane Hollway and
attended Westosha High School and
the School of Human Ecology at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison.
She
took
on many jobs
throughout her
career, first as
an on-air consumer specialist
for the Gateway
Technical College in Kenosha. Then she
moved to Madison to work at Oscar Mayer and later transferred to
Oscar Mayer Sales in Cincinnati,
Ohio. There she met and married
her husband, Mark Schar.
She moved to Orlando, Florida
and held various senior marketing
positions at Walt Disney World.
After a family transfer back to Cincinnati, she worked for marketing
and advertising agency Northlich.
She was also engaged locally after moving to Palo Alto. She founded the Ravenswood Science Initiative at the Ravenswood School
District. As board member of the
Adolescent Counseling Services in
Redwood City, she helped obtain
funding for improved substance
abuse training for the counselors
and played an important role in establishing an endowed chair at the
Stanford Department of Psychiatry
for long term study of substance

Pulse

A weekly compendium
of vital statistics

POLICE CALLS
Palo Alto

Oct. 17-Oct. 23

Violence related
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Child abuse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Sexual assault. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Sex crime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft related
Checks forgery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Commercial burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Vehicle related
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Bucycle theft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Driving with suspended license . . . . . . 5
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Parking/driving violation . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle accident/mnr. injury . . . . . . . . . 6
Vehicle accident/prop. damage . . . . . . 8
Vehicle impound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle recovered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

abuse. She was named Mid Peninsula Local Hero of 2013 and California Life Sciences Association
Educator of the Year for 2016.
She served on Board of Visitors
at the School of Human Ecology at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison to help students prepare for
post-graduation, and most recently
served as chair of the Comprehensive Campaign Committee for the
school.
She is survived by her husband
Mark Schar of Palo Alto; sons
John Schar of Milpitas; Tom Schar
of Mountain View; sister Sharron Topping of Belmont; brothers
John Holloway of Union Grove;
and Richard Holloway of Downers
Grove, Illinois.
There will be a celebration of life
held at Menlo Church, 950 Santa
Cruz Ave., Menlo Park on Nov. 2,
1 p.m.
Memorial donations can be made
to the Ravenswood Education
Foundation at P.O. Box 396 Menlo
Park, CA 94026 or the Dean’s Fund
at the School of Human Ecology,
University of Wisconsin-Madison,
1300 Linden Drive, Madison, WI
53706.

William Morrow “Bill”
Kays

William Morrow “Bill” Kays,
longtime resident of Palo Alto and
former dean of Stanford School of
Engineering, died Sept. 9, 2018 at
the age of 98.
He was born in Norfolk, Virginia to a Naval family and spent his
young years in many cities up and

Alcohol or drug related
Drinking in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Driving under the influence . . . . . . . . . . 4
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Possession of paraphernalia . . . . . . . . 3
Under influence of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Miscellaneous
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Misc. penal code violation . . . . . . . . . . 2
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Possession of stolen property . . . . . . . 1
Possession of a deadly weapon . . . . . . 1
Psychiatric subject . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Resisting arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . 6
Unattended death. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Violation of a restraining order . . . . . . . 1
Warrant/other agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

Menlo Park

Oct. 17-Oct. 23

Violence related
Assault with a deadly weapon . . . . . . . 1
Theft related
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Theft undefined. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle related
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Driving with suspended license . . . . . . 2
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle accident/mnr. injury . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle accident/no injury. . . . . . . . . . . 3
Vehicle accident/unspecified injury . . . 3
Vehicle recovered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Alcohol or drug related
Driving under the influence . . . . . . . . . . 3

down the coast. He graduated from
Coronado High School in 1938, already a lifelong fan of Stanford’s
football team following attending
one of their games for the first time
in 1927.
During his time at Stanford, he
joined the school’s Reserve Officer Training Corps until graduating from Stanford with a degree in
Mechanical Engineering in 1942.
After, he became an officer with
the Army’s First Infantry Division
during World War II and took part
in several important missions, including landing at Omaha Beach
on
D-Day.
Following his
retirement, he
wrote a memoir
of these times
calles “Letters
From a Soldier”
in 2013.
While in the
army, he married Alma Campbell (1923-1982)
and the two had four daughters
together. Following the death of
his wife, he was married to Judith
Kays (nee Scholtz). Following his
discharge, he utilized the G.I. Bill
to earn his Ph.D in Mechanical Engineering from Stanford. In 1952,
he became an assistant professor
of mechanical engineering, still at
Stanford. By 1954, he was an associate professor, and he became a
professor of mechanical engineering in 1957. In 1972, he became the
dean of Stanford School of Engineering. Following stepping down
from the position of dean in 1984,
but prior to his retirement in 1990,
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Miscellaneous
Annoying phone calls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Brandishing weapon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Coroner case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
CPS referral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Disturbance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Gang validations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Info case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Located missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Probation violation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Warrant arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

VIOLENT CRIMES
Palo Alto

Cowper Street, 8:26 a.m.; child abuse/
physical.
Embarcadero Road, 10/4, 11:15 a.m.;
battery/simple.
Forest Avenue, 10/11, 6:21 p.m.; sexual
assault/misc.
San Antonio Road, 10/15, 10:23 p.m.;
family violence/misc.
Webster Street, 10/15, 3:05 p.m.;
domestic violence/v court order.
El Camino Real, 10/16, 2 a.m.; domestic
violence/battery.
Webster Street, 10/16, 11:05 p.m.;
domestic violence/v court order.
Fulton Street, 10/18, 5:30 p.m.; domestic
violence/v court order.
300 Pasteur Drive, 10/19, 8:20 a.m.;
battery/simple.
Alma Street, 10/19, 10 p.m.; domestic
violence/battery.
Forest Avenue, 7/4, 8 a.m.; sex crime/
exploit children.

Menlo Park

1800 block Oak Knoll Lane, 10/21, 10:24
p.m.; assault with a deadly weapon.

he resumed his post as professor of
mechanical engineering.
He is survived by his wife
Judith Kays (nee Scholtz) of Palo
Alto; his three daughters Leslie
Kays Hunger of Berkeley; Margaret Kays Faye of Woodland;
and Elizabeth Rowan-Mitchell of
Redwood City; his two stepsons
Dan Adams of Palo Alto; and

Robert Adams of Davis.
A memorial service will be
held on Nov. 19 at 3 p.m. at Stanford Memorial Church. In lieu of
flowers, please send donations
in the name of William Kays to
Calaveras Big Trees Association, P.O. Box 1196, Arnold, CA
95223, to support the state park
near the family’s cabin.

Barbara Hayms Weiss
March 15, 1931 – July 21, 2018

A celebration of the
life of Barbara Weiss
will be held Sunday,
October 28 at 3:00 pm at
Congregation Beth Am,
26790 Arastradero Road,
Los Altos Hills for friends
and loved ones.

PAID
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Luisa “Lilo” Miller

July 21, 1939 – October 11, 2018
Luisa “Lilo” Miller died
peacefully on October 11, 2018 at
Palo Alto Commons where she
resided for 3+ years. Previously,
she lived in Menlo Park for 20
years where she had been an active
birder and walker, jazz lover,
volunteer at Gamble Garden
and a member of the Palo Alto
Garden Club and Newcomers
Club. She became an avid sports
fan of the Stanford Cardinal and
the Golden State Warriors.
Fluent in German and Spanish,
Lilo volunteered as a Spanish-language interpreter for families
at Stanford Hospital and had worked for years as a translator
for the New Jersey courts. She enjoyed traveling and loved to
spend summers at the Jersey Shore on Long Beach Island with
her family.
Lilo was born in Montevideo, Uruguay and spent her childhood
in Buenos Aires, Argentina with her parents, Karl and Irma
Oertel, and older sister, Irma. She obtained her master’s degree
in biochemistry at the Universidad de Buenos Aires and came to
the United States in 1963 to pursue doctoral studies in pharmacy
at the University of Florida and Rutgers University. While
studying in Florida, she met her husband, George, to whom
she was married for 53 years. Together, they had two daughters,
Claudia (Brian Perry) and Michele (Chris Heitzman), and four
grandchildren, Kayla, Jack, Marcus, and Theo. In addition to
Argentina, Florida, and California, she lived in Richmond,
Virginia, Borstel, Germany, and Montville, New Jersey.
In addition to her love for family and friends, Lilo was
passionate about women’s health issues, scientific research,
and the environment. In lieu of flowers, please consider a
donation to Planned Parenthood, the Nature Conservancy, or
the Alzheimer’s Association.
PAID
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Editorial
Our election
recommendations
he Palo Alto Weekly recommends the following candidates
and ballot measure positions. For full editorials on all local offices and measures, go to PaloAltoOnline.com/news/
section/editorials.
Reminder: Vote-by-mail ballots must be postmarked no later than
Election Day, Nov. 6 (no postage required), or may be turned in at
any time between now and 8 p.m. on Election Day at a 24-hour
outside drop-box at Rinconada Library (1213 Newell Rd.) or to any
polling place by 8 p.m. on Election Day.
Please vote!

T

House of Representatives
Anna Eshoo (D) (Incumbent)
State Assembly
Marc Berman (D) (Incumbent)
Palo Alto City Council
Eric Filseth (Incumbent)
Tom DuBois (Incumbent)
Alison Cormack
Palo Alto Unified School District
Board of Trustees
Ken Dauber (Incumbent)
Shounak Dharap
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
Board of Trustees
Karen Holman
Santa Clara County Sheriff
Laurie Smith (Incumbent)
Measure A (Santa Clara County)
Extension of 1/8 cent sales tax
YES
Measure E (City of Palo Alto )
Increase in Transient Occupancy (Hotel Tax) to fund
infrastructure projects, including a new public safety building
YES
Measure F (City of Palo Alto)
Regulates local health care providers and imposes limits on
what can be charged for health care services
NO
Measure Y (Palo Alto Unified School District)
Establishes term limits of two consecutive four-year terms for
school board members
YES
Measure Z (Palo Alto Unified School District)
Bond measure for $460 million in school facility improvements
YES
State Propositions:
Yes on Prop. 1 — Affordable Housing Bond
Yes on Prop. 2 — Housing Bond for the Mentally Ill
No on Prop. 3 — Water Bond
No on Prop. 4 — Childrenís Hospital Bond
No on Prop. 5 — Property Tax Transfers
No on Prop. 6 — Gas Tax Repeal
No on Prop. 7 — Daylight Saving Time
No on Prop. 8 — Regulation of Kidney Dialysis
Prop. 9 — (Removed from ballot)
Yes on Prop. 10 — Local Option for Rent Control
Yes on Prop. 11 — Ambulance Employee Breaks
No on Prop. 12 — Confinement of Animals
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Spectrum
Editorials, letters and opinions

Viaducts best option for
Caltrain

Editor,
The viaduct option for Palo Alto’s
stretch of train tracks has been dismissed as “noisy.” Not true: Elevated electric trains need not be noisy.
The viaduct has been dismissed
as ugly. Not true: Think Roman viaducts — and think about the land
opened up underneath the viaducts.
Viaducts can be beautiful.
In addition, viaducts are the least
expensive option — requiring no
road work or eminent domain.
And speaking of road work: Any
road alteration will probably put us
under construction for years — and
put Alma Street out of commission.
Do residents really want four
years of construction on Alma
Street when an alternative and nicer
option exists?
Mickie Winkler
Webster Street, Palo Alto

Campaign flyer
misleading

Editor,
A little more than a week ago, I
received a 5 by 8 inch Kathy Jordan
campaign flyer as part of a campaign packet left on my doorstep.
The lead headline on one side of
the flyer was “Why Change is
Needed on the PAUSD School
Board,” with the logos of the Daily
Post, Palo Alto Weekly and San
Jose Mercury News under that
headline, and Ms. Jordan’s banner
along the bottom third.
The deception seemed obvious: The flyer was meant to imply that all three newspapers had
endorsed Ms. Jordan. In fact, both
the Weekly and the Post have endorsed Shounak Dharap and Ken
Dauber for school board, with the
Weekly specifically citing Ms. Jordan’s temperament as a reason why
its editorial board chose not to endorse her. The Mercury News, as
far as I’ve been able to learn, has not
made an endorsement.
Ms. Jordan’s supporters might
claim that the flyer’s primary intent
was not to deceive. But for me, this
was reason enough to look elsewhere for the two candidates I felt
could best serve the community in
their role as trusted school board
members.
John Jacobs
Ortega Court, Palo Alto

Dharap is my choice

Editor,
I was delighted to read your endorsement of Shounak Dharap.
Having served on our school board
for eight years in the 1990s, I appreciate his unique and valuable
expertise.
Legal challenges and the issues
of student well-being are much
more complicated than in my day.
Shounak’s legal skills will help his
colleagues frame issues and avoid

potential pitfalls. As a 2008 Gunn
High School grad, he understands
what it is like to be a student in
the time of social media and high
stress. As a future parent he has a
long-term focus. He brings a muchneeded perspective of a first-generation person of color.
The Weekly endorsement is a
valuable guide for voters. People
should read candidates’ materials
carefully — a quote from something appearing in the Weekly or
its logo on a flyer doesn’t equal an
endorsement.
Shounak Dharap is the candidate
for today’s students and challenges.
Susie Richardson
Martin Avenue, Palo Alto

We support Dauber
and Dharap

Editor,
On behalf of more than 50
PAUSD parents and community
members, we urge our fellow Palo
Altans to vote for school board candidates Ken Dauber and Shounak
Dharap. We are impressed by their
shared commitment to the academic growth and well-being of all Palo
Alto students.
Shounak, a public rights attorney, is an absolute standout candidate whose professional expertise
will provide our board with needed
guidance in the areas of governance
and compliance.
Graduating from Gunn High
School at the start of the first suicide cluster, Shounak is deeply
committed to promoting student
wellness and authentic academic
engagement. As a person of color
and son of immigrants, Shounak
brings diversity to a board criticized
for its homogeneity. He displays
empathy, maturity and a breadth of
perspective well beyond his years.
Ken’s commitment to closing
the achievement gap and to student mental health and well-being
was evident long before he joined
our school board, earning him the
loyalty of our community’s most
dedicated advocates for vulnerable
students. During his current term,
he championed the establishment
of Wellness Centers at both high
schools and significant changes to
the academic day designed to reduce
student stress, including shifting to
block schedules and the elimination
of early-morning academic classes.
Districtwide, Ken has supported
a raft of measures aimed at tackling the achievement gap, including
placing family-engagement specialists at each school site, reducing elementary class sizes and introducing
full-day kindergarten districtwide.
He continues to advocate for wellthought-through data-driven approaches to guide future initiatives.
Together, along with more than
50 community members, we believe Ken and Shounak have clearly demonstrated that they are the

candidates best equipped to move
our district forward in a direction
that will positively impact the lives
of current and future students.
Michelle Higgins
Middlefield Road, Palo Alto
Nana Chancellor
Dana Avenue, Palo Alto
Sara Woodham-Johnsson
Bryant Street, Palo Alto

No on Prop E

Editor,
I am voting “No” on Proposition
E, which would raise the transientoccupancy tax from 14 to 15.5 percent, the highest in the state.
1. The hotel occupancy rate has
been leveling off and is bound to
decline with the passage of this tax,
with reservations being made in
adjacent communities. Restaurants
and ancillary businesses will suffer
as well.
2. Palo Alto has recently been
spending a lot of taxpayers’ money
on projects like “roundabouts,”
“bulb-outs,” frilly corner treatments
and a redo of Arastradero Road,
which was redone at great expense
just a few years ago.
3. Palo Alto is receiving a windfall of money from the “City of Palo
Alto Residential Real Estate Transfer Tax.” This tax, which was enacted by the City Council in 1992,
provides the city with $3.30 per
$1,000 of the sale price of home or
condominium. This did not mean
so much at the time when homes
were selling for a few hundred
thousand dollars. However, with
the skyrocketing prices of homes
(median $3.3 million) and condominiums (median $1.8 million), it
provides the city of Palo Alto with
close to $5 million per year!
I would like to see the city spend
our money more wisely before we
give them additional millions.
Jan Aarts
Webster Street, Palo Alto

Measure F is harmful

Editor,
As Palo Alto residents, Paly
parents and physicians at Stanford
University, we strongly oppose
Measure F. If Measure F were to
pass, the real-world consequences
are clear: Palo Alto residents would
have less access to health care because services will be reduced or
relocated to neighboring cities.
Additionally, Stanford Medicine would be threatened. Beyond
providing amazing services to our
community, Stanford Medicine
serves patients from across California and beyond with life-saving
interventions, including our Level
1 trauma center, transplantations
and world-class care for cancer and
complex diseases.
While we may not agree with
the way health care is financed
in our country, Measure F is the
(continued on page 20)

Check out Town Square!
Hundreds of local topics are being discussed by local residents
on Town Square, a reader forum sponsored by the Weekly at
PaloAltoOnline.com/square. Post your own comments, ask
questions or just stay up on what people are talking about
around town!

Guest Opinion
The President Hotel: Bird in the hand or another dead canary?
by Jeff Brown
hen City
M a n ager Jim
Keene and Planning Director Jonathan Lait met in
early June with executives from AJ
Capital Partners,
the Chicago-based
development company preparing to
buy the downtown President Hotel, they
should have delivered a strong, unambiguous message: AJ’s plans to convert The
President from workforce housing to a
“boutique” hotel would harm dozens of
city residents and undermine Palo Alto’s
housing and environmental priorities.
They should have informed AJ that, as
such, its acquisition of the building was ill
advised, as they, Keene and Lait, would be
examining all legal means available to prevent the conversion.
That message clearly wasn’t the one delivered. Five days after the meeting, AJ
completed a $65-million purchase of The
President and immediately issued eviction
notices (for Nov. 12) to all of the building’s residential tenants. However, over a
month later, on July 17, Mr. Lait sent a letter to AJ executive Timothy Franzen saying that AJ’s plans for the building were
“impermissible based on existing zoning
regulations and site characteristics” — an
assessment supported by San Francisco
law firm Shute, Mihaly and Weinberger in
a subsequent letter to Lait, City Attorney

W

Molly Stump and the City Council. Lait
also made the point in his letter that he
had asked Franzen at the June 7 meeting
if his team had reviewed the city’s municipal code for compliance with applicable
provisions, and Franzen’s representative,
Richard Hackman, had indicated at the
time only a need to address parking and
obtain design review approval.
I find a few things about Lait’s letter to
Franzen strange. First, I’d expect the city’s
top officials, in a pre-purchase meeting
with a developer, to advise — rather than
ask for an opinion from — the developer
regarding compliance of its intended project with our Municipal Code.
Second, the letter contradicts Keene’s
public claim at the time of the purchase,
reported on Palo Alto Online, that “the
hotel use of the building is allowed by
right.” And third, Richard Hackman, the
named AJ Capital representative, is a former Palo Alto City Hall staffer. Making
matters murkier, “several members of the
City Council” had met privately with AJ
executives prior to the purchase, according
to the June 16 Daily Post.
From what’s known about this deal, it
wouldn’t be unreasonable to conclude that
some unethical behavior by at least some
city officials was involved. But, you don’t
have to go that far to recognize a costly
dereliction of duty on all of their parts.
I’ve lived in this city for over 34 years
and for almost that entire time, Palo Alto
has steadfastly proclaimed the need to address its jobs-to-housing imbalance and
lack of affordable housing, which intensify

traffic and degrade both our public safety
and sense of community.
“Affordable housing close to transit,
shopping, employment centers and essential services”: It’s been a decades-long
mantra of political campaigners and a
bedrock principle chiseled into past and
present Comprehensive Plans. And, The
President Hotel has been the epitome of the
benefits it offers. Several of its residents
have lived there for decades. Many have
worked in, even for, the city. Few own cars.
They are engaged in community affairs,
and they are a community of neighbors,
themselves. It’s what everyone seems to
agree we need more of.
Meanwhile, a hotel, particularly a highend “boutique” hotel, provides the opposite: a transient population with daily
turnover, regular service-truck deliveries,
and more in-city workers who must live
elsewhere.
Many argue that what Palo Alto needs
is to build more and denser housing. But,
they’re either fooling themselves or being disingenuous. Until Palo Alto and its
neighbors force the Stanfords, Googles,
Facebooks, Apples, etc. to take their ongoing growth to other areas of the country (so
many of which truly need it), we’ll have no
more success building our way out of our
housing problems than we have — despite
decades of enormous public expenditures on
roads — our traffic woes. Our only chance
to turn the situation around is to stop allowing new commercial (or “academic”) development and start aggressively converting
existing commercial spaces to residential.

If people find that to be extreme, they
should consider the most recent (Oct. 8)
report by the UN Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC), which warns
that humanity has only a dozen years
left in which to take “urgent and unprecedented” action in order to avoid the most
catastrophic effects of climate change. Our
city’s housing “crisis” isn’t just a matter
of people not being able to find a place
to live here. It’s a byproduct of frivolous,
unchecked growth that has made it questionable whether people will be able to live
here, safely and healthfully, at all! That
might even be plain for all of us to see were
it not for all the smog and wildfire smoke
in our eyes.
I find it truly disturbing that, whether out
of malfeasance, or more likely a combination of arrogance and blindness, city officials failed to protect the individual wellbeing of over 75 residents and the strategic
interests of the whole city when they had
the ready chance. The President Hotel as
workforce housing is, in itself, neither a
solution to Palo Alto’s affordable housing
shortage nor, obviously, to global climate
issues. It’s simply a hedge: a bird in the
hand.
But, with all the canaries dropping dead
around us in this mineshaft we’ve dug for
ourselves, it’s a bird we should all instinctively want to protect and see thrive. Maybe it’s not too late. Q
Jeff Brown is a Palo Alto resident
and engineer at the NASA Ames
Research Center. He can be reached at
jeffrey.d.brown-1@comcast.net.

Streetwise

What is the most bothersome thing people do on their phones?
Asked on California Avenue in Palo Alto. Question, interviews and photographs by Cameron Rebosio.

Andrew Cromarty

Nancy Westcott

Georgette Pereira

Kristina Goett and Steve

Tim Sauder

Loma Verde Avenue, Palo Alto
Company president

Middlefield Road, Palo Alto
Nonprofit volunteer

College Avenue, Palo Alto
Resident apartment manager

College Avenue, Palo Alto
Keyo employee

El Camino Real, Palo Alto
Entrepreneur

“Using it while they’re driving. It’s
selfish and usually dangerous.”

“(When people) stop in the middle of
the sidewalk. ... It’s just a very selfish
thing to do.”

“Drive (and use the phone). I had a
friend’s neighbor lose his life from a
cell phone.”

“Selfies, it just seems so self-centered
and vain.”

“I generally don’t have a big issue
with (phones). I think using it while
driving is an issue for anything more
than directions.”
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Spectrum

Letters
(continued from page 18)

wrong answer. It would do nothing to decrease costs to patients
and would cripple Stanford Medicine’s ability to invest in research
to discover tomorrow’s treatments
and improve outcomes.
If this weren’t enough, the unfunded financial and administrative burden on our city of Palo Alto
would divert millions of dollars
from urgent city government priorities such as police, fire, transportation, education and other services.
There are so many reasons that
such a large and diverse coalition
has unified against Measure F. This
proposition is the initiative of a
statewide union, not citizens of Palo
Alto nor our many neighbors committed to delivering the best care for
our community. We will be voting
“No” on Measure F.
Mary Hawn and Eben Rosenthal
Leland Avenue, Palo Alto

Retired nurse’s
perspective

Join our team!
We’re looking for talented,
highly-motivated and dynamic people
Embarcadero Media is an independent multimedia news organization
with over 35 years of providing award-winning local news,
community information and entertainment to the Midpeninsula.
We are always looking for talented and creative people interested
in joining our efforts to produce outstanding journalism and results
for our advertisers through print and online.
We currently have the following positions open
for talented and outgoing individuals:
• Graphic Designer Creation/production of print and online ads,
including editorial layout, in a fast-paced environment. Publishing
experience and video editing a plus, highly-motivated entry-level
considered.
• Digital Sales Account Representative Prospect and sell local
businesses in our markets who have needs to brand and promote
their businesses or events using our full-suite of digital solutions.
Responsibilities include excellent sales and closing skills on the
phone, preparing proposals, maintaining a weekly sales pipeline
and ability to hit deadlines and work well under pressure. Sales
experience is a plus, but we will consider well-qualiﬁed candidates
with a passion to succeed.
• Multimedia Visual Journalist Shoot photographs and video in
Mountain View, Menlo Park and nearby communities including
general and breaking news, features, portraits, lifestyle/food and
special projects on a daily basis for print, online and social media.
Create compelling stories with photos, video and audio with a
strong emphasis on visual storytelling.
For more information visit:
http://embarcaderomediagroup.com/employment

450 Cambridge Avenue | Palo Alto, CA 94306 | 650.326.8210
PaloAltoOnline.com | TheAlmanacOnline.com | MountainViewOnline.com
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Editor,
I support a “No” vote on Measure
F. I am a retired registered nurse
with an MBA. I read the actual
proposed legislation, looked up the
code cites and conclude that there is
nothing in the language that would
reduce health care costs for anyone,
though it might increase insurance
companies’ profits.
The measure was sponsored by
a union to target two specific employers — a hospital and a large
clinic — but sweeps up hundreds
of individual health care providers
(physicians, dentists and therapists)
in the process. All would need to
invest in careful accounting of their
costs of providing care and report
that annually.
The city of Palo Alto would have
to audit the reports, which would
require auditing individual charts
versus bills and reimbursements
— a massive undertaking. “Overcharges” would result in rebates
to the payer, usually the insurance
company and not to the patient.
There is no process to fund the city
department required to enforce the
measure. There is no justification
for the claim that F would reduce
health care costs.
For these reasons, I encourage a
“No” vote on Measure F. It gets an
“F” in my grading system.
Barbara Bowden
Webster Street, Palo Alto

Measure F will backfire

Editor,
As a resident of Palo Alto and a
member of unions for most of my
work career, I vigorously oppose
Measure F. Were it to pass, the city
of Palo Alto would be burdened
with a costly mandate to monitor and regulate medical charges,
requiring hiring expertise the city
doesn’t currently have. (The city
is currently trying to find ways to
reduce a projected budget deficit.)
Further, if Measure F’s goal to
limit income for health care providers is successful, it would lead
to layoffs, not improved health care
quality. Ironically, some of these
layoffs would be union jobs.

I’m totally sympathetic to unions
negotiating for improved pay and
working conditions, but this is a
misuse of the initiative process.
This is a lose-lose-lose situation for
the city, the union and the health
care providers. I urge everyone to
vote “No” on Measure F.
John Hebert
Redwood Circle, Palo Alto

Holman has know-how

Editor,
When I was at a Midpeninsula
Regional Open Space District
(MROSD) campaign function for
Karen Holman, I was honored to
meet the legendary Nonnette Hanko, founder and board member for
46 years. She handpicked Karen
Holman to be her successor, emphasizing how perfect she was for
the job. Plus Karen is endorsed by
all seven other Open Space board
members and the Sierra Club.
We need someone to be dedicated, passionate and completely
focused on keeping the amazing
24 Open Space preserves wellmaintained and cared for and work
to add more new Open Space in the
near future. It is our best resource
and should be cherished, especially
in this day of overdevelopment.
After terming out of the Palo
Alto City Council, Karen will pour
the same know-how, hard work,
dedication and analysis into this
new position.
Kimberley Wong
Emerson Street, Palo Alto

School benefits
community

Editor,
Carla Befera (Guest Opinion,
Oct. 5) appears to misunderstand
the value of an intact, grades 6-12
girls school and its role in mentoring
young girls through middle school
to become the leaders of tomorrow.
Women benefit from seeing other women in leadership in order to
imagine themselves in those roles.
The same holds true for girls. At
Castilleja School, this role modeling is a very concrete experience for
the younger girls, and the mentors
benefit as well, gaining confidence
as they teach and lead. Splitting the
campus is a completely different
conversation for a coed school than
it is for Castilleja.
As far as living near schools, I
have plenty of experience with that.
I was recently a direct neighbor of
Duveneck Elementary School for
five years and a direct neighbor
of Castilleja for another year. My
family and I embraced the mission
of both schools and enjoyed hearing the sounds of children at play
and bearing witness to the rhythm
of the school day.
We chose to live across the street
from Duveneck as it was renovated
for 16 months. The work was done
during construction hours, and we
enjoyed walking the neighborhood
in the evening to discover the day’s
progress.
The resulting school benefits the
community and its students. The
impact of walkers, bikers and drivers year-round is part of the rhythm
of a community with young families. The crunch times of drop-off
and pick-up occasionally inconvenienced us but felt worth it given the

community benefit.
As an employee of Castilleja, I
now bike from Mountain View (10
miles roundtrip), joining the majority of students and employees who
walk, bike and carpool to reduce
traffic each day.
Whether public or private,
schools enrich our community. We
should be thankful that they do.
Jim Pickett
Sierra Vista Avenue, Mtn. View

Compromise, Castilleja

Editor,
I live within a block of Castilleja School, and the main issue
for me with its proposed expansion is the flawed garage design.
It would require cars to converge
from five different directions into
one entrance on the Bryant Bike
Boulevard and exit back onto Embarcadero Road. The Palo Alto
Weekly noted the flawed design in
a June 2017 editorial, “Castilleja’s
unwise stubbornness.”
Besides the obvious danger of
the one entrance for all vehicles is
the fact that the garage would be
avoided by motorists, as it would
take several minutes to navigate
through an underground parking
lot, then be forced to exit back onto
Embarcadero. Most students live
west of campus and do not want to
be heading east on Embarcadero.
This flawed design has to be obvious to anyone who looks at the
plans with any objectivity, but the
school is counting on the fact that
environmental-impact reports are
notoriously filled with bad science
in order to support the applicant.
Many neighbors support an increase in enrollment if the garage
is removed from the plans. It’s a fair
compromise, but for Castilleja it’s a
zero-sum game and the neighbors
are acceptable collateral damage.
Jim Poppy
Melville Avenue, Palo Alto

Pedestrians are
important, too

Editor,
Who speaks for the forgotten
pedestrians of Palo Alto? Motorists with trucks and buses rule our
streets now swollen with mindless self-driving cars. Caltrain has
its right-of-way and bicyclists flit
hither-and-yon in dedicated bicycle
lanes, invading sidewalks and hurtling through the California Avenue
railroad underpass endangering seniors, mothers with strollers, pets
and the handicapped with canes.
Speedy electric scooters are
making inroads (pun intended);
skateboarders and joggers add to
the feverish pace of our choked
traffic.
San Jose and other cities have
“California Walks,” the organization that advocates for city policy
to make sure that walkers aren’t just
afterthoughts in planning future
landscapes. Who on the Palo Alto
City Council or in the City Manager’s office speaks for the safety of
bedraggled citizens on foot? Who
speaks for students walking to
school or shoppers dodging traffic?
We pedestrians deserve a lobby, too. We hardly have a leg to
stand on.
Vic Befera
High Street, Palo Alto

Arts & Entertainment
A weekly guide to music, theater, art, culture, books and more, edited by Karla Kane

Book image courtesy of Ge Wang

Ge Wang, a music/tech professor at Stanford University, has released the manifesto “Artful Design: Technology in Search of the Sublime” that shares his philosophy of artful
design. The image above is a page from the book.

G

e Wang

“If I were to zoom out, I’d say this is a
book about how we shape technology but
also how technology shapes us in turn,” he
said in an interview with the Weekly.
“What we make,” he writes in the book,
“makes us.” In other words, design, like art,
is not only a proverbial mirror to society
but an evolutionary force, for good and
bad. “Design is like art in the sense that
it’s very much trying to reflect who we are
as human beings but it’s also engineering;
it is problem solving,” he said. “So it’s this
weird beast that’s like art, like engineering,
but kind of neither at the same time.” Good
design, then, is “the artful shaping of our
world into something useful and human,” he
writes. “Anything worth designing is worth
designing beautifully.”
“Artful Design” is a weighty, nearly 500page tome designed in photo-comic form,

SUBLIME
DESIGN
Stanford’s Ge Wang
publishes ‘supremely nerdy’
aesthetic manifesto
by Karla Kane
which Wang proudly described as “supremely nerdy.” Illustrations, photos and
Wang’s cheeky humor fill the pages along
with his thoughts on design principles, ethics and the relationship between engineering and aesthetics, form and function.
If it all sounds a bit overwhelming, don’t
worry. Although the book does build an
overarching philosophy over its eight chapters, readers can also jump from section to
section and peruse according to their interests, including sections on musical-instrument design, video games and even some
“Beavis and Butthead” references. Something, in other words, for everyone. And
because it’s a manifesto on design, its own

Ge Wang

unconventional, “uncompromising but accessible” comic-book design was, of course,
carefully and intentionally planned.
“These are not topics we usually sit down
and engage with. It’s trying to look at these
fairly deep and possibly complicated issues
and provide a way to think about it in a way
that is no harder than it needs to be, hopefully,” he said. “I’m trying to put the reader
at ease.”
Wang, a professor of music and computer
science, is affiliated with Stanford University’s Center for Computer Research in Music
and Acoustics (CCRMA), where he founded
the Stanford Laptop Orchestra (SLOrk) and
wrote the open-source music-programming

Courtesy of Ge Wang

has always
been a maker. As a child,
he experimented with
making clay bricks at his grandSDUHQWV· KRPH LQ %HMLQJ &KLQD
$VDVWXGHQWDQGODWHUDSURIHVVRU KH·V PDGH PXVLF LQQRYDWLYH
LQVWUXPHQWVDSSVDQGSURJUDPPLQJODQJXDJHV1RZKH·VPDGHD
ERRN´$UWIXO'HVLJQ7HFKQRORJ\
LQ6HDUFKRIWKH6XEOLPHµ

language ChucK. In addition to his love of
computer music, he also makes music the
older-fashioned way, including by playing
the ukulele.
“Musical instruments, they’re kind of a
deceptively challenging class of things to
design. They should be simple but also afford a richness of expression,” he said. In
the fifth chapter of “Artful Design” he explores interface design using the ukulele as
an example.
Playing an instrument, he said, is “intention transformed into action. We do something based on our intention, we finger it
a certain way and we pluck it. We’ve gone
from a human layer to technology.” All instruments, from the most high-tech to the
most primitive skin drum, he pointed out,
are technology.
“One of the really fascinating things
about the ukulele or a piano is that its interface is exactly the same to a novice as it is
to, like, a grand master of that instrument; a
virtuoso,” he said. “And I find that fascinating; there is no power-user mode. And that’s
what makes it learnable and delightful and
wonderful.”
As the co-founder of the company Smule,
Wang developed the Ocarina app, which
turns iPhones into ocarinas by utilizing the
built-in microphone, allowing users to control the sounds with their breath and finger
placement, just like with the traditional instrument. Ocarina also has a social component. Players can tune into others playing it all over the world (other fun Wang
(continued on page 22)
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Mandy Patinkin prepares
to light up Palo Alto
Beloved singer/actor will perform at JCC

by John Orr
andy Patinkin has been
a Broadway star, a movie star and a TV star, but
says what he loves best is to perform live music, up close, for an
audience.
“It’s my favorite,” he said by
phone recently from his apartment in the Upper West Side of
Manhattan. “It’s immediate. We
all feed off each other. I only do it
because they (audience members)
are there ... Everything is a reflec- Film, TV and Broadway legend
tion of what’s going on with the Mandy Patinkin will visit the
audience. If you’ve sung a song a Oshman Family JCC in Palo
hundred thousand times, it’s still Alto on Nov. 1 to perform a
new.”
collection of songs accompanied
Patinkin has sung a lot of songs by Adam Ben-David on piano.
over the decades and has amassed
a dedicated fanbase, thanks not
only to his incredible vocal range material was mainly show tunes
and acting talent but also to his and story songs.”
indelible humanity.
The newer repertoire, said PatTo fans, he’s not just a talent but inkin, is “more singer-songwriter
a mensch — a man of integrity material. Everything I am attractand honor — and that glows from ed to is lyric-driven. I am a lyricshim, like light from an incandes- driven person. Story and words,
cent bulb. It makes for a very quieter and calmer.”
warm presence for his audiences.
The latest album, “Diary:
That is likely to be obvious at April/May 2018,” includes one
his show on Nov. 1 at the Osh- song by Stephen Sondheim,
man Family Jewish Community “Children and Art,” from “SunCenter in Palo Alto, part of its day in the Park With George,” but
“Jewish Luminaries” series.
also songs by Bob Dylan, Harry
He will be accompanied by Nilsson, Randy Newman, Keren
Adam Ben-David on piano, sing- Ann, Taylor Mac and a couple of
ing music partly from his albums tunes Patinkin wrote.
“Diary: January 27, 2018” and
“Diary: January 27, 2018” in“Diary: April/May 2018,” which cludes a Rufus Wainwright tune,
he developed with the help of mu- “Going to a Town,” for which
sician/producer Thomas Bartlett. Patinkin changed the lyrics to
“I’ve been working with him reflect his concerns about what’s
in the studio,” Patinkin said. “It’s going on in Israel these days. He
very different from the material substituted the word “Jerusalem”
I used in the last 30 years. That for the word “America.” His slow,
Graeme Mitchel

M
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mournful-but-powerful voice
sings: “I’m going to a town that
has already been burnt down/I’m
going to a place that has already
been disgraced/I’m gonna see
some folks who have already
been let down/I’m so tired of
Jerusalem.”
“I want a two-state solution,”
he said.
Patinkin debuted his new show
in New York on Oct. 10, where it
will repeat through Oct. 28, then
come to the JCC in Palo Alto.
Then the show moves to Hawaii,
followed by Australia.
After that, Patinkin said, he
will be back at work on “Homeland,” the Showtime series, for
which he has received Emmy
nominations. This will be the final season. After that, it’s back in
the studio to work on new music.
Patinkin won an Emmy for
his role on “Chicago Hope” in
1994 but quit that show because
he didn’t like being away from
wife Kathryn Grody and sons
Isaac and Gideon. He quit another show, “Criminal Minds,” because he wasn’t comfortable with
the program’s ongoing violence.
He’s been with “Homeland” since
2011.
On Broadway, Patinkin won
a Tony Award for creating the
role of Che in “Evita,” in 1979.
He was nominated for another
Tony Award in 1984 for his role
in “Sunday in the Park with
George.”
But he may be best known for
his role in the 1987 movie “The
Princess Bride.” Millions of people are familiar with, and probably thousands, upon meeting him,
ask him to repeat the line:
“Hello. My name is Inigo Montoya. You killed my father. Prepare to die.”
Despite his on-screen success,
the best times for Patinkin, still,
are in front of a live audience.

“It’s about being connected,
about being alive,” Patinkin said.
“The way the audience behaves
informs your behavior. How
they listen, how they quiet, how
they rustle, while we’re together.
That’s why I love it.
“A film is made in the editing
room, the same with TV. You’re
never there with the audience, not
sharing the experience. But at a
concert, you’re all together, sharing the experience. The audience
is part of the creation.” Q

Freelance Writer John Orr
can be emailed at johnorr@
regardingarts.com.

Ge Wang

my hope for technology,” he said.
“We’re not pure utilitarian entities; we value fun and delight and
surprise.”
“Artful Design” was published
by Stanford University Press and
Stanford certainly seems a fitting
home for someone like Wang, who
straddles the “fuzzy” and “techie”
worlds and embraces both engineering and the arts.
“Yeah, this book
co
could be none
mo
more Stanford,” he
lau
laughed.
There, partic
ticularly
at CCRMA,
he found a place
he’s
fo multidisciplinary
for
th
thinkers
like him.
“Some say I’m,
li
like,
out of the
b
box.
I would say,
‘ couldn’t even
‘I
s the box. I don’t
see
e
even
know where
t
the
box is and
what the box looks
like,’” he mused.
“Much of Stanford is a place for
people that can’t see the box.”
Wang is celebrating the book’s
publication with several local
events, including a talk at Mountain View’s Computer History
Museum on Friday, Oct. 26, at 7
p.m. and a two-day “Manifestival” at Stanford Nov. 1-2, which
will include a laptop orchestra
performance and a symposium at
CCRMA focusing on “The Ethics
of Design,” “The Craft of Design”
and “The Pedagogy of Design”
(free and open to the public; RSVP
requested).
“Artful Design,” and Wang’s
work in general, aims to inspire
makers of all sorts, whether or
not they consider themselves engineers, artists or both, to aim
higher. It’s a reminder that technology not only does things for us
but also to us.
“We can’t shun technology;
that’s not something we should do
and not something we’re capable
of doing as species,” he said. “The
hope is that we can do it more conscientiously, more intentionally,
in ways that are more honest. In
building the things that might be
useful to us in our everyday lives,
can that building embody this reflection of who we are? ... I sure
hope so.” Q
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Karla Kane can be emailed at
kkane@paweekly.com.
For more information on
“Artful Design” and its associated
events, go to artful.design.

(continued from page 22)

instrumental inventions include
the Leaf Trombone, Magic Piano
and the Laptop Accordion).
“You can ask, ‘What practical
purpose does Ocarina serve? What
need does it really address?’” he
said with a laugh. “It wasn’t like
we took a survey. No
one said, ‘What
we need is to be
able to blow into
our iPhones and
play like a flute.’”
Rather, it stems
from Wang’s belieff
“that music makn
ing does a person
good. That masss
technology like thee
smartphone has a
ct
democratizing effect
or
that can be used for
good.”
ng
Technology, Wang
said, is never truly neutral. It always reveals something of the
values and beliefs of the designer.
“Technology is changing us.
From phones to Facebook to AI,
these things have real impact on
how we live and we think and we
feel,” he said. “If you trace the history, you realize much of computer technology is driven by either
business or defense, very practical
things,” he said. “As it infuses into
our lives more and more everyday
it cannot help take on an aesthetic
dimension.
“To pick on Facebook, and it’s
almost too easy these days, it’s
clear that Facebook was not designed with your or my wellbeing
in mind,” he said. “It was designed
such that that engagement could
be monetized, as a business. At
a certain point you touch half a
billion lives; more probably. You
can’t just throw something out
there any more and say, ‘Whatever
happens happens.’”
This, for Wang, is where the
functional aspects of design meet
the ethical.
“Ethics is more than just right
and wrong. I think ethics comes
from a place of what we think is
good, just or beautiful. To have a
notion of right or wrong, that’s got
to be based on something.”
Wang clearly loves his work,
and that enthusiasm — and the
value he places on it — indeed
shines through in his designs.
“I think these things reflect
something of my personality and

What: Mandy Patinkin in concert.
When: Thursday, Nov. 1, at 7:30
p.m.
Where: Schultz Cultural Arts Hall,
Oshman Family JCC, 3921 Fabian
Way, Palo Alto.
Cost: $145-$250.
Info: Go to paloaltojcc.org/mandy
or call 650-223-8649.
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Concert
Halloween symphony
Redwood Symphony’s annual Halloween family concert, this year titled “Devils, Witches and
Wolves,” returns on Sunday, Oct. 28, at 3 p.m. at Canada College’s theater, 4200 Farm Hill
Blvd., Redwood City. Families are invited to come in costume and hear the symphony (orchestra
members may also be in costume) perform Prokofiev’s “Peter and the Wolf,” selections
from Bates, Bernstein and Haydn and John Williams’ “Devil’s Dance” from “The Witches
of Eastwick.” Ten young raffle winners will conclude the concert by conducting a march by
Sousa with the rest of the audience joining in with glow sticks. Tickets are $15-$35. Go to
redwoodsymphony.org.

BALLOT
RECOMMENDATIONS

I vote with
the League
PALO ALTO BALLOT

History

Special events

Haunted history tours

Community celebrations

The historic J. Gilbert Smith House, part of the Los
Altos History Museum, is getting into the Halloween
spirit this month, hosting spooky nighttime tours
on Saturday, Oct. 27, at 7, 9 and 11 p.m. The tours
(led by “spooks and spirits,” according to curator
Heather Farquhar) are offered in conjunction with
the current “Superstitions” exhibition, which focuses
on historically accurate Victorian mourning rituals
and “old wives’ tales” connected to death and
dying. “In Victorian times, death and dying were
more something that happened in the home. The
exhibit talks about how it affected the people in
the house, wakes, traditions that would have been
associated with death, fashion, memorial items
that were given out, things like that,” Farquhar said.
“A lot of the time things that couldn’t be explained
were turned into superstitions.” Tour participants
may even learn whether there is any evidence of
paranormal activity in the house (built by Smith
around the turn of the 20th century and kept in the
family until being donated to the city) today. The
“haunted history” tours are free (and appropriate
for children age 5 and up) but reservations are
required. The “Superstitions” exhibition runs
through Nov. 4. Go to losaltoshistory.org/events/
nighttime-superstitions-tour.

Local Halloween celebrations for kids include the
annual California Avenue Trick-or-Treat & Blossom
Halloween Carnival in Palo Alto (on California
Avenue; tinyurl.com/y7b37s9q) on Sunday, Oct. 28,
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. The event will feature live
music from Andy Z and the Stanford Marching Band,
a costume contest, games and trick-or-treating
from local businesses. Other nearby events include
Mountain View’s Monster Bash on Saturday, Oct.
27, 1-3 p.m. at Pioneer Park (mountainview.gov/
depts/cs/events/halloween.asp); Menlo Park’s
Halloween Hoopla Parade on Saturday, Oct. 27, from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. through downtown to Fremont
Park (menlopark.org/241/Special-events) and the
Spooky Carnival at Onetta Harris Community Center
(100 Terminal Ave.) 4-6 p.m.; Los Altos’ Spootacular
on Wednesday, Oct. 31, noon to 4 p.m. throughout
downtown and at Veterans Community Plaza from
2-4 p.m. (downtownlosaltos.org/event/2018halloween-spook-tacular/); and Redwood City
Library’s Halloween parties (not-too-scary for kids
0-12; spookier for teens) on Sunday, Oct. 28, 1-3
p.m. at the downtown branch (redwoodcity.org/
Home/Components/Calendar/Event/33526/192). Q

— Karla Kane

YES on E
YES on Z
STATE BALLOT

YES on Prop. 1
YES on Prop. 2
NO on Prop. 3
NO on Prop. 4
NO on Prop. 5
NO on Prop. 6
YES on Prop. 10

LEARN WHY:
https://www.lwvpaloalto.org/
vote-with-the-league---2018.html
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Eating Out
Mountain View’s food truck options keep expanding
by Elena Kadvany

Kolkhida

Teresa Kasoyan is eager to educate customers how to properly eat
khachapuri adjaruli, a boat-shaped,

indulgent vessel of bread filled
with melted cheese, egg and butter: Rip off the two pointy ends of
the bread and use them to mix the
fillings. For the khinkali, hold the
top of the dumpling, bite into the
bottom and slurp out the juices before eating the savory insides.
Kasoyan and her husband, Georgy Khatoev, might be running the
Bay Area’s first Georgian food
truck. They started Kolkhida —
named for an ancient Georgian
kingdom known for its wine, food
and farming — in late September.
Both Kasoyan and Khatoev are
from Georgia Tbilisi, the Republic
of Georgia. Khatoev, the chef of the
family, moved to Moscow when he
was young and grew up there.
Kasoyan left Georgia for the
Bay Area when she was 9 years
old. Two years before, her mother,
now the dean of enrollment services and international student programs at Foothill College in Los
Altos Hills, had seized an opportunity for freedom. Her husband was
abusive, but divorce was taboo in
Georgian culture, Kasoyan said.
He died in active duty and “that
opened up a way for her to leave,”
Kasoyan said.
Kasoyan joined her mother in

and
the
PRESENT

15th Annual Caregiver Conference
“CREATING YOUR MASTER PLAN”

Namaste Nepal

Saturday, Nov. 10
8:00am-3:30pm
At Mitchell Park Community Center

Palo Alto, eventually attending
Gunn High School for a year and
then a private high school in San
Jose.
Kasoyan and Khatoev, who
have known each other since they
were kids, spent two years looking
into opening a restaurant but the
costs — rent, labor, insurance —
seemed prohibitive. They opted for
the truck, where Khatoev serves up
traditional Georgian dishes: lamb
skewers, beef khinkali, sacivi
(chicken cooked in a sauce of walnuts and spices) and three kinds of
khachapuri.
There’s also badjirani, a side
dish of luscious roasted eggplants,
and phikali, a deep-green mixture
made from spinach, walnuts and
garlic. Walnuts abound in Georgian
cuisine. Wash it all down with a
glass bottle of tarragon — or pearflavored Zedazeni soda, straight
from the Republic of Georgia.
The truck already has attracted
Georgian customers — there are
large contingents in Redwood City
and San Jose, Kasoyan said — as
well as Russians and Armenians.
And for the uninitiated, the owners are more than happy to educate
them.
The dream, Kasoyan said, is to
open San Francisco’s first Georgian restaurant. (Palo Alto recently
got its first one with Bevri, which
opened on University Avenue in
February.)
Kolkhida, 1012 W. El Camino
Real, Mountain View; TuesdaySunday, noon to 8 p.m.; facebook.
com/kolkhidatruck

PLAN
AHEAD

• Hear an inspiring keynote speech
• Attend info-packed workshops
• Eat a tasty lunch
• Chat with others in similar situations
• Meet expert service providers
• Enter to win high quality door prizes
• Enjoy coffee, chocolate, and conversation

(Includes morning beverages, a box lunch,
and afternoon treats).

Purchase tickets at
www.avenidas.org/conferences
or call (650) 289-5445.
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Georgy Khatoev rolls out dough for beef khinkali, a Georgian
dumpling, inside the food truck he runs with his wife, Teresa Kasoyan.
small business.
With the support of a few
friends, Thapa started Namaste
Nepal, a food truck serving the
dishes he grew up eating. Many
customers are unfamiliar with
Nepalese cuisine, though he said
there’s a growing number of Nepalese immigrants in the Bay Area.
When they see Nepal, “They are
thinking Mount Everest,” Thapa
said. “They say, ‘What kind of
food?’” He tells them: “Nepalese
is like Indian, like Chinese.”
His menu is small, but it offers
an education in the fundamentals
of Nepalese street food. There are
meat and vegetarian momos, the
increasingly popular dumplings;
chicken thupka soup; and chicken
choila (grilled, marinated chicken)
alongside chow mein, fried rice
and fried chicken lollipops. Thapa
also makes chilli chicken, ubiquitous on Nepal’s streets. For drinks,
the truck serves masala tea and
mango lassi.
Thapa managed to snag a permanent parking spot for his truck in
the large parking lot of a Chevron

station on El Camino Real, with
room for tables and chairs.
Namaste Nepal, 1288 W. El
Camino Real, Mountain View;
noon to 11 p.m. daily; facebook.
com/namastefoodtruck

The Cookout

Most chefs lament the family
time lost to working long hours in
restaurants. Rod McGee started
a food truck to bring his family
together.
McGee, who was born and
raised in Mountain View, started
The Cookout last year with his fiance, Atira Lewis, who grew up
in Palo Alto. He graduated from
Los Altos High School and she,
from Gunn High School. McGee
coaches after-school sports teams
at Pinewood School in Los Altos
Hills and Lewis is a preschool
teacher at a child care program for
Stanford University employees.
They have four children, ages 26,
18, 16 and 9 years old.
“My family was getting bigger
(continued on next page)

Natalia Nazarova

REGISTRATION: Advance tickets $55
per person or $60 at door

Growing up in Nepal, Deepak
Thapa learned how to cook from
his mother. He often cooked for
himself out of necessity, when
no one was home, he said. Food
stuck with him — he went on to
attend culinary school in Dubai
and worked as a chef on an international cruise ship.
When the ship landed in San
Francisco eight years ago, Thapa
decided to stay. He put down roots
in Sunnyvale and worked in Indian
restaurants, including the wellknown Amber India and for a time,
a Nepalese restaurant in Seattle.
Thapa struggled to make ends
meet in the expensive Bay Area.
He drove a Yellow Cab in the
morning and manned the stove in
restaurant kitchens in the evenings.
In early 2018, though, he decided
to take the plunge and start his own

Natalia Nazarova

n a warm afternoon in
Mountain View, as cars
whizzed past on El Camino Real, I enjoyed my first-ever
khinkali, meat-filled dumplings
made by a Georgian immigrant at
a food truck parked outside of an
Americas Best Value Inn.
Less than a half mile away, a
Nepalese chef was busy serving
momos and chicken thukpa, a Himalayan noodle soup, out of his
own truck.
The streets of Mountain View
increasingly are a culinary melting pot. Alongside the abundance
of taco trucks is steadily growing
fleet of food trucks representing a wide swath of international
cuisines: Georgian, Nepalese, the
American South, Hawaiian. Food
trucks continue to be an entry
point for new chefs and restaurateurs, many of them immigrants,
eager to break into a competitive
and costly industry.
Below are the stories of a few of
the trucks making their mark on
Mountain View.

Chicken momo, steamed dumplings, and chicken thukpa, a Tibetan
noodle soup, are among the dishes offered at Namaste Nepal.

Eating Out
fitness center’s signature 50-minute
cardio/strength-training sessions.
Barry’s Palo Alto comes a little
over a year after the opening of
Barry’s FiDi in San Francisco. The
Palo Alto studio is the fourth gym
to join Stanford Shopping Center,
folllowing SoulCycle, Turbo 26
and Peloton ... and it’s not the only
studio celebrating an opening in
Palo Alto. Read the next item to find
out what new fitness center recently
opened on California Avenue. —
L.T.

ShopTalk

Local food & retail happenings

Courtesy of Barry’s Bootcamp

Barry’s Bootcamp is preparing for its grand opening at Stanford
Shopping Center this December.
BARRY’S OPENING SET
FOR DECEMBER ... Barry’s
Bootcamp, the indoor fitness
studio known for its low lighting,
loud music and high-energy vibe,
is gearing up to open its fourth
Bay Area location near Pressed
Juicery at Stanford Shopping this
December. The West Hollywoodbased company has been
preparing to open an exercise
studio at Stanford since April
2017, but details about the gym
have been scarce. A company
spokeswoman finally reached out
last week to announce the studio’s
upcoming opening. She described

Barry’s Palo Alto as an upscale
boutique studio where fitness
enthusiasts can “sweat, socialize,
and see and be seen.” She said the
4,500-square-foot gym includes
men’s and women’s locker rooms
(that feature trademark Malin+Goetz
bath and body products and
Oribe hair products, as well as
complimentary towel service); a
fuel bar with grab and go snacks,
fruit smoothies and post-workout
protein shakes; and a retail area.
The studio area features 22
treadmills, a state-of-the-art sound
system and can accommodate
more than 45 members during the

KETTLEBELL STUDIO JOINS
CAL. AVE. ... California Avenue
has added a fifth fitness training
studio along the short stretch from
Birch Street to Park Boulevard
that over the past three years has
become recognized as a fitness
row. Former competitive powerlifter
and trainer Mark Reifkind recently
opened Girya Strength, a
kettlebell-centric training center, in
the storefront at 217 S. California
Ave. that baby gear retailer
Baby Bandalou vacated at the
end of August. According to the
company’s website, the center
offers one-hour, one-on-one
personal training sessions using
the kettlebell — a cast-iron ballshaped weight with a handle
that is used for strength, cardio
and flexibility training. Reifkind, a
certified kettlebell trainer who has
taught around the globe, is credited
on his website for opening the
country’s first kettlebell-centric gym
(Girya, The Art of Strength) in 2003.
The studio is two doors down from

the Amity Crossfit gym, which is
two doors down from Pilates V,
which is adjacent to Pure Barre
fitness center. And just across the
street, less than a half block away,
is Performance Gaines gym. —L.T.
GHOSTWOOD BEER NOW HERE
... Two local beer lovers have
opened Ghostwood Beer Co.
at 965 Brewster Ave. in Redwood
City, serving traditional American
craft-style brews. Redwood City
residents Jason Simpson and Mike
Hedlund opened the taproom in
September. They took over the
space after Back Yard Coffee
Company closed. The genesis
of Ghostwood Beer Co. reaches
back two years, Simpson said.
“The idea was as simple enough
as we wanted to have a good fun
spot to drink beer and wanted to
be able to have a say in the type of
beer that we got to drink,” he said.
Several IPAs are on tap right now
at Ghostwood, but they are ìsofter,
hazier, fruitierî than traditional IPAs,
Simpson said. Ghostwood doesn’t
serve food but customers are
allowed to bring in outside food and
the owners are looking at bringing
in food trucks. Simpson described
Ghostwood as a “community
brewery.” —E.K.
Compiled by the Weekly staff; this
week written by Elena Kadvany
and Linda Taaffe. Got leads on
interesting and news-worthy retail
developments? The Weekly will
check them out. Email shoptalk@
paweekly.com.

Food trucks
(continued from previous page)

but everybody going different
ways so we found a way to tie our
family back together a little bit. We
decided to start a food truck,” McGee said.
They considered serving barbecue but settled on fish and chips
— something they all enjoy eating
and felt they could “cook well, consistently,” he said.
The menu draws on the couple’s
roots. McGee’s family is from
Mississippi and Lewis’, Louisiana.
The truck serves Southern-style
catfish and red snapper, fried in
cornmeal batter, as well as “Old
English” style beer-battered cod
and halibut. There’s also bourbon
bacon fries, fried ravioli, thick-cut
steak fries, hush puppies, chicken
wings and tenders.
Each member of the family plays
a part in The Cookout. The four
kids help with food prep, sales and
social media.
“It gave everybody some responsibility within the family and also
it made people work together,”
McGee said. “I got kids in college,
I got kids working and I got kids
in school. It brought all my age
groups together to achieve a goal.”
The Cookout, Mountain View;
check facebook.com/thecookoutft
for schedule and location. Q
Staff writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.

5,000 YEARS OF CIVILIZATION REBORN

ALL-NEW 2019 PROGRAM
ACCOMPANIED BY LIVE ORCHESTRA

BERKELEY
Dec 12–Dec 16
SAN JOSE
Dec 19–Dec 29
SAN FRANCISCO
Dec 31–Jan 6
SACRAMENTO
Jan 9–Jan 12

“Beautiful… A nimble mastery
of traditional talents.”

“Incredible...
Groundbreaking!”

“Simply gorgeous stage magic.
A must-see!”

—Chicago Tribune

—MSNBC

—Philadelphia Weekly

“I was overwhelmed. My entire body was trembling—
—
but in a very loving way. I felt very joyful.
It was beautiful, it was healing.”

“There was something pure and bright and very
dignified about them. The show gave me real sense of
goodness and meaning in life.”

—Elisa Brown, renowned soprano

—Anna Liceica, soloist, American Ballet Theater

The Best Holiday Gift ! Buy Your Tickets Today!

Promo code PAW10
(expires 10/31)

888-633-6999
ShenYun.com/CA

Presented by San Francisco Falun Buddha Study Association
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Movies
Amazon Studios

INSPIRING CURIOSITY,
CREATIVITY, CHARACTER
Timothee Chalamet and Steve Carell play father and son in the
drama “Beautiful Boy.”

From first steps to 12 steps
Steve Carell fathers an addict in ‘Beautiful Boy’
000 (Palo Alto Square & Century 20)

America’s opioid epiBut screenwriters
OPENINGS
demic has had but one
Luke Davies — a forfringe benefit: to draw attention mer heroin addict and author/
back to addiction, treatment and co-screenwriter of “Candy”
the hard (sometimes impossible) — and Van Groeningen take a
work of recovery. Amazon Stu- largely matter-of-fact approach
dios’ “Beautiful Boy”— starring to the archetypes of the addict’s
Steve Carell and Timothée Chal- journey. They are this drama’s
amet as father and drug-addicted given circumstances, from which
son — makes a good case for it- Carell and Chalamet movingly
self as the addiction movie Amer- investigate the human toll within
ica needs right now.
a father-son relationship. So if
Based on a pair of 2008 mem- “Beautiful Boy” can offer little in
oirs (David Scheff’s “Beautiful the way of fresh insight as to the
Boy: A Father’s Journey Through diseased logic of the addict, the
His Son’s Addiction” and Nick attendant downward tailspin and
Sheff’s “Tweak: Growing Up on a parent’s loving desperation, it
Methamphetamines”), Belgian instead takes an almost spiritual
filmmaker Felix Van Groeningen’s tact, offering a primal “you are not
English-language debut depicts alone” catharsis for sufferers unand emblematizes the helpless- der the powerful grip of addiction
ness so many feel when it comes or with a front-row seat to it.
to addiction. The struggle of the
As Nick Sheff, Chalamet falls
addict has become so familiar that from healthy upper-middle-class
a straightforward account of addic- comfort to the torments of the
tion would seem doomed to cliche. damned, which also qualifies

“Beautiful Boy” as a cautionary
tale for the young and vulnerable,
an upscale, sophisticated version
of ye olde “Afterschool Special.”
Three other actors play Nick from
ages 4 to 12, in scenes establishing
the loving bond dad David feels
slipping away, but Chalamet gets
the juicy material: the teenage disaffection that magnetically repels
children from parents, the rush and
crash of narcotics and the internal
war of a young man who gradually
comes to realize he wants out of an
ever-deepening hole.
There’s enough shame to go
around, as journalist David flagellates himself for his son’s choices
and repeatedly fails to “save” his
boy. Van Groeningen and Davies
know well enough not to offer
neat answers for why Nick starts
taking drugs, why he relapses and
the like, and they avoid spinning
David into the simplistic roles
of a negligent parent or a saintly
crusader (he frequently says the
wrong thing, and instinct and raw
emotion typically wrestle down
his intellect). As much as anything
else, “Beautiful Boy” observes a
father learning the toughest lesson
about loved ones — that he must
surrender the illusion of control.
Van Groeningen the director
takes some missteps. In his desire to skew the film from today’s
mainstream conventions, “Beautiful Boy” becomes the sort where,
to the point of absurdity, no one
ever turns on the lights. Worse,
Van Groneningen works against
the film’s clearheadedness by indulging schmaltzy, on-the-nose
musical choices. But these misdemeanors are far from fatal. Above
all, “Beautiful Boy” lives in its
performances: Maura Tierney (as
David’s wife) and Amy Ryan (as
Nick’s biological mom), Carell,
and especially the searingly resonant Chalamet honorably embody
the sadly familiar story of a family
torn apart by addiction.
Rated R for drug content
throughout, language, and brief
sexual material. Two hours.
— Peter Canavese

MOVIES NOW SHOWING

OPEN HOUSE EVENTS
November 3, 2018
Lower Campus
477 Fremont Avenue
Los Altos, CA 94024
9:00am - 11:00am
November 3, 2018
Middle Campus
327 Fremont Avenue
Los Altos, CA 94024
11:30am - 1:30pm
November 10, 2018
Upper Campus
26800 Fremont Road
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022
10:00am - 12:30pm

Register online at www.pinewood.edu

A Star is Born (R) ++1/2
Century 16: Fri. - Sat. Century 20: Fri. - Sat.
Baazaar (Hindi with English subtitles) (Not Rated)
Century 16: Fri. - Sat.
Badhaai Ho (Hindi with English subtitles) (Not Rated)
Century 16: Fri. - Sat.
Beautiful Boy (R) +++
Century 20: Fri. - Sat. Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sat.
Beetlejuice (PG)
Showplace Icon at San Antonio Center: Sunday
Brigadoon (1954) (Not Rated) Stanford Theatre: Fri. - Sat.
Coco (PG) +++1/2
Century 16: Fri. - Sat. Century 20: Fri. - Sat.
Colette (R) Century 20: Fri. - Sat. Guild Theatre: Fri. - Sat.
Crazy Rich Asians (PG-13) ++1/2
Century 16: Fri. - Sat. Century 20: Fri. - Sat.
First Man (PG-13) +++1/2
Century 16: Fri. - Sat. Century 20: Fri. - Sat.
Free Solo (PG-13)
Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sat. Century 20: Fri. - Sat.
Goosebumps 2: Haunted Halloween (PG)
Century 16: Fri. - Sat. Century 20: Fri. - Sat.

Halloween (2018) (R) +++
Century 16: Fri. - Sat. Century 20: Fri. - Sat.
The Hate U Give (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sat. Century 20: Fri. - Sat.
Hell Fest (R) Century 16: Fri. - Sat. Century 20: Fri. - Sat.
The House with a Clock in its Walls (PG)
Century 20: Fri. - Sat.
Hunter Killer (R)
Century 16: Fri. - Sat. Century 20: Fri. - Sat.
Johnny English Strikes Again (PG)
Century 16: Fri. - Sat. Century 20: Fri. - Sat.
London Fields (R) Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sat.
Mid90s (R) Century 16: Fri. - Sat. Century 20: Fri. - Sat.
Night School (PG-13) Century 20: Fri. - Sat.
The Old Man & the Gun (PG-13)
Century 20: Fri. - Sat. Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sat.
Singin’ in the Rain (Not Rated) Stanford Theatre: Fri. - Sat.
The Sisters Brothers (R) Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sat.
Smallfoot (PG) ++
Century 16: Fri. - Sat. Century 20: Fri. - Sat.
Venom (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sat. Century 20: Fri. - Sat.

+ Skip it ++ Some redeeming qualities +++ A good bet ++++ Outstanding

Aquarius: 430 Emerson St., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 327-3241)
tinyurl.com/Aquariuspa
Century Cinema 16: 1500 N. Shoreline Blvd.,
Mountain View tinyurl.com/Century16
Century 20 Downtown: 825 Middlefield Road,
Redwood City tinyurl.com/Century20

CineArts at Palo Alto Square: 3000 El Camino
Real, Palo Alto (For information: 493-0128)
tinyurl.com/Pasquare
Guild: 949 El Camino Real, Menlo Park (For recorded
listings: 566-8367) tinyurl.com/Guildmp
Stanford Theatre: 221 University Ave., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 324-3700) Stanfordtheatre.org

Find trailers, star ratings and reviews on the web at PaloAltoOnline.com/movies
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Book
Talk

HALLOWEEN STORYTIME ...
Book’s Inc. in Palo Alto is hosting
a Halloween-themed storytime for
children ages 5 and under on Oct.
28. The event will include spooky
storytime and other activities.
Storytime starts at 11 a.m. Books
Inc. is located at 74 Town & Country
Village.
HOW SILICON VALLEY MADE
WORK MISERABLE ... Former
Forbes editor and New York Times
bestselling author Dan Lyons will
be at Kepler’s Books at 7:30 p.m.,
Thursday, Nov. 1, to talk about his
new book “Lab Rats: How Silicon
Valley Made Work Miserable for
the Rest of Us,” which picks up
where his last book, “Disrupted:
My Misadventure in the StartUp Bubble,” left off. Traveling to
workplaces across America, Lyons
finds four key factors for how the
social contract between employee
and employer has become broken
and offers a vision for what the
workplace could be: “an approach
to work and business that puts
people first, profitably serves
customers and makes the world
a little bit better in the process.”
Kepler’s is located at 1010 El
Camino Real, Menlo Park. Q

A monthly section on local books and authors

Photos courtesy of Kathy Wang

WAR BOOK PHOTOS ON DISPLAY
... Rarely seen photographs of the
Vietnam War shot by journalists out
on the battlefield and in surrounding
villages will be on display at the
Hoover Library & Archives through
Dec. 8 as part of an exhibit exploring
the interrelationships between art,
journalism and politics. Many of
these rare photographs have been
compiled into the book “We Shot
the War: Overseas Weekly in
Vietnam,” which features the
works of journalists from the military
tabloid the Overseas Weekly’s
Pacific edition, which was founded
by Stanford University graduates
Cecil and Marion von Rospach
during the 1950s. The tabloid was
beloved by the troops and reviled
by the Pentagon for its controversial
content that covered subjects such
as the sex reassignment surgery of a
World War II vet and the ill treatment
of American GIs by Turkish
allies. The Overseas Weekly was
temporarily banned from the military
post exchange (PX) newsstands by
irate commanders.
As the Vietnam War escalated in
the 1960s, Marion von Rospach
— who had taken control of the
tabloid after her divorce — launched
a Pacific edition covering the war
from a bureau in Saigon operated by
journalist Ann Bryan. Bryan set up a
one-woman show acting as writer,
photographer, editor, circulation
manager, public relations specialist,
copy boy and putzfrau.
The photos in the book, edited by
Lisa Nguyen, depict a broad array of
combat experiences, including the
sanguine moments of war and the
humanity that emerged from chaos.
For more information about the
exhibit and the book, go to hoover.
org.

Los Altos author Kathy Wang’s fictional novel takes a comical look at what happens to a Silicon Valley
Taiwanese-American family after its patriarch receives a diagnosis of terminal pancreatic cancer.
by Michael Berry
ike the characters in her
multi-generational debut
novel, Los Altos writer
Kathy Wang is good at keeping
secrets.
Her first book, “Family Trust,”
to be published Oct. 30, focuses
on the Huangs of Silicon Valley, a
Taiwanese-American family with
hidden depths. It’s a project Wang
worked on without telling virtually
anyone until the book was sold and
the contract signed.
Insightful, funny, moving and
well-constructed, “Family Trust”
has been selected as one of the
season’s most anticipated books
by the Washington Post, Buzzfeed
and Entertainment Weekly. It benefits from, but does not depend
upon, the success of “Crazy Rich
Asians,” the recent bestselling
novel and blockbuster film with a
predominantly Asian cast.
“I think there’s a growing interest (in Asian stories), which I think
is great,” said Wang, a product
manager at Seagate Technologies
who grew up in Los Altos with her
engineer mother and governmentworker father. “(We) were relegated to a very small section of the
bookshelf for so long.”
Reached by phone, Wang, 34,
talked about how a New Year’s
resolution inspired her to write a
novel.

L

On Jan. 1, 2017, Wang resolved
to write her first novel before her
daughter’s due date, six months
away. Taking advantage of naps
and early bedtimes for her son,
Wang was able to produce 1,000
words per day.
She said she felt a sense of urgency “because my second kid was
coming and I knew after she was
born that my schedule would be
too tough to do anything else.”
As it turned out, Wang finished
the novel the day before her daughter was born and had an agent
three days later.
At the start of “Family Trust”
patriarch Stanley Huang receives
a diagnosis of terminal pancreatic
cancer, throwing his family into turmoil. No one seems to have a firm
grip on what his assets are and how
he plans them to be distributed after
his death. His ex-wife, Linda, wants
to be sure the bulk of his wealth
goes to their grown children — Fred
and Kate — and not to Stanley’s
much-younger second wife, Mary.
Even as they deal with an evasive, tight-lipped and rapidly declining Stanley, the younger members of the supporting cast have
their own crises to attend to. Fred
can’t stand the fact that his career
never took off the way he wanted it
to, that he’s stuck as a minor investor at a middling corporate firm.
Kate has gone back to work after

her second child but wonders how much time her
husband is putting into
the mysterious startup venture he
is supposedly running out of their
attic. Linda, meanwhile, explores
the idea of online dating, attracting
a foreign suitor who always seems
strapped for cash.
“Family Trust” was originally titled “A Man of Means.” It explores
how many men feel a need to be a
person of significance.
Wang asks, “What happens if
you haven’t achieved all that you
wanted to? How do men deal with
that? How do women? That was the
concept that I was obsessed with.
The rest just grew from there.”
Although set in Palo Alto,
Woodside and environs, a milieu
with which she is well familiar,
“Family Trust” isn’t autobiographical, Wang claims.
“I think a lot of first books are
kind of autobiographical because
the author feels confident she
knows that subject well. As ‘Family
Trust’ progressed, it just completely diverged from my personal life.”
Wang said that Kate was the
most challenging character for her
to write.
“I read somewhere that the character whose life most closely mirrors your own comes across the
most flat. With her, I had to think,
‘Is this something she would really

do? How would she react to this?’
With the other characters, I just
knew.”
Just days before her interview
for Palo Alto Weekly, Wang had
finally received her finished copies of “Family Trust.” One was
earmarked for her mother, whom
she had kept in the dark during the
book’s inception. Wang defended
her strategy.
“I didn’t want to tell her I was
writing a book and then have it go
nowhere.”
It’s time for the reality of a book
release, and Wang thinks her
mother is a little bit nervous. She
said she told her mom, “This isn’t
you in the book.”
Now she confides, “Actually, it’s
dedicated to her. She just doesn’t
know it yet.” Q
Freelance writer Michael Berry
can be emailed at mikeberry@
mindspring.com.
What: Book launch
with Kathy Wang.
Where: Books Inc.,
317 Castro St., Mountain View.
When: 7 p.m., Tuesday, Oct. 30.
Cost: Free.
Info: For more information,
go to Booksinc.net.
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Another Look, Stanford Continuing Studies, and Stanford Humanities Center present

William Henry Hudson’s Green Mansions

an award evening and cocktail party honoring

figures from the Bay Area and beyond. The club focuses
on short classics that have been forgotten, neglected,
or overlooked—or may simply not have received the

Charles Schmuck
Founder of Peninsula College Fund

attention they merit.

Thank You
to our Sponsors!

Join us for a discussion of William Henry Hudson’s
on’s
hing
Green Mansions, a novel that celebrates the astonishing
revelation of nature: not only its beauty but also its
power, implacability, and its dual roles of terror and
mystery. Another Look director and Stanford professor
ssor
sion
Robert Pogue Harrison will moderate the discussion
ura
and will be joined by Stanford professor Laura

You helped make the evening a success!
www.KiwanisAngelAward.org
www.Facebook.com/KiwanisAngelAward

100% of the Sponsor funds raised for the Angel Award
in 2018 will benefit programs, services, and scholarships
for children and youth in the Palo Alto area through the
Kiwanis Club of Palo Alto Charitable Foundation.

Wittman and Stanford Continuing Studies former dean
ean
Charles Junkerman.

Tuesday, October 30 • 7:30 pm
Bechtel Conference Center • Encina Hall
Stanford University • Free and open to the public
For more info: anotherlook.stanford.edu

5HPRGHOLQJFDQEHؘOOHGZLWKVQDJVDQGXQSOHDVDQW
VXUSULVHVLI\RX֣UHQRWSUHSDUHGIURPWKHVWDUW7KHUHDUH
ZD\VWRPDNH\RXUH[SHULHQFHGXULQJWKHUHPRGHOLQJ
SURFHVVMXVWDVH[FLWLQJDVWKHؘQDOUHVXOW/HDUQWKH
TXHVWLRQVWRDVNWKHSRWHQWLDOZDUQLQJVLJQVDQGWKH
GLؗHUHQWZD\VWRDSSURDFKDUHPRGHOWRPDNHLWDVXFFHVV

7th Annual

Angel Award

Another Look is a seasonal book club that connects
Stanford’s top writers and scholars with distinguished

-RLQXVIRUDQHGXFDWLRQDOVHPLQDUWDXJKW
E\RXUVHQLRUGHVLJQHUV

Kiwanis Club of Palo Alto

In-Kind Sponsors: Gleim the Jeweler • Sheraton Palo Alto Hotel
Media Sponsor: Palo Alto Weekly • Gold Sponsor: Wells Fargo
Silver Sponsors: Crist, Biorn, Shepherd & Roskoph
Patrick Farris Realtors • Fidelity Investments Mountain View
Nancy Goldcamp, Realtor, Coldwell Banker • Irvin, Abrahamson & Co.
John King • Mayﬁeld Advisors, Inc. • Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital
Bronze Sponsors: Judy Kramer • John & Allean Richter

+RW7UHQGVLQ3URGXFWV
'HVLJQDQG5HPRGHOLQJ
1RY

6HQLRU'HVLJQHUVDQG6HPLQDU/HDGV
6DUD-RUJHQVHQ

SP
/LVD3DUUDPRUH

6HDWLQJLVOLPLWHG5HJLVWHUWRGD\+DUUHOO5HPRGHOLQJFRP6HPLQDUVRUFDOO  
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Home&Real Estate

OPEN HOME GUIDE 53
Also online at PaloAltoOnline.com

A weekly guide to home, garden and real estate news, edited by Elizabeth Lorenz

Home Front

NEIGHBORHOOD SNAPSHOT

SOIL, UNSUNG HERO ... It might
not be the most spectacular
aspect of a garden, but obviously
without it, nothing will thrive.
“The Soul of your Garden: The
How’s and Why’s of Building
Healthy Soil” will be a talk given
by Gamble Garden’s director,
Richard Hayden, on Saturday,
Nov. 17, from 9:30-11 a.m. Hayden
will explain what it takes to create
and maintain healthy soil, the
importance of microorganisms,
how to deal with clay soils,
mulching and composting.
Gamble Garden is located at
1431 Waverley St., Palo Alto. To
register, go to gamblegarden.
org. Cost is $20 for members
(use promo code IRIS); $30 for
nonmembers.
IRRIGATION INFO ... The city of
Palo Alto will hold a free workshop
on Saturday, Oct. 27 from 9 a.m.
- noon on “Irrigation Equipment
Upgrades and Landscape Water
Use Efficiency.” This workshop
focuses on landscape irrigation
equipment upgrades and
rebates for improving outdoor
water use efficiency. Learn how
to find and even fix problems
to save water in your yard. The
workshop will be taught by expert
landscape professional and water
conservation staff members
from the Santa Clara Valley
Water District and city of Palo
Alto Utilities. It will be held at the
Palo Alto Art Center Auditorium,
1313 Newell Road in Palo Alto. To
register go to bawsca.org.
WASTE NOTHING ... The city of
Palo Alto’s Zero Waste program
has some tips for planning ahead
for all that gift giving coming
up over the holidays. First of
all, present gifts in style, not in
wrapping paper. Reuse containers
or old paper to make presents
look creative. Save reusable
gift bags and pass them along.
Save old newspaper comics to
cover the outside of a gift. Give
old holiday tins and baskets a
second life by filling them with
holiday treats. When giving gift
cards, punch the corner, and with
a reusable ribbon, tie it around
a plant, jar of candy, or another
small gift.

Galvanized
for the

long haul

Duveneck-St. Francis neighbors
bond over a shopping center and
neighborhood diversity
Story by Cameron Rebosio
Photos by Veronica Weber

Send notices of news and events related
to real estate, interior design, home
improvement and gardening to Home
Front, Palo Alto Weekly, P.O. Box 1610,
Palo Alto, CA 94302, or email elorenz@
paweekly.com. Deadline is one week
before publication.

READ MORE ONLINE

PaloAltoOnline.com

There are more real estate features
online. Go to PaloAltoOnline.com/
real_estate.

Duveneck-St. Francis is a rhombus-shaped neighborhood bounded
by San Francisquito Creek on the northeast, Oregon Expressway,
Greer Road, Embarcadero Road and Newell Road.

B

etween the commotion of
busy Oregon Expressway
and Embarcadero Road,
the residents of the Duveneck-St.
Francis neighborhood live on relatively quiet streets with an abundance of trees and people of all
backgrounds.
“I personally treasure the community because of all the nice
people that are in it,” resident Jeff
Levinsky said. “People are just so
friendly and supportive.”
Levinsky, who has lived in the
neighborhood since 1994, appreciates his neighbors, who help one
another and foster progress within
the community.
And there certainly is no lack of
opportunity to connect with neighbors. He said that whenever school
is not in session, the fields and playground of Duveneck Elementary
School (named after Frank and Josephine Duveneck of Hidden Villa
fame) turn into a gathering place
for families.
“We have a great elementary
school right in the middle, we
have the library ... the Lucie Stern
complex and the zoo, those aren’t

Longtime Duveneck-St. Francis
resident Steve Mullen stands
in front of his home with his
“dream car.” Mullen moved into
the community 19 years ago.

technically in our neighborhood
but they’re very close. The arts
center has classes for all ages. So
there’s lots of nice things,” Levinsky said.
Duveneck-St. Francis is a rhombus-shaped neighborhood bounded
by San Francisquito Creek on the
northeast, Oregon Expressway,
Greer Road, Embarcadero Road
and Newell Road.
The neighborhood’s comfortable
setting drew in longtime resident
Lisa Dreessen, who moved to the
area to start a family and has remained there since 1964.
“I moved in when I was pregnant with my first child, so I raised
my children here, and I think it’s a
wonderful neighborhood,” she said.
Dreessen also pointed out the
importance of the community spirit in Duveneck-St. Francis. With an
elementary school in the center of
the community, it’s no surprise that
many people find it to be a place
that is very welcoming to children
and adults alike.
“It’s a very friendly neighborhood
(continued on page 32)
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Home & Real Estate

Resident Jeff Levinsky says he treasures living in the Duveneck-St. Francis neighborhood
because of the people. “People are just so friendly and supportive,” he said.

Duveneck-St. Francis
(continued from page 29)

... and child-friendly,” she said.
The changing demographics of the neighborhood hasn’t dampened the community
spirit, but rather sparked action. When the
Albertson’s grocery store shut down in
Edgewood Plaza in 2006, the shopping center became a ghost town. After watching the
buildings crumble for more than 10 years,
the community fueled efforts to redevelop
the plaza, which now boasts The Market at
Edgewood and a wide variety of businesses
that are well-loved by residents.
“I and some others worked to get the grocery store restored and we had countless

neighbors who were supportive and very
energized and we all together made it happen,” Levinsky said. “(There was) fantastic
participation.”
Levinsky emphasizes that all of the residents get along well, and manage to sidestep
controversies. The neighbors instead work
together to solve problems and better their
community for all of the residents.
The people of Duveneck-St. Francis certainly agree that the neighbors are what
makes the area truly unique.
“It’s a good place to raise a family,” Levinsky said. “It’s a good place for people who
are retired, it’s just a nice environment.” Q
Cameron Rebosio is an intern at the
Palo Alto Weekly. She can be emailed at
crebosio@paweekly.com.

Residents say the neighborhood’s changing demographics hasn’t dampened its
community spirit. When the Albertson’s grocery store shut down in Edgewood Plaza in
2006, for example, the community fueled efforts to redevelop the plaza, where a new
market opened in December 2017.

FACTS

CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Duveneck Kids’ Club, 705 Alester Ave.
FIRE STATION: No. 3, 799 Embarcadero Road
LIBRARY: Rinconada Library, 1213 Newell Road
LOCATION: bounded by San Francisquito Creek, Oregon Expressway, Greer Road,
Embarcadero Road and Newell Road
PARKS (nearby): Eleanor Pardee Park, 851 Center Drive; Rinconada Park, 777 Embarcadero
Road; Duveneck Elementary School 705 Alester Ave.
POST OFFICE: Main, 2085 E. Bayshore Road
PRIVATE SCHOOLS (nearby): International School of the Peninsula, 151 Laura Lane; St. Elizabeth
Seton, 1095 Channing Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Duveneck Elementary School, Greene Middle School, Palo Alto High School
SHOPPING: Edgewood Shopping Center; University Avenue

BUILDING PERMITS

A listing of building projects approved by the city of Palo Alto.

775 Barron Ave. Remodel
kitchen (100 sf). $11,615.
807 Oregon Ave. Reroof
pitched and flat section.
$19,495.
822 Garland Drive Tear off
shake, install under-layment
and new shake roof. $25,900.
3571 South Court Replace
sewer line between house and
cleanout.
512 Coleridge Ave. Temporary
power pole.
2364 Bryant St. Install one
window and three patio doors.
$18,703.
526 Addison Ave. Install
ejector pump and associated
electrical.
448 Fernando Ave. Roof lower
porch and main front roof up to
two ridges, not including new
rear roof. $9,550.
2466 West Bayshore Road
Copper re-pipe 10-unit
apartment building.
275 Cowper St. Remove
and replace front stairs, deck
boards and various trim work
because of dry rot. $24,800.
2462 West Bayshore
Road Copper re-pipe 6-unit
apartment building.
2349 South Court Replace
stucco in front of house.
Replace electrical service main
panel with 100-amp panel.
$15,000.
3403 Ramona St. Remove
existing tar and gravel roof,
install new 4-ply tar and gravel
roof. $5,000.
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2040 Tasso St. Residential
sewer spot repair and add new
house cleanout.
1944 Tasso St. Tear off old
composition roof and install
new one. $18,327.
3136 Alexis Drive Electric
vehicle-charging equipment in
garage.
2464 West Bayshore
Road Copper re-pipe 4-unit
apartment building.
1944 Tasso St. Tear off old
composition roof on garage
and install new one. $3,563.
399 Matadero Ave. Take
off old composition roof and
replace with new one. $6,000.
2185 Park Blvd. Install backflow prevention device.
963 Shauna Lane Bathroom
remodel (45 sf). $5,227.
1225 Cowper St. Repair sewer
line from property line to back
of city cleanout and install two
new cleanouts. $6,500.
1115 Ramona St. Service
upgrade to 200 amps. Label
circuits in subpanel and add
full-sized arc breakers.
264 Oxford Ave. Temporary
power.
685 Georgia Ave. Residential
bathroom remodel (50 sf).
Install new wall tile and shower
faucet.
410 Wilton Ave. Residential
sewer replacement and
associated drain and waste.
$15,000.
890 Sharon Court Install new
roof. $19,995.
950 University Ave.
Residential re-roof of rear
house. $6,074.

950 University Ave.
Residential re-roof of front
house. Remove tile and re-roof
with composition. $15,390.
3218 Louis Road Re-roof:
remove layer of foam roof and
overlay with single-ply system.
$5,000.
453 Channing Ave. Re-roof
detached garage. $4,200.
754 Los Robles Ave. Add 225amp subpanel.
377 Diablo Court Temporary
power.
3498 Janice Way Install new
mini-split system.$6,450.
850 Middlefield Road, Suite
7 Use and occupancy standalone (1,020 sf) dental office.
3260 Waverley St. Remove
current roof adn install “cool”
roofing. $13,500.
262 Walter Hays Drive
Remove wood shakes. Apply
plywood. Install new lightweight
composition shingles. $31,000.
4184 Old Adobe Road
Revision to include structural
details of beam support at
family room/kitchen.
87 Encina Ave. Addition of
three 250-volt outlets, one 120volt outlet and infrastructure for
four teledata outlets. $3,000.
999 Matadero Ave. Updated
panels to remain in same
location. New microinverters.
3117 Maddux Drive Remove
existing composition roof,
install new roof. $54,638
1144 Fulton St. Residential
re-roof, main house.$10,000.
3679 Ross Road Remove
and replace various plumbing
fixtures including shower valve.

IT'S A GREAT TIME TO BUY A HOME!
1087 Fife Avenue, Palo Alto
OPEN SUNDAY, 1:30-4:30

6 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms
/LYLQJ$UHDbVTIW
3HUFRXQW\UHFRUGVXQYHULȴHG 
/RW6L]HVTIW
3HUFRXQW\UHFRUGVXQYHULȴHG
Offered at $4,475,000
www.1087Fife.com

47 Hamilton Court, Palo Alto
OPEN SUNDAY, 1:30-4:30

5 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms
/LYLQJ$UHDVTIW
3HUFRXQW\UHFRUGVXQYHULȴHG 
/RW6L]HbVTIW
3HUFRXQW\UHFRUGVXQYHULȴHG
Offered at $5,995,000
www.47HamiltonCt.com

Carol Carnevale

Nicole Aron

BRE#00946687

RE#00952657

Included among the top Real Estate Teams in the Nation by the Wall Street Journal

C :: 650-465-5958 E :: carolandnicole@apr.com
State-of-the-art real estate, State-of-the-heart relationships!
Stay Connected!

586 Palo Alto Sales.....and counting

www.CarolAndNicole.com
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OPEN HOUSE
SAT & SUN
1:00 - 4:00PM

1032 METRO CIRCLE, PALO ALTO

Offered at $2,395,000

4-bedroom mid-century home on a quiet street in Midtown with no through traffic. Open kitchen/dining/living room with beamed
ceiling, wood-burning fireplace, & floor-to-ceiling windows. Master bedroom with own bath, built-ins, walk-in closet, and glass
slider to private enclosed outside area. New carpet and fresh paint throughout. Lush and private side and back yards with patios
and mature trees, and a 2-car garage with storage. Living space of 1,478 sq.ft., with a 360 sq.ft. garage, nestled on a 5,916 sq.ft. lot.
Excellent Palo Alto schools: Palo Verde Elementary, Jane Lathrop Stanford Middle, Palo Alto High.

7KLV LQI
LQIRUPD
RUPDWLRQ
WLRQ ZDV VXS
VXSSOLH
SOLHGE\
GE\WKLUGSDUW\VRXUFHV6DOHV$VVRFLDWHEHOLHYHVWKLVLQIRUPDWLRQLVFRUUHFWEXWKDVQRWYHULÜHGWKLVLQIRUP
RUPDWLR
DWLRQ
Q
and assu
assumes
mes no legal
legal res
respons
ponsibil
bi ity
it for its accuracy. Buyer should verify accuracy and investigate to Buyer’s own satisfaction.

BRIAN CHANCELLOR
(650) 303-5511
brianc@serenogroup.com
brianchancellor.com
DRE# 01174998
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Conceptual rendering

BUILD YOUR NEW HOME IN THE WOODSIDE SCHOOL DISTRICT
/PSSZPKL+YP]Lc>VVKZPKLc6ɈLYLKH[  

Conceptual rendering

Conceptual rendering

E

nvision the splendor of living in a dream home
you have a chance to build on this beautiful
approximately .39-acre lot in the Woodside Glens.
<PMXZWXMZ\aJMVMÅ\[NZWUXTIV[ZMKMV\TaIXXZW^ML
Ja \PM <W_V );:* NWZ I VM_ KWV\MUXWZIZa
4-bedroom/4-bath home plus 1-bedroom/1-bath

O]M[\PW][M_Q\PI\\IKPMLOIZIOMLM[QOVMLJa;\M^M
Simpson of SDG Architecture (check with Town
of Woodside Planning Department for building
guidelines). The project is situated close to Woodside
<W_V+MV\MZ[PWX[ZM[\I]ZIV\[IVL\PMIKKTIQUML
Woodside School (pre-K to 8th).

www.327HillsideDrive.com
Call us for an appointment and to review the approved plans.

HELEN & BRAD MILLER

Among Top Teams in SF Bay Area (per The Wall Street Journal rankings)
Square footage, acreage, and other information
herein, has been received from one or more of
a variety of different sources. Such information
has not been veriﬁed by Alain Pinel Realtors®.
If important to buyers, buyers should conduct
their own investigation.

HELEN MILLER 650.400.3426 | helenhuntermiller@gmail.com | License # 01142061
BRAD MILLER 650.400.1317 | bradm@apr.com
| License # 00917768
www.HelenAndBradHomes.com
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1652 CASTILLEJA AVENUE, PALO ALTO
Nestled in the prime location of Southgate, this 4 bedroom, 3 bathroom custom Tudor boasts sunlit great room and
open ﬂoor plan ideal for entertaining. Bedroom and full bath downstairs ﬂow nicely into spacious family room and
backyard perfect for enjoying year round California weather. Master bedroom features French doors opening to a lovely,
large deck. Drought friendly landscaping adorns 6300 square foot lot. Walking distance to Peers Park, vibrant California
Avenue and Stanford University. Top-rated Palo Alto Schools include Walter Hays Elementary, Greene Middle and Palo
Alto High (Buyer to verify availability).

LOVELESS TEAM
NICKI, TREVOR, ALAN

650.400.3309

OFFERED AT
$3,275,000

tloveless@intero.com
www.lovelessteam.com
Lic.#70010102
©2018 Intero Real Estate Services Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate and a wholly owned subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc. All rights reserved. All information deemed reliable but not guaranteed. This is not intended as a solicitation if you are listed with another broker.

INTERO MENLO PARK
930 SANTA CRUZ AVENUE
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650.543.7740
WWW.INTERO.COM

TRUSTED. REAL ESTATE. PROFESSIONAL.
Kathleen was such a pleasure to work with and a true professional with a wealth of valuable experience
to oﬀer. She is very responsible, responsive and trustworthy. She goes above and beyond and we have
come to trust her and rely on her expertise and judgment in our three real estate transactions. I would
highly recommend her to all potential buyers and sellers.
- Kassie HuiMin Chen
Kathleen was simply amazing as our realtor.
Her instinct and creative approach in putting
together an oﬀer for the property
allowed us to beat out 8 other
oﬀers in a highly competitive
market. We wouldn't hesitate
to have Kathleen represent
us in any future real estate
transactions, she's the
best.
- Mark Duarte
I have been working
with Kathleen Wilson in the
real estate market for over 30
years and have done several sales
and purchases with her. Kathleen’s market
knowledge and preparation for each project was
very impressive.
- Erik Garﬁnkel

Kathleen just prepared and sold my house in Palo
Alto. She did an incredible job, the house looked
so great! Buying and selling a house can
be so stressful, but I was calmed by
Kathleen's stable, experienced
demeanor.
- Elaine Haight

Kathleen is amazing!
My wife and I worked with
her when we were in Palo
Alto/Menlo Park. She is one of
the best agents we have ever had
the experience of interacting with. We
were fortunate to have her as our agent. She is
extremely talented...
- Amit Jain

KATHLEEN WILSON
License# 00902501
mobile: 650.207.2017
kwilson@apr.com
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• 4 bedrooms
• 2 bathrooms
•Spacious master suite
• Open floor plan
• Vaulted ceilings
• Private backyard with mature landscaping
• Attached two car garage with ample storage

Listing Agent: Tim Foy
CalBRE# 00849721
Cell: 650.387.5078
tim@midtownpaloalto.com
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• Excellent Palo Alto schools, including Gunn
High School
• Conveniently located near shopping,
schools, parks, and more!
• 1,496 sq. ft. living space (pprox.)
• 6,000 sq. ft. lot (approx)

OFFERED AT $2,250,000
Co-Listing Agent: Joann Weber
CalBRE# 01896750
Cell: 650.815.5410
joann@midtownpaloalto.com


$&%'
  

      

       
  
•18 Years Young, Absolutely GORGEOUS
home!
• Pristine condition, Light & Bright
•4 Bedrooms, 2.5 baths - 2,520 sq. ft.
•Gorgeous Backyard with Mature
landscaping - 8,820 sq. ft. lot
•Lovely Great room for Entertaining
calBRE# 01330133
Cell: 650.380.4507
•Living Room With Soaring Vaulted Ceilings

•Gourmet kitchen with 6 burner gas stove,
breakfast bar, built in desk
•Central A/C, Built in sound system
•Attached 2 car garage with a Tesla pump
•Walk to downtown Menlo Park, Burgess
Park, and Recreation Center, Great for
commuters!
Jane@midtownpaloalto.com

!  #
Molly Foy Rich
OFFERED AT $2,995,000
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OPEN HOMES
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED,
ALL TIMES ARE 1:30-4:30 PM

CUPERTINO
5 Bedrooms

10385 Norwich Av
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty

$2,498,000
543-8500

EAST PALO ALTO

8 Bedrooms

3 Bedrooms

2572 Illinois St
$798,000
Sat/Sun 1-4 Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700

773 & 775 Partridge Av
Sun
Deleon Realty

$4,488,000
543-8500

2 Bedrooms

3 Bedrooms

137 Shelden Rd
Sat 2-4:30/Sun 1-4Coldwell Banker

$829,000
324-4456

LOS ALTOS
5 Bedrooms

770 University Av
$5,299,000
Sun
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
644-3474

191 Reef Point Rd
$3,495,000
Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

MOUNTAIN VIEW
1 Bedroom - Condominium

500 W Middlefield Rd #71
$645,000
Sat 1-5/Sun 1-4 Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700

3 Bedrooms

LOS ALTOS HILLS

1654 Miramonte Av
Sat/Sun 1-4
Sereno Group

4 Bedrooms

25055 La Loma Dr
$9,880,000
Sun
Mansell & Company, Inc. 948-0811

5 Bedrooms

11681 Dawson Dr
Sun
Deleon Realty

$4,988,000
543-8500

MARINA
3 Bedrooms

254 Grant St
Sat/Sun 1-4 Coldwell Banker

$679,000
324-4456

MENLO PARK
Bedroom

3627 & 3629 Alameda De Las Pulgas
Sun
Coldwell Banker

1 Bedroom - Condominium

675 Sharon Park Dr #222
Sun
Coldwell Banker

2 Bedrooms

740 Hamilton Av
Sat/Sun
Coldwell Banker

$5,688,000
323-7751
$875,000
324-4456
$820,000
324-4456

3 Bedrooms

3 Fredrick Ct
$4,885,000
Sun 2-4
Alain Pinel Realtors
462-1111
1027 Hollyburne Av
$1,795,000
Sun
Coldwell Banker
324-4456
386 Encinal Av
$2,695,000
Sun 1-4 Pacific Union International 314-7200
1962 Menalto Av #A
$1,888,000
Sat/Sun 1-4 Coldwell Banker
851-2666
2199 Cedar Av
$2,650,000
Sun
Coldwell Banker
324-4456

3 Bedrooms - Condominium
675 Sharon Park Dr #134
Sat
Deleon Realty
2389 Sharon Rd
Sat
Deleon Realty

$1,288,000
543-8500
$1,488,000
543-8500

3 Bedrooms - Townhouse

1 Brent Ct
$3,798,000
Sat/Sun Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700
1630 Stanford Av
Sun
Coldwell Banker

$4,998,000
324-4456

$1,775,000
947-2900

2560 Saffron Way
$1,568,000
Sat/Sun Keller Williams Palo Alto 454-8500

4 Bedrooms

1299 Cuernavaca Circulo
$2,298,000
Sat 1-3/Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141
118 Savannah Loop
$1,998,000
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty
543-8500
1552 Gilmore St
$3,285,000
Sat 12-5/Sun 1:30-4:30
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
941-4300
336 Mariposa Av
Sat/Sun
Deleon Realty

$4,800,000
543-8500

PALO ALTO
2 Bedrooms

128 Middlefield Rd
Sun
Deleon Realty

3 Bedrooms

251 Carolina Ln
Sun
Coldwell Banker

3 Bedrooms - Condominium
4068 El Camino Way
Sat
Deleon Realty

1087 Fife Av
Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors
1066 Metro Cir
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty
417 Seneca St
Sun
Deleon Realty

$5,995,000
462-1111
$4,999,888
323-1111
$7,288,000
543-8500
$4,475,000
462-1111
$4,988,000
543-8500
$7,888,000
543-8500

$1,988,000
543-8500

1032 Metro Cir
$2,395,000
Sat/Sun 1-4
Sereno Group
323-1900
234 Edlee Av
$2,250,000
Sat/Sun
Midtown Realty
321-1596
1652 Castilleja Av
$3,275,000
Sun
Intero Real Estate Services 543-7740
1690 Edgewood Dr
$4,588,000
Sun 1-4:30 Intero Real Estate Services 622-1000
963 Moreno Av
$2,488,000
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty
543-8500
1820 Bret Harte St
$6,198,000
Sun
Keller Williams Palo Alto 454-8500
1117 Hamilton Av
$6,988,000
Sun
Deleon Realty
543-8500

130 Lynton Av
$2,590,000
Sat/Sun 1-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

SAN MATEO
4 Bedrooms

1439 Tarrytown St
For Lease - $5,698
Sat/Sun 10:30-11:30
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

SANTA CLARA
2052 Jamison Pl
Sat 1-4
Deleon Realty

4 Bedrooms

PORTOLA VALLEY

2619 Castello Way
Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

3 Bedrooms

271 S Balsamina Way
$2,595,000
Sun
Intero Real Estate Services 543-7740

SARATOGA

5 Bedrooms

18000 Rodeo Creek Hollow
Sun
Deleon Realty

123 Santa Maria Av
Sun
Coldwell Banker
140 Willowbrook Dr
Sun
Coldwell Banker

$2,795,000
324-4456

3 Bedrooms

139 Jeter St
Sat 1-3
Coldwell Banker
140 Westgate St
Sat/Sun
Coldwell Banker

4 Bedrooms

1179 Grand St
Sat/Sun 1-5 Alain Pinel Realtors
632 Canyon Rd
Sun
Coldwell Banker

5 Bedrooms

3 Bedrooms

$2,475,000
851-2666
$1,798,000
324-4456

SUNNYVALE

$1,595,000
323-1111
$3,295,000
325-6161

$1,498,000
543-8500
$1,299,999
851-2666

$4,488,000
543-8500

STANFORD

$5,600,000
851-1961

REDWOOD CITY

810 Cedro Way
$2,398,000
Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

2 Bedrooms - Townhouse

1260 E Fremont Ter
$1,250,000
Sat/Sun 1-4 Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700

3 Bedrooms

1030 Polk Av
$1,835,000
Sat/Sun 1-4 Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700

WOODSIDE
4 Bedrooms

6 Bedrooms

7 Colton Ct
Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

$3,998,000
851-2666

SAN CARLOS
215 Lemoore Dr
Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

$2,095,000
851-2666

45 Stadler Dr
$4,195,000
Sun 1-4
Alain Pinel Realtors
529-1111
6 Quail Ct
$3,980,000
Sun 2-4 Intero Real Estate Services 543-7740

6 Bedrooms

460 Las Pulgas Dr
Sat
Deleon Realty

$5,988,000
543-8500

$$ FOR SALE $$

$2,895,000
324-4456
$1,988,000
543-8500

4 Bedrooms

3 Bedrooms

7 Bedrooms

3 Bedrooms

4 Bedrooms

5 Bedrooms

6 Bedrooms

7 Bedrooms

3 Bedrooms - Townhouse

5 Bedrooms

47 Hamilton Ct
Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors
3751 El Centro St
Sun 2-4
Alain Pinel Realtors
1321 Harker Av
Sat
Deleon Realty

707 Rosewood Dr
$5,998,000
Sat/Sun Keller Williams-Palo Alto 454-8500

MOSS BEACH

LA HONDA

4 Bedrooms

1044 Sonoma Av
$3,495,000
Sun 2-4
Alain Pinel Realtors
462-1111
127 Laurel Av
$2,788,000
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty
543-8500
1425 Mills Ct
$2,995,000
Sat/Sun
Midtown Realty
321-1596
500 San Mateo Dr
$3,495,000
Sun
Coldwell Banker
324-4456
2328 Branner Dr
$2,998,000
Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

Today’s
news, sports
& hot picks

Fresh news
delivered
daily
Sign up today at
PaloAltoOnline.com

Non MLS Homes & Land
Call Jan

JAN STROHECKER

, SRES

“Experience Counts 32 Years Top Sales Performance”
Realtor, DRE #00620365

Residential • Land • 1031 Exchanges

Direct: (650) 906-6516
Email: janstrohecker@yahoo.com
www.janstrohecker.com

CALL Jan Today
for Best Results!

®

The DeLeon Difference®
650.543.8500
www.deleonrealty.com
650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224
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LIVE SILICON VALLEY
925 Addison Avenue, Palo Alto
Offered at $8,500,000
Gloria Young · 650.380.9918
License #01895672
John Young · 650.862.2122
License #02036387

3790 Redwood Circle, Palo Alto
Offered at $2,530,000
Miranda Junowicz · 650.332.4243
License #02019529
Michael Dreyfus · 650.485.3476
License #01121795

810 Cedro Way, Stanford
Offered at $2,398,000
Chris Iverson · 650.450.0450
License #01708130
Mimi Goh · 650.395.7677
License #02031088

541 San Juan Street, Stanford
Offered at $4,700,000
Chris Iverson · 650.450.0450
License #01708130

124 Peter Coutts Circle, Stanford
Offered at $1,375,000
Penelope Huang · 650.281.8028
License #01023392
Michael Huang · 650.248.0006
License No. 01984666

215 Josselyn Lane, Woodside
Offered at $9,995,000
Michael Dreyfus · 650.485.3476
License #01121795
Noelle Queen · 650.427.9211
License #01917593

160 Greer Road, Woodside
Offered at $16,500,000
Shena Hurley · 650.575.0991
License #01152002
Susie Dews · 650.302.2639
License #00781220

2328 Branner Drive, Menlo Park
Offered at $3,150,000
Chris Iverson · 650.450.0450
License #01708130
Mimi Goh · 650.395.7677
License #02031088

1552 Gilmore Street, Mountain View
Price Upon Request
Gary Campi · 650.917.2433
License #00600311

310 Kings Mountain Road, Woodside
Offered at $12,000,035
David Gray · 650.773.1271
License #01363266

1041 Menlo Oaks Drive, Menlo Park
Offered at $1,950,000
Jakki Harlan · 650.465.2180
License #01407129

754 15th Avenue, Menlo Park
Offered at $1,699,000
Annette Smith · 650.766.9429
License #01180954

619–623 Virginia Street, Vallejo
Offered at $749,000
Penelope Huang · 650.281.8028
License #01023392
Michael Huang · 650.248.0006
License #01984666

1616 Union Avenue, Redwood City
Offered at $1,789,000
David Gray · 650.773.1271
License #01363266

130 Lynton Avenue, San Carlos
Offered at $2,590,000
Omar Kinaan · 650.776.2828
License #01723115

191 Reef Point, Moss Beach
Offered at $3,495,000
Shena Hurley · 650.575.0991
License #01152002
Marian S. Bennett · 650.678.1108
License #01463986
GoldenGateSIR.com
Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.
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Marketplace
PLACE
AN AD
ONLINE
fogster.com

E-MAIL
ads@fogster.com

P
 HONE

650.326.8216
Now you can log on to
fogster.com, day or night
and get your ad started
immediately online.
Most listings are free and
include a one-line free
print ad in our Peninsula
newspapers with the
option of photos and
additional lines. Exempt
are employment ads,
which include a web
listing charge. Home
Services and Mind & Body
Services require contact
with a Customer Sales
Representative.
So, the next time you
have an item to sell,
barter, give away or
buy, get the perfect
combination: print ads in
your local newspapers,
reaching more than
150,000 readers, and
unlimited free web
postings reaching
hundreds of thousands
additional people!!

INDEX
QBULLETIN

BOARD
100-155
QFOR SALE
200-270
QKIDS STUFF
330-390
QMIND & BODY
400-499
QJ
 OBS
500-560
QB
 USINESS
SERVICES
600-699
QH
 OME
SERVICES
700-799
QFOR RENT/
FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE
801-899
QP
 UBLIC/LEGAL
NOTICES
995-997
The publisher waives any and all claims
or consequential damages due to errors
Embarcadero Media cannot assume
responsibility for the claims or performance
of its advertisers. Embarcadero Media right
to refuse, edit or reclassify any ad solely at its
discretion without prior notice.

fogster.com

TM

THE PENINSULA’S
FREE CLASSIFIEDS WEB SITE
Combining the reach of the Web with
print ads reaching over 150,000 readers!

fogster.com is a unique web site offering FREE postings from communities throughout the Bay Area and
an opportunity for your ad to appear in the Palo Alto Weekly, The Almanac and the Mountain View Voice.

Bulletin
Board

150 Volunteers
FRIENDS OF THE PALO ALTO LIBRARY
JOIN OUR ONLINE STOREFRONT TEAM
Study testing app for depression

115 Announcements
DID YOU KNOW
that newspapers serve an engaged
audience and that 79% still read a
print newspaper? Newspapers need to
be in your mix! Discover the Power of
Newspaper Advertising. For more info
email cecelia@cnpa.com or call
(916) 288-6011. (Cal-SCAN)
DID YOU KNOW
7 IN 10 Americans or 158 million U.S.
Adults read content from newspaper
media each week? Discover the Power
of Newspaper Advertising. For a free
brochure call 916-288-6011 or email
cecelia@cnpa.com (Cal-SCAN)
EVERY BUSINESS
has a story to tell! Get your message out
with California’s PRMedia Release — the
only Press Release Service operated by
the press to get press! For more info
contact Cecelia @ 916-288-6011 or
http://prmediarelease.com/california
(Cal-SCAN)

For Sale
202 Vehicles Wanted
WANTED! Old Porsche
356/911/912 for restoration by
hobbyist 1948-1973 Only. Any
condition, top $ paid! PLEASE LEAVE
MESSAGE 1-707-965-9546. Email:
porscherestoration@yahoo.com.

245 Miscellaneous
SAWMILLS from only $4397.00
MAKE & SAVE MONEY with your own
bandmill- Cut lumber any dimension.
In stock ready to ship! FREE Info/DVD:
www.NorwoodSawmills.com
1-800-567-0404 Ext.300N (Cal-SCAN)

Mind
& Body

Jobs

425 Health Services

500 Help Wanted

FDA-Registered Hearing Aids
100% Risk-Free! 45-Day Home Trial.
Comfort Fit. Crisp Clear Sound. If you
decide to keep it, PAY ONLY $299 per
aid. FREE Shipping. Call Hearing Help
Express 1- 844-234-5606 (Cal-SCAN)

TECHNOLOGY
EntIT Software LLC is accepting
resumes for the position of Technology
Consultant in Palo Alto, CA (Ref. #
ENTCPALURAA1). Provide technology
consulting to external customers and
internal project teams. Ensure that
products are deployed and operating
to deliver the technical and business
results required. Telecommuting
permitted. Extensive travel to
various unanticipated work locations
throughout the U.S. Mail resume to
EntIT Software LLC, 5400 Legacy Drive,
MS H4-1A-01, Plano, TX 75024. Resume
must include Ref. #, full name, email
address & mailing address. No phone
calls. Must be legally authorized to work
in U.S. without sponsorship. EOE.

Medical-Grade HEARING AIDS
for LESS THAN $200! FDA-Registered.
Crisp, clear sound, state of-the-art
features & no audiologist needed. Try it
RISK FREE for 45 Days! CALL 1-877-7361242 (Cal-SCAN)
OXYGEN - Anytime. Anywhere!
No tanks to refill. No deliveries. The AllNew Inogen One G4 is only 2.8 pounds!
FAA approved! FREE info kit: 1-844-3593976. (Cal-SCAN)

440 Massage Therapy
Home massage by French masseuse

Project Manager 1 - Facilities/
Construction
Stanford Univ/SLAC seeks Project
Manager 1-Facilities/Construction to
manage construction projects at natl
scientific lab. Reqs BS in construction
proj mgmt, construction mgmt, civil
eng, structural eng, mech eng, electrical
eng & 3 yrs project mgmt. exp. incl 3 yrs
exp managing construction inspection,
permitting, RFIs, submittals, change
orders, scheduling & design review; 3
yrs exp maintaining project records,
correspondence, photos, RFIs, designer
responses, & project decisions using
PrimaVera Contract Manager software
or similar proj mgmt s/w that provides
integration & org for mgmt access; 3
yrs exp using AutoCAD s/w; 3 yrs exp
reading & using construction docs,
incl specs & contract drawings. Email
resume to iso@slac.stanford.edu and
reference ID#3420. Principals only.
Staff SW Engineer (Full Stack)
Personalis, Inc. has an opening in Menlo
Park, CA. Staff SW Engr (Full Stack):
platforms & products + solutions.
Submit resume (principals only) to:
laila.king@personalis.com & include
recruitment source + job title in subject
line. EOE

go to fogster.com to respond to ads without phone numbers

FREE BOOK/MEDIA GIVEWAWAY
HUGE BOOK SALE NOV 10 & 11
The Vintage Mountain View Shop

“I’m Certain”— some hidden veracity. Matt Jones

This week’s SUDOKU

Answers on page 56.

Answers on page 56.

133 Music Lessons
Christina Conti Piano
Private piano lessons. In your home
or mine. Bachelor of Music, 20+ years
exp. 650/493-6950

145 Non-Profits
Needs
DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR BOAT
TO HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND. FREE
3 Day Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free
Towing, All Paperwork Taken Care of.
Call 1-844-491-2884 (Cal-SCAN)
Got an older car, boat or RV?
Do the humane thing. Donate it to the
Humane Society. Call 1-844-335-2616
(Cal-SCAN)
DONATE BOOKS/SUPPORT PA LIBRARY
Volunteer help wanted
WISHLIST FRIENDS PA LIBRARY

fogster.com
THE
PENINSULA’S
FREE
CLASSIFIEDS
WEBSITE
Combining the reach
of the Web with print ads
reaching over 150,000
readers!
To respond to ads
without phone numbers
Go to www.Fogster.com

Across
1 Countrified
7 Allison Janney sitcom
10 Haydn’s nickname
14 Fleecy fabric
15 Yoko who turned 85 in 2018
16 Racetrack shape
17 Get louder
20 “GymnopÈdies” composer
Satie (or “Jeopardy!” and
crossword champion Agard)
21 Hesitant sounds
22 “Right Now (Na Na Na)”
rapper
23 Considered groovy, man
24 Slo-___ fuse
25 AKA, in the business world
26 ___ in “Charlie”
29 Fountain reward of myth
32 Alpine cottage
35 Haven’t yet paid
36 Balletic bend
37 Varnish ingredient
38 Jim Acosta’s network
39 Golden Globes category

40 Solemn promise
41 Some people’s preferred
pronoun
42 One not responsible for the
bad news
43 Hit the mother lode
46 “Shameless” network, for
short
47 Baby anteater
48 Noah’s ride
49 Suffix in geometry
52 Bread served with aloo gobi
54 Takeover try
55 Prefix meaning “one billionth”
56 Buddy cop show of the 1970s
60 Look sullen
61 “Jellied” British fish
62 “Certainly, Monsieur!”
63 March participants?
64 7-Across partner, maybe
65 Phrase before “Go!”
Down
1 “___ T for Teen”
2 Aboriginal name for Australia’s
Ayers Rock

3 Parsley bit
4 Do horribly
5 Closely monitored hosp. area
6 Juliet, for one
7 Mineralogist with a scale
8 Number of times the
Milwaukee Brewers have
appeared in the World Series
9 Not fixed
10 Sport involving horses
11 Friendly, like some relatives
12 “Jackie Brown” actress Grier
13 It’s made with warm
fermentation
18 “___: Ragnarok”
19 Adequate
24 Vitamin also known as PABA
25 Early morning
27 “Once upon ___ ...”
28 Clip hedges
29 1912 Nobel Peace Prize
winner Root
30 Trio of trios
31 “Everybody gets a car!”
impresario

www.sudoku.name

32 “Mr. Show” costar David
33 “English Toffee” candy bar
34 Carpenter or Ride, e.g.
38 Dale’s cartoon pal
39 Pack of cards
41 Soundly defeated
42 Pointer, for one
44 They’ll look over W-2s
45 Something stored in the
cloud?
49 Los ___, California
50 As scheduled
51 Like a game for the record
books, perhaps
53 They can be fine or graphic
54 Like a worn tire
55 Night, in Nice
56 Getaway spot
57 Bunch
58 House support
59 Artist’s selection
©2018 Jonesin’ Crosswords (editor@
jonesincrosswords.com)
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MARKETPLACE the printed version of

fogster.com

TM

Business
Services
601 Accounting/
Bookkeeping
ADMIN. ASSISTANT
bkpg incl payroll, bill paying, tax prep.
Leave contact name and telephone at
650-968-5680 or email to kara@jps.net.

604 Adult Care
Offered
A PLACE FOR MOM
The nation’s largest senior living referral
service. Contact our trusted,local
experts today! Our service is FREE/
no obligation. CALL 1-855-467-6487.
(Cal-SCAN)

624 Financial
ARE YOU BEHIND $10k OR MORE
ON YOUR TAXES? Stop wage & bank
levies, liens & audits, unfiled tax returns,
payroll issues, & resolve tax debt FAST.
Call 855-970-2032. (Cal-SCAN)
Unable to work due to injury
or illness? Call Bill Gordon & Assoc.,
Social Security Disability Attorneys! FREE
Evaluation. Local Attorneys Nationwide
1-844-879-3267. Mail: 2420 N St NW,
Washington DC. Office: Broward Co. FL
(TX/NM Bar.) (Cal-SCAN)

636 Insurance
DENTAL INSURANCE
Call Physicians Mutual Insurance
Company for details. NOT just a
discount plan, REAL coverage for 350
procedures. 1-855-472-0035 or http://
www.dental50plus.com/canews Ad#
6118 (Cal-SCAN)

Lowest Prices
on Health & Dental Insurance. We have
the best rates from top companies! Call
Now! 888-989-4807. (Cal-SCAN)
SAVE
on Medicare Supplement Insurance!
Get a FAST and FREE Rate Quote from
Medicare.com. No Cost! No Obligation!
Compare Quotes from Major Insurance
Cos. Operators Standing By. CALL 1-855690-0310. (Cal-SCAN)

640 Legal Services
DID YOU KNOW
that the average business spends the
equivalent of nearly 1½ days per week
on digital marketing activities? CNPA
can help save you time and money. For
more info email cecelia@cnpa.com or
call (916) 288-6011. (Cal-SCAN)

Home
Services
707 Cable/Satellite
DIRECTV SELECT PACKAGE!
Over 150 Channels, ONLY $35/month
(for 12 mos.) Order Now! Get a $100
AT&T Visa Rewards Gift Card (some
restrictions apply) CALL 1-866-249-0619
(Cal-SCAN)

No phone
number in the ad?

GO TO

fogster.com
for contact information

Answers to this week’s puzzles, which can be found on page 55.

THE PENINSULA’S FREE CLASSIFIEDS WEBSITE
TO RESPOND TO ADS WITHOUT PHONE NUMBERS
GO TO WWW.FOGSTER.COM

DISH TV $59.99
For 190 Channels $14.95 High Speed
Internet. Free Installation, Smart HD
DVR Included, Free Voice Remote. Some
restrictions apply. 1-844-536-5233.
(Cal-SCAN)

815 Rentals Wanted

715 Cleaning
Services

RETIRED COUPLE $$$$
for business purpose Real Estate loans.
Credit unimportant. V.I.P. Trust Deed
Company www.viploan.com Call
818 248-0000 Broker-principal BRE
01041073. (Cal-SCAN)

PA Molly Maid, Inc.
Give yourself the gift of time and let
Molly Maid clean your home, contact
us at 650-965-1105 or at pamollymaid@
aol.com

757 Handyman/
Repairs
Water Damage to Your Home?
Call for a quote for professional cleanup
& maintain the value of your home! Set
an appt. today! Call 1-855-401-7069
(Cal-SCAN)
Musante Builders Handyman
Licensed Contractor and Handyman
I fix homes. From small jobs to Kitchen
and Bath Remodeling. musantebuilders.
com-free estimates.
650-722-4773 CSLB #977272

Real
Estate
801 Apartments/
Condos/Studios
San Carlos, 2 BR/2 BA - $2,900

805 Homes for Rent
Menlo Park, 3 BR/2 BA - $7000

811 Office Space
Office Available Downtown Menlo
Office space available, Downtown
Menlo Park.
3 offices currently Available.
1 - 315 s.f., interior office with
Skylight Natural Light.
1 - 352 s.f., interior office with Sun
Tunnel Natural Light.
1 - 703 s.f., Exterior window office
suite of 3 offices.
Very private in a clean well lighted
office space.
650-218-3669

Couple Seeks Long Term Rental

855 Real Estate
Services

890 Real Estate
Wanted
KC BUYS HOUSES - FAST - CASH
Any Condition. Family owned &
Operated . Same day offer! (951) 7772518 WWW.KCBUYSHOUSES.COM
(Cal-SCAN)

Legal
Notices
995 Fictitious Name
Statement
ODORI SUSHI & TEPPANYAKI
GENKI SUSHI
SUSHI MONSTER
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No.: FBN647028
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
1.) Odori Sushi & Teppanyaki, 2.) Genki
Sushi, 3.) Sushi Monster, located at
2111 El Camino Real, Palo Alto, CA
94306, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A
Corporation.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
ODORI SUSHI & TEPPANYAKE INC.
2111 El Camino Real
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on September 1, 2018.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on September 28, 2018.
(PAW Oct. 5, 12, 19, 26, 2018)
BRAIN HEALTH PARTNERS
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No.: FBN646981
The following person (persons) is (are)

doing business as:
Brain Health Partners, located at 2875
Middlefield Road, Suite 8, Palo Alto, CA
94306, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A
Corporation.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
BRAIN HEALTH PARTNERS, A
PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGICAL
CORPORATION
2875 Middlefield Road, Suite 8
Palo alto, CA 94306
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 8/27/2018.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on September 28, 2018.
(PAW Oct. 12, 19, 26; Nov. 2, 2018)
ONE STOP JANITORIAL SERVICES
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No.: FBN647337
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
One Stop Janitorial Services, located
at 260 Farrell Ave. Apt. 136, Gilroy, CA
95020, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: An
Individual.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
JORGE BUSTOS VILLA
260 Farrell Ave. Apt. 136
Gilroy, CA 95020
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 10/1/2018.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on October 9, 2018.
(PAW Oct. 19, 26; Nov. 2, 9, 2018)
CALIFORNIA BARBER SHOP
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No.: FBN647720
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
California Barber Shop, located at 441
Cambridge Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94306,
Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: An
Individual.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
HENRY YIM
441 Cambridge Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 5/01/2009.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on October 22, 2018.
(PAW Oct. 26; Nov. 2, 9, 16, 2018)

We handle all your
Legal publishing needs
• The Palo Alto Weekly
is adjudicated
to publish in the
County of Santa Clara.
• Our adjudication
includes the MidPeninsula communities
of Palo Alto, Stanford,
Los Altos, and
Mountain View
• The Palo Alto Weekly
publishes every Friday.

Call Alicia Santillan

650-223-6578

asantillan@paweekly.com
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997 All Other Legals
NOTICE OF PETITION TO ADMINISTER
ESTATE OF
ELVIRA A. FREESE
CASE NO. 18PR184376
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors,
contingent creditors, and persons who
may otherwise be interested in the will
or estate, or both, of: Elvira A. Freese,
Dolly Freese
A Petition for Probate has been filed
by Marcia Annette McCallum in the
Superior Court of California, County of
Santa Clara.
The Petition for Probate requests that
Marcia Annette McCallum be appointed
as personal representative to administer
the estate of the decedent.
The Petition requests the decedent’s
will and codicils, if any, be admitted to
probate. The will and any codicils are
available for examination in the file kept
by the court.
The Petition requests authority to
administer the estate under the
Independent Administration of
Estates Act. (This authority will allow
the personal representative to take
many actions without obtaining
court approval. Before taking certain
very important actions, however, the
personal representative will be required
to give notice to interested persons
unless they have waived notice or
consented to the proposed action.) The
independent administration authority
will be granted unless an interested
person files an objection to the petition
and shows good cause why the court
should not grant the authority.
A hearing on the petition will be held in
this court on December 6, 2018 at 9 a.m.
in Dept. 12 located at 191 North First
Street, San Jose, CA 95113.
If you object to the granting of the
petition, you should appear at the
hearing and state your objections or file
written objections with the court before
the hearing. Your appearance may be in
person or by your attorney.
If you are a creditor or a contingent
creditor of the decedent, you must file
your claim with the court and mail a
copy to the personal representative
appointed by the court within the later
of either (1) four months from the date
of first issuance of letters to a general
personal representative, as defined in
section 58(b) of the California Probate
Code, or (2) 60 days from the date of
mailing or personal delivery to you
of a notice under section 9052 of the
California Probate Code.
Other California statutes and legal
authority may affect your rights as a
creditor. You may want to consult with
an attorney knowledgeable in California
law.
You may examine the file kept by the
court. If you are a person interested in
the estate, you may file with the court
a Request for Special Notice (form
DE-154) of the filing of an inventory
and appraisal of estate assets or of
any petition or account as provided in
Probate Code section 1250. A Request
for Special Notice form is available from
the court clerk.
Attorney for Petitioner: E.J. Hong, Law
Offices of E.J. Hong, 2225 E. Bayshore
Road, Suite 200, Palo Alto, CA 94303,
Telephone: (650) 320-7680
10/26, 11/2, 11/9/18
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Quarterback Jackson Chryst leads Palo Alto into Friday night’s Santa Clara Valley Athletic League contest against visiting Los Gatos.

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

Palo Alto rested and ready to roll
Vikings host SCVAL De Anza Division rival Los Gatos on Friday night

by Glenn Reeves
fter a week off to reflect
and heal up the Palo Alto
football team has a key
matchup at home on Friday in a
7:30 p.m. start against Los Gatos.
The perennially strong Wildcats
are 6-3 overall, 3-2 in the Santa
Clara Valley Athletic League De
Anza Division. Palo Alto (7-1,
3-1) is a half-game ahead of them
in second place behind Wilcox.
“Their quarterback is a terrific
athlete,’’ Palo Alto coach Nelson
Gifford said of Jack Miller, who
has completed 65 percent of his
passes and also rushed for 192
yards. “They have good receivers
and always have great tight ends.

A

They’ve got three of them who
are all like, 6-5. Where do they
find them? And like most Wing-T
teams they have three or four guys
who touch the ball. You can’t key
on one person.’’
Los Gatos has had 17 players
with at least one carry this season
and nine players with more than
100 yards rushing.
“They’re extremely balanced,
so our defense needs to be extremely sound,’’ Gifford said. “No
doubt this game will be a challenge for our football team. We
need to be efficient, be clean and
minimize penalties.’’
Being more balanced was also
one of the primary conclusions

Paly drew from the self-examination the coaching staff engaged in
on its bye week.
“The week off helped in terms
of rejuvenation,’’ Gifford said.
“We were able to sit back and look
at some stuff, see how we could
improve. Our big emphasis is on
being more balanced on offense,
getting more people involved.
We’re trying to diversify what
we’re doing. We want to be less
predictable and more explosive.’’
Sacred Heart Prep
at Terra Nova, 7 p.m.
This is a battle for second place
in the Peninsula Athletic League
Bay Division. Both teams are 7-1

overall and 2-1 in league. The
only loss either team has incurred
this season was to first place
Menlo-Atherton.
Terra Nova lost to M-A 30-8
on Oct. 5, but has bounced back
rather nicely, having scored a
combined 116 points the last two
weeks in wins over Aragon and
Menlo School.
Sacred Heart Prep was 7-0 going into its home game last Saturday with the Bears before losing
30-0.
“Our guys played hard, gave a
great effort,’’ SHP coach Mark
Grieb said. “I’m proud of the way
(continued on page 59)

STANFORD FOOTBALL

Stanford reaches the defining
moment of the season
Games vs. Cougars, at Huskies determine Cardinal’s fate

by Glenn Reeves
he showdown portion of Stanford’s schedule has arrived.
The Cardinal hosts Washington State this week and travels to
Washington next week. The battle
for Pac-12 North supremacy lies in
the balance.
Stanford (5-2, 3-1) and Washington State (6-1, 3-1) are tied for second place, one-half game behind the
Huskies (6-2, 4-1).
But as far as Stanford coach David
Shaw is concerned, throw out the records. His tunnel focus is on his own
team and its next game.

T

“I don’t know what anybody else’s
record is,’’ he said. “Why should I?
We have the ability to beat everyone
on our schedule. Everyone on our
schedule has the ability to beat us.’’
Bottom line:
“If we win the rest of our games
we will be in the Pac-12 championship game.’’
Stanford’s defense is in for a big
challenge against Washington State.
The Cougars lead the Pac-12 in total
offense (473.3 yards per game), in
passing (400.7 yards per game) and
(continued on page 59)

Bob Drebin / isiphotos.com

College women’s soccer: Stanford
at Washington State, 2 p.m., Pac-12
Networks
College women’s volleyball: Stanford at UCLA, 4 p.m., Pac-12 Bay Area

Karen Ambrose Hickey

CARDINAL CORNER … Stanford
sophomore Madison Connell
scored the first goal of her collegiate
career in the ninth minute and the
21st-ranked Stanford field hockey
team beat host UC Davis, 3-0, in
an America East Conference match
Wednesday. Kelsey Bing three
saves for the Cardinal (13-4, 5-0),
which looks to win the division title
Friday night when it hosts Pacific at
7 p.m. Stanford will also be looking
for an undefeated conference record
for the first time in four years. Emma
Alderton and Lily Croddick also
scored for Stanford, winners of five
straight and 13 of 14 overall. …
Senior human biology major and
Stanford football running back Bryce
Love was named one of 10 finalists
for the Senior CLASS Award on
Wednesday. … Stanford sophomore
defender Kiki Pickett was named
the Pac-12 Women’s Soccer
Defensive Player of the Week.
Pickett has helped Stanford go
477:51 minutes without conceding a
goal; the Cardinal’s last goal allowed
was on Sept. 27. Pickett, a native
of Santa Barbara, scored and had
one assist in Stanford’s 7-0 rout of
previously undefeated Colorado on
Sunday while contributing to two
shutouts on the week. Pickett’s
second career goal gave the
Cardinal a 4-0 advantage in the
35th minute on Sunday. … Stanford
sophomore Kiana Williams is one
of 20 women’s basketball players
on the watch list for the Ann Meyers
Drysdale Award, the Naismith
Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame
announced Tuesday. The annual
award in its second year recognizes
the top shooting guard in women’s
college basketball. … The No. 9
Stanford men’s soccer team (82-4) steps out of conference for
the final time when it hosts No. 11
Denver (12-2-2) on Friday at 7 p.m.
Redshirt junior co-captain Tanner
Beason, a central defender by trade,
has scored all five of his goals this
season in the last five games to go
along with three assists. … The
Stanford women’s volleyball team
(18-1, 10-0) opens the second half
of Pac-12 Conference play Friday
at USC, which is second in the
conference. The Trojans are led by
Sacred Heart Prep grad Victoria
Garrick who anchors the defense
with 4.83 digs per set.

Stanford linebacker Jordan Fox (10) will be relied upon to pick
up some slack from the loss of Joey Alfieri.
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Sports

Harjanto Sumali

Sacred Heart Prep grad Sara Choy won five of her first seven
collegiate singles matches.

STANFORD WOMEN’S TENNIS
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Early season success
a good sign for Cardinal

SHP grad Choy is 5-2 in singles, 4-2 in doubles thus far
by Rick Eymer
ichaela Gordon, Kimberly Yee and Niluka
Madurawe are three
great reasons why the Stanford
women’s tennis team can look
forward to another competitive
season.
The rest of the roster, including
returners Caroline Lampl, Emma
Higuchi, Melissa Lord, Taylor Lallas, Naomie Rosenberg, Elizabeth
Yao and Janice Shin and freshman
Sara Choy, a Sacred Heart Prep
grad, are other great reasons.
And to think, Stanford is always
better at the end of the season than
it is at the beginning. The Cardinal has won two of the past three
national titles, nine since Lele Forood took over in 2001 and 20 (19
NCAA) overall.
Gordon, Yee and Madurawe,
also a freshman, gave Stanford its
first sweep of both the singles and
doubles titles at the ITA Northwest Regional Championships in
three years as the event concluded earlier this week at Stanford’s
Taube Family Tennis Center.
Gordon repeated as the singles
champion, outlasting Lampl 6-4,
6-7 (5), 6-2 in the all-Cardinal
final. Gordon, who captured last
year’s tournament crown in her
collegiate debut, was tested for the
first time during the weekend after winning her first five matches
in straight sets.
Stanford has produced the tournament singles champion in eight
of the last nine years, with Gordon’s back-to-back titles and preceded by Taylor Davidson (2015),
Carol Zhao (2014), Kristie Ahn
(2013, 2010), Krista Hardebeck
(2012) and Nicole Gibbs (2011).
“First of all, for us to have three
of the four semifinalists is amazing and a credit to my teammates,”
said Gordon, last year’s ITA National Rookie of the Year who
played all of her dual matches at
the No. 1 spot of the lineup. “It’s
always hard playing your teammate because you train together
every day. She definitely deserved

M

all the credit coming back from
5-2 down in the second set. I knew
she was capable of coming back
if I took my foot off the gas, so I
was definitely thinking about that
in the third set.”
Yee and Madurawe, playing
for the first time together, captured the doubles crown, rallying past California’s Anna Bright
and Jasie Dunk 6-7 (1), 7-5, 1-0
(5). Yee, who typically plays with
Lampl, and Madurawe prevailed
despite never leading until 6-5 in
the second set.
The singles and doubles crowns
put the exclamation point on a
dominant tourney run for Stanford, which produced seven quarterfinalists, including Choy, and
three semifinalists.
Choy won her first three singles
matches before falling to Lampl
in the quarterfinal, 6-4, 6-1.
Choy and Higuchi reached the
quarterfinals of the double competition, finishing 2-1.
The Cardinal, which returns
its entire lineup from last year’s
NCAA title team in addition to
highly-touted rookies Madurawe
and Choy, boasts arguably the
deepest roster in the country and
is expected to challenge for another national championship when
the dual match season begins in
January.
Madurawe made the most of
her collegiate debut, capturing the
main draw singles title at the Saint
Mary’s Invitational over the first
weekend in October.
Madurawe won all five of her
matches in straight sets, including
a 6-1, 6-3 victory over California’s
Maria Smith in the championship
match. Madurawe also paired
with Choy to reach the semifinals
of the doubles competition.
Choy went 2-1 in singles competition at St. Mary’s and won two
of three doubles matches with
Madurawe.
Stanford concludes the fall season Nov. 8-11 with an appearance
at the Oracle ITA National Fall
Championships. Q

Sports

Prep football
(continued from page 57)

they competed. M-A is a good
football team. I told the guys you
don’t have to hang your heads,
there’s nothing wrong with losing
to a good team. We’ve got to learn
from it the things we could’ve
done better. A good team learns
from its losses.’’
Terra Nova, with its high-powered spread offense, is averaging
over 43 points per game. Quarterback Jared Julian has accounted
for 33 touchdowns, throwing 17
touchdown passes and rushing
for 16. He has 1,507 yards passing and 839 yards rushing.
“We need to be able to rush the
passer, make him uncomfortable
and play good coverage,’’ Grieb
said.
Coming off a game in which it
was held scoreless, the Gators will
need to step it up on offense. And
while Terra Nova is known more
for its offense, the team’s defense
can also cause problems.
“They’re physical and fly
around on defense,’’ Grieb said.
“We need to be able to handle
their stunting and blitzing.’’
Half Moon Bay at
Menlo-Atherton, 7:30 p.m.
M-A (6-2, 4-0) has already
passed with flying colors the more
challenging part of its league
schedule the last three weeks with
wins over Terra Nova and Atherton neighbors Sacred Heart Prep
and Menlo School.
Half Moon Bay (3-5, 0-3) was
hit heavily by graduation after going 14-1 a year ago and advancing
to a state championship game. But
M-A coach Adhir Ravipati feels
there’s some unfinished business
to take care of. HMB beat the
Bears 28-10 a year ago.
“I don’t think there will be any
lack of motivation,’’ Ravipati said.
“The kids have circled this one.
Last year we were an OK team,
but not a very good team despite
our talent. With Half Moon Bay
this year their lack of depth and
youth shows as the game goes
on. But they’re fighting for their
playoff life. They will be a team to
watch the next couple of years.’’
The Bears are putting it all together this season. In four PAL

Bay games they have scored 143
points and allowed 11.
“Our depth on defense gives
us an advantage of keeping our
guys fresh,’’ Ravipati said. “We’re
starting to play well and trusting
each other. That allows us to play
aggressive and wear teams down.
What we tell our guys is that if
everyone does their one-eleventh
we’ll be pretty good that side of
the ball.’’
M-A is also deep on offense.
Deston Hawkins has taken over
as the No. 1 running back, but
De’Marshaun Payton and Jaeden
Barker are a pair of very capable
backups who could start on many
other teams.
“It gives us a lot of versatility,’’
Ravipati said. “All three are very
talented running backs.’’
Menlo School at Aragon,
7:30 p.m.
The winner of this game will
most likely receive the PAL Bay’s
fourth automatic berth into the
Central Coast Section playoffs.
Menlo (4-4, 1-2) won its PAL
Bay opener over Half Moon Bay,
but then has allowed a combined
109 points the last two weeks in
losses to Menlo-Atherton (42-3)
and Terra Nova (67-33).
“The main issue with the Terra
Nova game is that we got hit harder with the injury bug than we had
all season,’’ Menlo coach Josh
Bowie said. “We had a number of
key positions go down.’’
Aragon (1-7, 1-3) won its first
game of the season last week
against Half Moon Bay, but now
with another win is on the brink
of advancing to the CCS playoffs.
“We have to be more physical at
the point of attack,’’ Bowie said.
“They’re going to run the football
and try to dominate time of possession. I think we are ready to
bounce back this week.’’
Menlo quarterback Kevin Alarcon went down with a broken collarbone in the M-A game. Justin
Sellers got his first start against
Terra Nova and had a good game,
passing for four touchdowns with
zero interceptions.
“He took charge of the offense
in his first varsity start,’’ Bowie
said of Sellers. “He was able to
use the tools he has, able to run
the football.’’
Aragon went 10-2 last year

Robert W. Dahlberg

Jaeden Barker (23) gives the Bears plenty of depth and options on
offense.

before suffering through that 0-7
start.
“If there’s a record for giving up
big plays we’ve got to be close,’’
Aragon coach Steve Sell said.
“Menlo has some of the best players in the league, They just don’t
have a lot of them.’’
Lynbrook at Gunn, 7 p.m.
After pulling out a 14-13 win
over Los Altos with a touchdown
and two-point conversion in
the final second, Gunn (3-5, 1-3
SCVAL El Camino) feels like it
is finally turning a corner, that
the light at the end of the tunnel is
starting to become visible.
“Gunn hasn’t won four games
in a season since 2012,’’ first-year
coach Jason Miller said. “We’ve
reached a very nice fork in the
road for the program.’’
Miller is starting to receive
positive feedback from the community as well as from students in
his World History classes.
“My classes are all requesting
I show them the video of that last
play,’’ Miller said. “The kids are
all talking about it.’’
Miller also rewarded his players this week by bringing donuts
to practice.
Gunn has had success on the
ground all season running the
double-wing offense Miller has
installed. But the touchdown
against Los Altos came on a pass
from Solomone Paletua to Kylen
Liu. Paletua threw 13 passes in
that game, nearly half of his season total.
“Los Altos played their linebackers up near the line of scrimmage,’’ Miller said. “We knew we
had to throw the ball a little bit in
that game.’’
Lynbrook (0-8, 0-4), Gunn’s
homecoming opponent this Friday, has struggled mightily this
season, scoring 40 points and allowing 389 in eight games.
“We’ve been in a similar situation lots of times,’’ Miller said.
“We are not good enough to overlook any opponent.’’
Woodside at Carlmont,
7:30 p.m.
Injury-riddled Woodside (4-4,
1-3) is coming off a 59-36 loss to
Capuchino.
“We had a really rough first
quarter,’’ Woodside coach Justin
Andrews said. “We gave them
some easy ones. But then we
came back and were down 10 at
halftime and were driving, about
to cut it to three when we threw
a pick-six at the goal line. From
then on our defense was on the
field a lot.’’
Carlmont (6-2, 4-0) has already
clinched the PAL Lake championship. Woodside and Carlmont
have something of a natural rivalry with both being in the same
school district, but Woodside’s
ability to make it a competitive
game is somewhat in question.
“We are down eight starters,’’
Andrews said. “Even in our worst
years we’ve never had eight starters out. It’s getting rough. We’re
real light at the skill positions. But
we’ll get after it and see what we
can do.’’ Q

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK

Mallory Kuppe

Solomone Paletua

PALO ALTO VOLLEYBALL

GUNN FOOTBALL

The senior outside hitter
led Palo Alto to the title of
Spikefest II at Independence
High over the weekend and
also helped the Vikings
clinch their third straight
league title (44 kills, 57 digs
in 6 games).

The senior quarterback
engineered a 69-yard scoring
drive in the final minutes
that led to a 14-13 victory
over Los Altos. He threw two
touchdown passes and, for
good measure, recorded 10
tackles on defense.

Honorable mention
Elena Campbell

Max Cluss

Minhee Chung

Andrew Churukian

Eleanor Facey

Deston Hawkins

Grace King*

Will Riley

Kylie Mies

Joe Untrecht

Charlotte Tomkinson

Sam Untrecht

Woodside volleyball
Castilleja water polo
Sacred Heart Prep water polo
Menlo volleyball
Palo Alto volleyball
Menlo cross country

Sacred Heart Prep cross country
Sacred Heart Prep water polo
Menlo-Atherton football
Sacred Heart Prep water polo
Woodside water polo
Menlo water polo

*Previous winner

Watch video interviews of the Athletes of the Week, go to PASportsOnline.com

Stanford football
(continued from page 57)

in scoring (40.7 points per game).
Stanford is 11th in the conference
in defending the pass, allowing
252 yards per game.
“What Mike Leach has done
the last three years is very undersold nationally,’’ Shaw said. “The
variety he gives you ... quick passing, downfield passing, and then
he mixes in draws, mixes in funky
formations. He does a lot of things
to keep you off balance. The variety of different things he can do
to get a guy open, it’s impressive.’’
Gardner Minshew III, has
stepped in at quarterback for
Washington State as a graduate
transfer and leads the Pac-12 in
passing yards per game (392.1)
and touchdowns (23).
“He has active feet, very quick,
a perfect fit for what coach Leach
does,’’ Shaw said. “He’s a quick
decision maker.’’
Shaw reported that outside
linebacker Joey Alfieri, one of his
more experienced defensive players, will be out the next several
weeks, a situation which certainly
doesn’t help the Cardinal defense
as it prepares to go up against
such a prolific offense. Jordan
Fox and Gabe Reid are likely

replacements for Alfieri.
Stanford’s JJ Arcega-Whiteside
leads the Pac-12 with nine touchdown receptions. Washington
State’s Tay Martin and former
Serra High standout Easop Winston have eight TD receptions
apiece. A big challenge is in store
for Stanford cornerbacks Alijah
Holder and Paulson Adebo.
The play of Adebo, a redshirt
freshman, has been a revelation.
“What Paulson’s been able to
do, with Alijah being a known
commodity, a lot of balls have
gone his way,’’ Shaw said. “He’s
done a great job playing tight coverage, a great job getting guys on
the ground and not getting a big
head about it. He comes back every day and keeps working.’’
The Stanford offense, known
for its ground and pound orientation, has gone through a transition
this season. The Cardinal is 11th
in the Pac-12 in rushing, averaging only 91.6 yards per game on
the ground, but is third in passing
at 263.1 yards per game. Shaw is
pleased with the development of
quarterback K.J. Costello and said
he thought his play was a big key
to the win over Arizona State.
“It was a big step for him from
an efficiency standpoint,’’ Shaw
said. “I’m excited to see down the
road what his ceiling will be.’’ Q
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Central Woodside

69 Flood Circle, Atherton

400 W. Portola Drive, Los Altos
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175 Fawn Lane, Portola Valley
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12 Ohlone Street, Portola Valley

180 Hanna Way, Menlo Park
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495 Sequoia Avenue, Redwood City

3448 Page Street, Redwood City
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640 Oak Grove Ave, Menlo Park
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